

















Herein! we! report! the! solvothermal! decomposition! of! a! range! of! metal! dithiocarbamate!complexes!for!the!synthesis!of!metal!sulfide!nanoparticles.!Metal!sulfides!exist!in!a!variety!of!structural!phases,!some!of!which!are!known!to!be!catalytically!active! towards!various!processes.! The! aim! of! this! work! was! to! synthesise! a! variety! of! different! metal! sulfide!phases!for!future!catalysis!testing,!particularly!the!iron!sulfide!greigite!(Fe3S4,!a!thiospinel!containing!Fe2+!and!Fe3+)!which!is!to!be!tested!for!CO2!reduction.!!
A!range!of!metal!dithiocarbamate!complexes!were!synthesised!and!Chapter!2!focusses!on!the! synthesis! of! iron! dithiocarbamates.! Both! iron(II)! and! iron(III)! complexes! were!synthesised,! the! latter! being! a! facile,! open! bench! reaction! producing! a! range! of![Fe(S2CNRR’)3]! complexes.! Iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamates)! are! extremely! air! sensitive!therefore! carbonyl! protected! [Fe(S2CNRR’)2(CO)2]! complexes!were! prepared! for! ease! of!use!as!precursors.!The!stability!of!the!complexes!was!tested!by!TGA!to!ensure!they!were!suitable! precursors! for! metal! sulfide! synthesis,! i.e.! that! the! carbonyl! ligands! were!sufficiently! labile! to! leave! the! complexes! before! decomposition,! which! proved! to! be!successful.!
In! the! following! Chapter! these! iron! dithiocarbamate! complexes! were! solvothermally!decomposed,!but! interestingly!a! combination!of! iron(II)! and! iron(III)!precursors!did!not!produce! greigite! as! expected,! but! pyrrhotite! (Fe7S8,! containing! only! Fe2+).! Systematic!studies! into! the! effect! of! decomposition! temperature,! precursor! concentration! and!precursor! type,!on! the!phase!and!morphology!of! the! resulting! iron! sulfide!nanoparticles!were! performed!on! the! iron(III)! dithiocarbamate! precursor.! The!phase!was! found! to! be!highly! dependent! on! both! concentration! and! temperature.! The! use! of! a! redox! active!additive,!thiuram!disulfide,!on!the!decomposition!was!also!investigated!and!found!to!have!a!significant!effect,!promoting!the!formation!of!the!metastable!greigite!phase.!
Chapter! 4! examines! the! nickel! bis(dithiocarbamate)! decomposition! system! to! see! if! its!behaviour!was!consistent!with!trends!observed!in!the!iron!case.!In!general,!similar!trends!were! observed! in! the! phase! and! morphology! of! the! nickel! sulfides! when! the!decomposition! parameters! were! varied,! metastable! phases! were! observed! at! lower!temperature!and!higher!concentration.!The!effect!of!thiuram!disulfide!on!the!system!was!greater,!however,!than!in!the!iron!case,!whereby!an!additional!nickel!sulfide!phase!(NiS2)!was!observed!at!high!concentration!in!the!presence!of!this!additive.!!
!!
iv!!
Chapter! 5! deals! with! a! broader! range! of! metal! dithiocarbamate! systems,! to! attempt! to!elucidate! whether! or! not! the! trends! seen! for! nickel! and! iron! are! universal! for! metal!dithiocarbamate! precursors.! The! Co,! Cu,! Zn! and! In! dithiocarbamate! systems! were!examined!with!and!without!thiuram!disulfide,!and!some!effect!were!seen!on!the!phase!of!metal! sulfide!nanoparticle! formed,!but!only!at!high! concentration! in! the!presence!of! the!additive.! MixedUmetal! studies! were! performed! to! investigate! the! suitability! of! metal!dithiocarbamates! as! precursors! to! ternary!metal! sulfides,! and! success!was! observed! for!ironUnickel,! cobaltUnickel! and! ironUcopper! sulfides,! though! the! ironUzinc! and! ironUindium!systems!only!produced!binary!sulfides.!
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Metal!sulfides!are!both!abundant!and!cheap,!in!part!due!to!the!natural!occurrence!of!many!types! in!the!earth’s!crust.!Their!chemistry! is!a!rich!field!due!to!the!wide!range!of!known!metal! sulfide! phases! and! their! diverse! properties.! Bulk!metal! sulfide!materials! are! used!industrially! for! a! variety! of! applications! such! as! pigments,! luminescent! materials! for!cathode!ray! tubes,! lubricants!and! in! the!production!of! sulphuric!acid.1–3!Nanoparticulate!metal! sulfides! find! further! uses! through! their! enhanced,! sizeDdependant! properties! (see!Section! 1.2),! including! in! fuel! cells,! solar! cells,! light! emitting! diodes,! sensors,!thermoelectric! devices,! lithium! ion! batteries,! supercapacitors! and! memory! devices,!together!with!a!range!of!catalytic!applications!which!will!be!developed!below.4–11!
1.1.1 Applications+in+Catalysis+
There!are!several!wellDestablished!catalytic!uses!for!metal!sulfide!materials,!one!being!the!hydrodesulfurization! of! fuels.12–15! Here! metal! sulfides! are! employed! to! reduce! sulfur!dioxide!emissions!from!the!automotive!industry,!combustion!fuels!and!oilDburning!power!plants.! Typically! the! fuel! is! passed! through! a! fixedDbed! reactor! at! elevated! temperature!and! pressure,! where! sulfur! impurities! such! as! benzothiophenes! are! reduced! with!hydrogen! rich! gas! to! produce! hydrogen! sulfide! (H2S)! with! the! aid! of! a! metal! sulfide!catalyst.!Typical!catalysts!for!this!process!include!molybdenum!sulfide!and/or!nickel!and!cobalt! sulfides.12–15! Nickel! sulfides! are! also! used! as! hydrogenation! catalysts! for! the!selective! hydrogenation! of! chloronitrobenzene,! the! product! of!which,! chloroaniline,! is! a!useful!chemical!intermediate.16!
As! mentioned! in! Section! 1.1,! metal! sulfides! find! applications! in! fuel! cells,! specifically!proton!exchange!membrane!fuel!cells!(PEMFCs)!which!are!a!potential!alternative!to!fossil!fuels.17! PEMFCs! use! the! chemical! energy! generated! from! the! electrochemical! reaction!between! hydrogen! and! oxygen! and! transform! it! into! electrical! energy.! In! PEMFCs! the!cathode! and! anode! are! separated! by! a! membrane! which! allows! only! protons! to! pass.!Hydrogen! dissociates! at! the! anode! to! form! protons! which! pass! through! to! the! cathode!side,! reacting! with! oxygen! which! is! reduced! using! a! catalyst.! Thus! far,! platinum! based!catalysts! are! used! for! the! oxygen! reduction! reaction! (ORR),! but! metal! sulfides! such! as!
! ! Chapter!1!!
2!!
CoS2,! NiS2! and! FeS2! have! been! shown! to! have! potential! as! effective,! cheaper!!!alternatives.18,!19!
Conversely,! metal! sulfides! have! also! shown! potential! as! catalysts! for! the! hydrogen!evolution! reaction! (HER),! where! hydrogen! is! produced! from! water! splitting! for!subsequent! use! in! PEMFCs.20,! 21! Without! the! use! of! a! catalyst,! high! overpotentials! are!required!in!order!to!electrochemically!split!water.!Currently,!platinumDbased!catalysts!are!used!but! platinum!metal! is! expensive! and! scarce,! so! alternatives! are! being! investigated.!Molybdenum! sulfide,! in! the! form!of! crystalline!MoS2! and! amorphous!phases,! has! shown!potential!as!cheaper,!effective!alternatives.20,!21!!
Iron!and!nickel!sulfides!have!recently!been!suggested!as!potential!CO2!catalysts,! through!their! suggested! involvement! in! the! origin! of! life.22–27! Organisms! able! to! reduce! CO2! to!formate!under!mild! conditions!exist! in!nature,! such!as! carbon!monoxide!dehydrogenase!(CODH)!and!acetylDcoenzymeDA!(CoA),!and!often!possess!an!Fe4S4!cubaneDlike!cluster!at!or!very!near! to! their! active! sites.23,! 28–30!This! cluster! is! structurally! similar! to! the! repeating!unit! in! the! iron! sulfide! mineral! greigite! –! which! is! found! naturally! occurring! at!hydrothermal!vents!in!the!ocean!floor.31,!32!The!structural!similarity!between!greigite!and!these! enzymes! have! led! to! the! ironDsulfur! membrane! theory,! which! proposes! that! iron!sulfide!membranes!which!were! formed!around!4!billion!years!ago!on! the!Hadean!ocean!floor,! were! catalysts! for! the! reduction! of! dissolved! CO2! in! sea! water! to! form! the! early!molecules! of! life.! 31,! 33,! 34! Nickel! is! also! suggested! as! important! for! this! catalysis,34! often!appearing! alongside! the! Fe4S4! cluster! in! enzymes,28! and! as! a! common! impurity! in!greigite.32!
1.1.2 Structure+
Metal!sulfides!exist!in!a!variety!of!phases!and!naturally!occurring!examples,!such!as!pyrite!(FeS),! chalcocite! (Cu2S)! and!millerite! (βDNiS),! are! referred! to! as!minerals.! Properties! of!metal! sulfides! are! structure! dependant! –! pyrite! (FeS2)! is! a! room! temperature!semiconductor,!while!pyrrhotite!(Fe1DxS)!is!not,!making!an!understanding!of!the!structure!important! when! investigating! the! synthesis! of! different! sulfides.32! ! Of! the! numerous!known! metal! sulfides,! the! work! in! this! thesis! focusses! upon,! but! is! not! limited! to,! the!chemistry!of!iron!and!nickel!sulfide!nanoparticles,!so!the!structure!of!these!species!will!be!considered!in!some!detail.!
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Material+ Composition+Mackinawite! FeS!Pyrrhotite! Fe1DxS!(0!≤!x!≤!0.125)!Smythite! Fe9S11!Greigite! Fe3S4!Pyrite! FeS2!Marcasite! FeS2!
Table+1<1+<+Selected+iron+sulfide+mineral+phases+








x!<!0.125).36!Briefly,! the!NiAs!structure!consists!of!hexagonal!close!packing!of!nonDmetal!ions!with!metal! ions! in! the!octahedral!holes.!The!nonDmetal! ions!have! trigonal!prismatic!coordination!(Figure!1D2).37!Pyrrhotites!can!be!found!in!several!naturally!occurring!forms;!2C! (troilite,! FeS),! 4C! (most! commonly! occurring,! Fe7S8)! and! ‘NC’,! when! N! is! an! integer!between!5!and!11.!The!composition!varies!due!to!the!presence!and!ordering!of!vacancies!within!the!NiAs!structure.38,!39!
!
Figure+1<2+<+NiAs+structure+showing+trigonal+prismatic+coordination+about+the+anions.!
The! binary! nickel! sulfide! system! is! also! complex,! with! even!more! known! compositions!than!the!iron!sulfides.!Naturally!occurring!minerals!are;!heazlewoodite!(Ni3S2),!polydymite!(Ni3S4),!millerite!(βDNiS),!vaesite!(NiS2)!and!godlevskite!(Ni9S8),!but!many!more!have!been!synthesised! including!Ni7S6!and!αDNiS.40,! 41!The!NiS!phase!diagram!was!comprehensively!investigated! by! Kullerund! and! Yund.40! The! α! and! β! forms! of!NiS! are! polymorphs,! αDNiS!being!the!high!temperature!hexagonal!form!with!NiAs!structure!(see!Figure!1D2),!and!the!βDNiS! phase! being! the! low! temperature! rhombohedral! form.4,! 40,! 42! Nickel! sulfide! has! a!thiospinel! analogue,! polydymite! (Ni3S4),! which,! unlike! greigite,! takes! the! regular! spinel!structure.43! There! are! various! mixed! iron! and! nickel! sulfide! phases! possible,! and!interestingly!the!thiospinel!violarite!(FeNi2S4)!takes!on!the!inverse!spinel!structure.44,!45,!35!
1.2 Nanoparticle+Properties+





Size!effects!on!gold!nanoparticles!were!famously!investigated!by!Michael!Faraday!as!long!ago!as!1857.47!The!later!emergence!and!potential!of!the!field!of!nanoscience!was!foretold!by!Richard!Feynman,! in!his! ‘There’s!Plenty!of!Room!at! the!Bottom’! talk!at! the!American!Chemical! Society! annual! meeting! in! December! 1959.48! Developments! in! the! field! of!nanoscience! have! necessarily! accompanied! developments! in! analytical! techniques! and!equipment,! exemplified! in! the! 1925! Nobel! Prize! in! Chemistry,! awarded! to! Richard!Zsigmondy!for!his!work!on!metal!colloids!and!the!ultramicroscope.49!









material!to!the!size!of!the!nanoparticles.!In!a!bulk!semiconductor!material!the!conduction!and!valance!bands!are!separated!by!a!band!gap!which!is!small!enough!to!be!overcome!by!exciting! the! system! (for! example! heating).! When! an! electron! is! promoted! to! the!conduction!band!a!hole!is!left!in!the!valence!band,!and!the!pair!are!known!as!an!exciton!(a!quasiparticle).!An!exciton! is!analogous!to!a!hydrogen!atom,!comprising!one!electron!and!one!positive!charge!at!the!nucleus.!Due!to!shielding!of!the!hole!by!other!electrons!and!the!small! effective! masses! involved,! the! binding! energy! in! the! exciton! is! lower! than! in!hydrogen! and! so! the! exciton! is! larger! in! size! (roughly! 1! –! 10! nm! compared! to!approximately!0.1!nm! for!hydrogen).37!When!a!nanoparticle! is! smaller! in!diameter! than!the!size!of!this!electron!hole!separation,!quantum!confinement!occurs,!and!the!size!of!the!band!gap!relates!to!the!size!of!the!nanoparticle,!such!that!it!increases!with!decreasing!size,!and!so!can!be!selectively!controlled.50!
1.3 Nanoparticle+Synthesis+
1.3.1 Theory+
There! are! two! general! approaches! to! nanoparticulate!materials:! the! topDdown! (physical!destruction! of! larger!material)! and! the! bottomDup! (build! up! from!molecular! precursors,!often! colloidal)! approaches.! Colloidal! solutions! are! only! stable! if! the! van! der! Waals!interactions! between! particles! are! overcome! either! electrostatically! (charge! the! surface!leading! to! Coulombic! repulsion! between! particles)! or! sterically! (attach! sterically! bulky!ligands!to!the!surface,!typically!macromolecules).!
As! so! many! properties! depend! on! the! size! of! the! nanoparticles! polydispersity! is!disfavoured,!monodisperity!being!preferred.!Monodispersity!has!been!described!as!when!90!%!of!a!population!lies!within!±!5!%!of!the!mean!particles!size.50!Nucleation!and!growth!are! thought! to! govern! nanoparticle! morphology! and! size,! though! the! development! of!models!to!describe!nanoparticle!formation!is!ongoing.53!!






4 rGrG v +Δ−=Δ !
Equation+1<2+
There!are!several!processes!at!work!during!nucleation!–!precursor!monomer!approaches!the!interfacial!layer!about!the!particles!and!can!add!to!the!surface,!while!monomer!in!the!particle! can! also! reDdissolve! back! into! the! solution.! Whether! particle! formation! is!favourable! is! partly! governed! by! the! radius! of! the! particle,! such! that! if! it! is! below! the!critical! radius! (r*),! the!γ! term!of!Equation!1D2!dominates! and!ΔG! is! positive! (so!particle!formation!is!disfavoured!and!the!particle!reDdissolves).!If!r!≥!r*!then!the!negative!term!of!Equation!1D2!is!dominant,!ΔG!is!negative!and!the!particle!grows.!
The+LaMer+Model+for+Particle+Formation!







Though! this! model! has! been! found! to! not! be! applicable! to! most! transition! metal!nanoparticle!systems,53!the!general!principle!of!a!short!burst!of!nucleation!events!followed!by!particle!growth!is!important!for!monodispersity!of!particles.!This!process!is!known!as!‘burst!nucleation’!and!leads!to!similar!growth!times!for!nuclei,!conferring!greater!control!over!particle!size.53!!
Ostwald+Ripening!
Subsequent! to!particle!growth,!particle! ripening!occurs.!This!can!either! focus!or!defocus!the!particle!size!distribution!as!there!is!an!exchange!of!monomer!from!particle!to!particle!in!solution.54!During!Ostwald!ripening!it! is!thermodynamically!more!favourable!for!small!particles!to!lose!monomer!and!for!large!particles!to!gain,!growing!at!the!former’s!expense.!This!process! is!driven!by! the! favourable!reduction!of! the!percentage!of! surface!particles!with! dangling! bonds,! therefore! increasing! the! monomer! coordination! and! reducing!particle!surface!energy.!




There! have! been! numerous! reported!methods! for! the! synthesis! of! nanoparticles,!which!generally! follow! two! routes;!precipitation! from!solution,!often!at! room! temperature!and!often! involving! the! reduction! of! a! metal! salt! and! the! decomposition! of! molecular!precursors!at!elevated!temperature!in!either!the!solid,!liquid!(solution)!or!vapour!phase.56!!
Precipitation+Methods+
The!size!of!the!particles!produced!via!the!precipitation!method!depends!on!many!variables!including!precursor!type!and!concentration,!reaction!temperature,!pH!of!the!solution!and!diffusion! and! sorption! properties! of! the! precursors.57! Controlling! these! parameters! in!order! to! obtain!monodispersity! can! be! challenging! and! some! groups! have! gone! to! such!lengths!as!postDpreparation!sizeDseparation!(such!as!size!exclusion!chromatography).56,!58!The! resulting! nanoparticles! may! be! stabilised! to! avoid! aggregation! by! Coulombic!repulsion,!or!the!addition!of!a!stabilising!molecule!(capping!agent).! In!some!cases!one!of!the!reactants!(often!the!reducing!agent)!can!also!act!as!a!stabiliser.57!!
The! precipitation! method! was! employed! by! Faraday! in! his! early! experiments! on! gold!colloids.47!Aqueous!solutions!of!auric!chloride!were!reduced!with!phosphorus!to!yield!gold!nanoparticles.47! The! synthesis! was! improved! upon! by! Turkevitch! et+ al.,! who! reduced!chloroauric!acid!with!boiling!trisodium!citrate!in!a!relatively!cheap!and!reliable!method.59!This!yielded!gold!nanoparticles!stabilised!by!the!Coulombic!repulsion!of!a!charged!bilayer!created!by!citrate!ions!sitting!on!the!positive!metal!surface.59!This!method!has!additionally!been!adapted!to!synthesise!nanoparticles!of!other!metals.60,!61!





As!mentioned!above,!thermal!decomposition!of!molecular!precursors!can!be!performed!in!the!solid,!liquid!and!gas!phase,!though!solution!phase!decomposition!is!probably!the!most!widely! used! and! the! focus! of! the! work! in! this! thesis.! The! solid! state! synthesis! of!nanoparticles! has! been! described! in! numerous! papers,! often! as! a! solventless! route! to!nanoparticulate!matter.!Thermolysis!can!be!carried!out!in!a!TeflonDlined!steel!autoclave,64!!or! much! simpler! apparatus! where! heat! is! applied! to! a! vessel! containing! solid!precursor(s).65,! 42,! 66!One!potential!advantage!of! this! technique! is! that! it!does!not! involve!toxic! solvents.! A! disadvantage! is! that! particle! size! can! be! difficult! to! control! without!solvent! effects! and! capping! agents! present.! Some! groups! have! overcome! this! by!incorporating!a!stabilising!agent!into!the!molecular!precursor!complex,!for!example!Kang!
et+ al.! synthesised! iron! oxide! and! silver! nanoparticles! from! the!metal! oleate! complex! in!air.65!!
Gas! or! vapour! phase! syntheses! such! as! chemical! vapour! deposition! (CVD)! have! been!successfully! employed! in! the! synthesis! of! nanoparticle!materials,! particularly! thin! films.!Several! reviews!have!been!published,67,! 68! and!only! the!main!points!will! be! summarised!here.!In!general,!molecular!precursor(s)!are!first!vaporised!(this!can!be!under!atmospheric!or!reduced!pressure)!and! then!brought! into!contact! (possibly!using!an! inert!carrier!gas)!with! a! heated! substrate,!whereupon! they! decompose! to! form! a! thin! film! or! particles! of!product.56,! 67! In! the!case!of!nanoparticle!growth,! in! the!absence!of!a!capping!agent,! large!particle! size! distributions! can! occur.56! Historically,! it! should! be! noted,! the! gas! phase!decomposition!of!Ni(CO)4!was!successfully!employed!to!process!nickel!oxide!ore!forming!pure!nickel!metal,!and!was!also!used!for!nickel!plating!in!some!cases.69!The!success!of!this!process!lay!in!the!reversibility!of!the!carbon!monoxide!complexation!of!nickel,!exploiting!the!carbonyl!ligand’s!lability.37!
1.3.3 Solvothermal+Synthesis+
SolutionDbased! thermal! synthesis! of! nanoparticles! typically! involves! the! dissolution! of!molecular!precursors!in!a!high!boiling!point!solvent,!which!are!then!decomposed!at!high!temperature!(between!200!and!300!°C).! In!order! to!control!particle!size!and!protect! the!formed! nanoparticles! from! oxidation,! a! capping! agent! is! also! required.! The! solvent! can!have! dual! functionality,! acting! as! a! capping! agent! in! addition! to! a! heat! sink,! if! it! has!coordinating! groups! such! as! amines! or! thiols,! or! a! stabiliser! be! added! separately.!
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Depending!on! the! composition!of! the!desired!nanoparticle,!decomposition!of! a!molecule!containing! all! the! required! elements! (a! singleDsource!precursor)! or! a!mixture! of! several!different! molecular! precursors! can! be! performed.! The! work! contained! in! this! thesis! is!focussed!on! the!solvothermal! synthesis!of!metal! sulfide!nanoparticles,! so! there!will!be!a!larger!discussion!of! this! topic.!There!are! two!main! types!of! solvothermal!decomposition!differing! by! the! temperature! at! which! the! precursors! are! introduced! into! the! solvent,!namely!the!‘hotDinjection’!and!‘heatDup’!methods.!
The!‘hotDinjection’!method!was!pioneered!by!Bawedni!et+al.!for!the!synthesis!of!cadmium!chalcogenide!quantum!dots.70!Binary!precursors!were!employed,!dimethylcadmium!with!a!chalcogenide!compound!such!as!bis(trimethylsilyl)selenium,!which!were!dissolved!in!triD
nDoctylphosphine!(TOP)!and!injected!into!a!reaction!flask!containing!triDnDoctylphosphine!oxide!(TOPO)!at!300!°C!under!argon.!Upon!addition!of!room!temperature!(RT)!precursor!solution,! decomposition! and! surpersaturation! of! precursor! monomer! occurred! rapidly,!producing! burst! nucleation.! External! heating! was! removed! prior! to! injection! and! the!addition! was! accompanied! by! a! net! temperature! drop.! This! caused! supersaturation! to!cease!more!quickly! than! it! otherwise!would!have!based! solely! on! the!drop! in!monomer!concentration! upon! nucleation.! Heating! was! then! reapplied! to! the! system! to! allow! for!particle! growth! (but! not! high! enough! for! nucleation),! all! of! which! led! to! wellDdefined,!‘temporally! discrete’,! nucleation! and! growth! phases,! and! nanoparticles! with! a! low!polydispersity! (<! 5! %)! .50,! 70,! 71! Kwon! and! Hyeon’s! review! on! the! mechanism! of!solvothermal! decomposition! describes! the! ‘hotDinjection’! method! as! conforming! to!LaMer’s! model,! minus! the! first! phase! of! monomer! accumulation.54! This! method! of!nanoparticle!synthesis!has!been!widely!used!for!the!synthesis!of!nanoparticles!of!various!compositions.72,!19,!73–78!




The! ‘hotDinjection’! method! has! advantages! over! the! ‘heatDup’! method,! particularly! the!temporal!separation!of!the!nucleation!and!growth!phases!of!particle!formation,!leading!to!small!particles!of!low!polydispersity.!Narrow!particle!size!distribution!can!be!achieved!in!the! ‘heatDup’! method! too,! as! exemplified! above.! In! addition,! the! ‘heatDup’! method! is!considered!a!more!reproducible!method,!not!having!to!inject!any!species!into!the!reaction!vessel!(injection!rate!and!precursor!concentration!can!affect!the!decomposition),!or!adjust!the!temperature!of!the!reaction!at!any!point!as!with!the!‘hotDinjection’!method.!The!‘heatDup’!method!was!employed!in!this!work!due!to!its!simple!effectiveness!and!reproducibility.!Additionally! the! ‘hotDinjection’!method! is! very! rapid!making! in+ situ!monitoring! difficult.!The! ‘heatDup’!method! is! a! slower,!more! gradual! process! allowing! the! progression! to! be!easily! observed! and! monitored.! It! was! hoped! that! in+ situ! monitoring! could! allow!decompositions!to!be!understood!and!controlled!and!thus!allow!the!ability! to!selectively!synthesise!different!materials.!
Hydrothermal!synthesis!of!nanoparticles!has!been!reported!as!a!greener!alternative!to!the!use! of! toxic! and! expensive! high! boiling! organic! solvents.! In! order! to! achieve! precursor!decomposition!high!temperatures!and!pressures!are!achieved!using!a!sealed!vessel,!such!as! an! autoclave.81,! 56! Continuous! hydrothermal! flow! synthesis! (CHFS)! is! another! waterDbased! technique! for! the! synthesis! of! nanoparticles,! which! involves! the! reaction! of!precursors!in!supercritical!water.82!An!advantage!of!this!technique!is!that!large!quantities!of! material! can! be! synthesised! quickly,! though! because! of! this! speed! of! formation! the!particles!tend!not!to!be!very!crystalline!or!wellDfaceted.82!Though!water!is!often!termed!a!green!solvent,!in!many!cases!a!capping!agent!(which!may!not!be!benign)!is!added!in!order!to!prevent!oxidation!of!the!resulting!nanoparticles!obtained!via!hydrothermal!synthesis.!!




The!requirements!of!a!metal!sulfide!single!source!precursor!are:!it!should!contain!both!the!metal!and!sulfur! (preferably!bound! to!one!another);! it! should!be! stable!enough! for!easy!handling! (and! won’t! become! oxidised! prior! to! decomposition);! it! should! decompose!relatively! easily! to! yield! a! pure! metal! sulfide! product;! and! any! byDproducts! should! be!unreactive! and! preferably! volatile! (so! as! to! not! contaminate! the!material! formed).! The!obvious!choice!is!a!metalDdithiolate!complex!and!there!are!various!thiolate!ligands!able!to!stabilise!metal!centres!in!existence!(see!Figure!1D4!for!a!selection).!Some!of!these!ligands!also! contain! other! heteroatoms! such! as! oxygen! and! phosphorus! (like! xanthates! and!diphosphates)!which!could! lead! to! impurities! in! the!material!produced.! It! is!particularly!important! to! avoid! oxidation! which! is! a! common! problem! in! the! synthesis! of! metal!sulfides.!
!
Figure+1<4+<+A+selection+of+dithiolate+ligands+








Another! consequence!of! the!above! resonance!behaviour! is! that!dithiocarbamates! can!be!both!strong5!and!weak5field!ligands!depending!on!the!substituents.!If!the!‘dithiocarbamate’!form! dominates! then! it! is! considered! a! strong5field! ligand! and! if! the! ‘thioureide’! form!dominates!it!is!considered!weak5field.83!This!has!consequences!when!the!ligand!is!bound!to!a! transition! metal! ion! such! as! iron(III),! where! the! highD! and! lowDspin! electronic!configurations!are!different!(see!below).!
Dithiocarbamates!are!generally!synthesised!in!one!of!two!ways.!The!most!common!is!the!reaction!of! carbon!disulphide!with!a! secondary!amine! in! the!presence!of!base,!generally!sodium! or! potassium! hydroxide.! Reactions! can! be! performed! in! water,! methanol! or!ethanol,! at! room! temperature!and!produce!a!high!yield!of! aqueous! soluble!product.!The!second! method! produces! dithiocarbamates! which! are! soluble! in! organic! solvents! and!involves!the!reaction!of!carbon!disulphide!with!two!equivalents!of!secondary!amine!in!the!absence!of!any!base.!This!produces!the!ammonium!salt!of!the!compound![R2NH2][S2CNR2],!
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one! equivalent! of! amine! acts! as! a! base! and! the! second! as! a! nucleophile.83! Metal!dithiocarbamate! complexes! can! be! synthesised! by! simply! reacting! dithiocarbamate! and!metal! salts! together! in! an! appropriate! solvent.83! Metal! dithiocarbamates! have! been!successfully! used! as! singleDsource! precursors! for!metal! sulfide! nanoparticles! by! several!groups.88–91,! 76! Pioneering! work! was! performed! by! O’Brien! in! the! synthesis! of!semiconducting! cadmium! sulfide! and! zinc! sulfide! nanoparticles,! from! the! solvothermal!decomposition!of!metal!dithiocarbamate!precursors.89!
1.5 Summary/Aims/Thesis+Structure+
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As!previously!detailed! in!Chapter!1,! iron!sulfide!minerals!are!numerous!and!varied.1!For!the!phases!of!interest!to!this!project!iron!is!in!the!+2!oxidation!state,!with!the!exception!of!the!thiospinel!greigite,!which!contains!both!iron(II)!and!(III).!In!order!to!synthesise!these!materials! in! nanoparticulate! form! via! solvothermal! methods,! iron(II)! and! iron(III)!precursors! are! required.! As! discussed! in! Chapter! 1,! dithiocarbamate! complexes! are!excellent!precursors!for!metal!sulfide!nanoparticles!due!to!the!ligand’s!high!versatility.!It!is!possible!to!synthesise!dithiocarbamate!complexes!with!all!of!the!transition!metals!and!in! a! variety! of! different! oxidations! states.2! The! relative! weakness! of! the! CIS! bond! (as!compared! to! dithiophosphates!which! possess! a! PIS! bond)! also! enables! the! formation! of!metal!sulfide!materials!without!other!organic!impurities!from!the!precursor!complex.2!!
This!chapter!is!divided!into!two!parts:!the!first!being!devoted!to!the!synthesis!and!stability!of!the!iron(III)!dithiocarbamate!complexes,!and!the!second!to!the!iron(II)!dithiocarbamate!complexes.!This!introduction!will!summarise!the!chemistry!of!both!these!species.!
2.1.1 Iron(III)&tris(dithiocarbamate)&Complexes&
Iron(III)! tris(dithiocarbamate)! complexes!were! first! reported! in! 1907! in! the! pioneering!paper! by! Delépine3! and! have! since! been! extensively! studied,! in! part! for! their! unusual!magnetic! spinIcrossover! properties.4–10! The! main! synthesis! route,! as! described! by!Delépine! and! later! refined! by! White! et& al.,11! involves! reacting! the! sodium! salt! of! the!dithiocarbamate!with!an!iron(III)!salt!(Equation!2I1).!
3NaS2CNR2!+!FeCl3! ! ! [Fe(S2CNR2)3]!+!3NaCl!
Equation&2>1&
This!method!has!been!used!to!synthesise!iron(III)!tris(dithiocarbamate)!complexes!with!a!range! of! different! substituents! including! unsymmetrical! secondary! amines! such! as![Fe(S2CNMePh)3],!and!cyclic!amines!such!as![Fe(S2CN(piperidyl))3].11–13!A!slight!variation!on!this!method!involves!slow!addition!of!carbon!disulfide!to!a!solution!of!iron!hydroxide,!Fe(OH)3,!and! the!appropriate!secondary!amine! in!absolute!ethanol.11!An!electrochemical!synthesis!has!also!been!reported!which!produces!the!iron(III)!tris(dithiocarbamate)!from!the! oxidation! of! a! sacrificial! anode! of! iron! in! a! solution! of! the! appropriate! thiuram!
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disulfide.14!This!paper!describes!quantitative! formation!of! the!dimethyl! and!diethyl! trisIderivatives.! The! results! indicate! the! initial! formation! of! the! bisIcomplex! with! a! further!oxidative!addition!occurring! in! solution.!This! latter!method! is!much! less! common! in! the!literature.!
Many! different! spectroscopic! methods! have! been! applied! to! the! investigation! of!paramagnetic,! pseudo! octahedral! iron(III)! dithiocarbamates! including! infrared!spectroscopy! (IR),! farIIR,! nuclear! magnetic! spectroscopy! (NMR),! Mössbauer,! magnetic!moment!studies!and!XIray!crystallography.13,!15,!16!In!many!cases!the!subject!of!interest!was!the!unusual!magnetic!behaviour!of!these!complexes,!being!first!reported!in!1931.17!!
Iron(III)!tris(dithiocarbamates)!are!d5!metalIorganic!complexes!and!therefore!can!exist!in!two! ground! state! spin! configurations! depending! on! several! factors! (ligand! type,!temperature,!pressure,!etc.).!The!complexes!will!be!low!spin!when!the!ligand!field!strength!(Δoctahedral)! is!greater! than! the!mean!electron!pairing!energy,!and!high!spin!when! it! is!smaller.!Both! spin! states!have!unpaired!electrons! leading! to!paramagnetism,! though! the!high! spin! state! has! more! unpaired! electrons! and! therefore! exhibits! a! larger! magnetic!moment!(Figure!2I1).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
Figure&2>1&>&The&low>&(2T2)&and&high>&(6A1)&spin&state&configurations&of&[Fe(S2CNR2)3].&Regarding! the! reactivity! of! iron(III)! tris(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! it! should! be! noted!that! several! mixed! dithiocarbamate! complexes,! [Fe(S2CNR2)2(S2CNR’2)],! have! been!synthesised,! by! the! reaction! of! [Fe(S2CNR2)2Cl]! with! one! equivalent! of! dithiocarbamate!salt,!or!upon!mixing![Fe(S2CNR2)3]!and![Fe(S2CNR’2)3].18,!19,!10!These!complexes!are!difficult!to! characterise! since! ligand! scrambling! at! the! substitutionally! labile! iron(III)! centre!rapidly!leads!to!mixtures!of!products.!In!addition,!when!in!solution!with!nonIhalogenated!solvents!no!photochemical! activity!has!been!observed! for! iron(III)! tris(dithiocarbamate)!
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complexes,!but!when!even!small!amount!of!chlorinated!solvents!are!present!they!are!seen!to! be! extremely! photosensitive,! producing! [FeCl(S2CNR2)2].20! The! reaction! is! believed! to!occur! via! an! electronItransfer! from! an! excited! iron! complex! to! the! chlorocarbon! with!subsequent! steps.21! Indeed,! [Fe(S2CNR2)2X]! (X! =! halide),! are! another! important! class! of!iron(III)!dithiocarbamate!complexes!whose!chemistry!is!well!reported!and!complex.22–28,!20!First!reported!by!White!et&al.!in!1966,29!synthesised!via!the!addition!of!concentrated!acids!(HX)! to!benzene!solutions!of! [Fe(S2CNR2)3].!Crystal! structures! [Fe(S2CNR2)2X]! show!they!are!squareIbased!pyramidal,!with!the!halide!atom!in!the!apical!position.26!!
2.1.2 Iron(II)&bis(dithiocarbamate)&Complexes&
Iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)!complexes!were!first!prepared!in!195030!as!chocolate!brown!solids! from!the!aqueous!reaction!of! sodium!dithiocarbamate!salts!with! ferrous!sulphate,!FeSO4.7H2O,!an!inert!atmosphere.31,!32!They!are!very!air!sensitive,!being!readily!oxidised!to![Fe(S2CNR2)3].2! In! 1975! Ileperuma! and! Feltham! published! the! crystal! structure! of![Fe(S2CNEt2)2],33!which!is!dimeric!in!the!solid!state!with!a!distorted!trigonalIbipyramidal!geometry! about! each! iron! (Figure! 2I2).! Thus! each! metal! atom! is! bound! to! four! sulfur!atoms!from!two!dithiocarbamate!ligands,!one!sulfur!atom!attached!to!the!dithiocarbamate!ligand!on!the!adjacent!iron!complex!acts!in!a!μ2!manner.!!
!
Figure&2>2&>&Crystal&structure&of&[Fe(S2CNEt2)2]&dimer&(hydrogen&atoms&omitted&for&clarity).33&The! FeIS! bond! lengths! are! all! similar! at! approximately! 2.4! Å,!with! the! exception! of! the!bridging! sulfur! bond,! which! is! slightly! longer! at! 2.613(2)! Å.! The! FeIS! bond! lengths! in![Fe(S2CNEt2)2]! are! relatively! long! compared! to! those! in! [Fe(S2CNEt2)3]! (approximately!2.29!Å,!see!below),!and!all!the!SIFeIS!bond!angles!are!relatively!far!from!the!ideal!120°!at!142.8(1),!107.3(1)!and!109.5(1)°.!This!is!the!only!reported!crystal!structure!of!an!iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)! complex! and! may! not! be! representative! of! the! whole! class! of!complexes!–!with!larger!RIgroups,!dimerization!in!the!solid!state!may!be!disfavoured.!
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Due!to!the!extreme!air!sensitivity!of! iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)!complexes,! for!ease!of!use! a!protected! form!of! the! complexes!was! required,! such! that! the! complexes!would!be!stable!enough!to!handle!at!room!temperature,!but!the!ligands!would!be!labile!enough!to!be!expelled! from! the!molecules! at! a! temperature! lower! than! decomposition! (and! not! take!part! in! the! reaction! in! any! way).! There! are! several! reports! of! iron(II)! mixed! ligand!dithiocarbamate! complexes! of! the! type! [Fe(S2CNR2)2L],2,! 34–38! (where! L! can! be! a! neutral!bidentate!or!monodentate! ligand).! If! the!ligand!is!monodentate,!disubstitution!can!occur,!as! with! isonitriles.35! The! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! diisocyanide! complex![Fe(S2CNR2)2(CNR)2]!is!formed!from!the!reaction!of![Fe(S2CNR2)3]!with!isonitrile.35!!
The!blue!1,10Iphenanthroline!(phen)!and!2,2Ibipyridine!(bipy)!adducts!are!synthesised!by!adding! the! respective! ligands! to!THF!solutions!of! iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate),34!or! in!a!one! pot! reaction! of! ferrous! chloride!with! three!molar! equivalents! of! ligand! followed! by!slow! addition! of! two! equivalents! of! sodium! diethyldithiocarbamate.38! In! addition,!photoreduction! of! [Fe(S2CNEt2)3]! with! NaS2CNEt2! in! the! presence! of! 1,2Ibis(diphenylphosphino)ethane! (dppe)! affords! [Fe(S2CNEt2)2(dppe)]! and!tetraethylthiuram! disulfide.37! Iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! dicarbonyl! complexes! are!another! important! class! of! coordinatively! saturated! iron(II)! dithiocarbamates,! and! have!been!synthesised!via!a!number!of!methods!(see!below).!
2.1.3 Iron(II)&bis(dithiocarbamate)&Dicarbonyl&Complexes&
Cotton!and!McCleverty!first!reported![Fe(S2CNMe2)2(CO)2]! in!1964!formed!upon!reacting!





In! 1972! Feltham! reported! the! synthesis! of! dimethyl! and! diethyl! derivatives! via! the!addition! of! ferrous! sulphate! to! the! appropriate! sodium!dithiocarbamate! salt! in! acetone,!with! carbon! monoxide! bubbled! through! the! solution.43! This! produced! the! desired!complexes! in! high! yields! (79! and!93!%! respectively)! and!Houchin! later! reported! a! very!similar!synthesis!using!the!iron!perchlorate!in!dimethylformamide.44!
Iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! dicarbonyl! complexes! have! been! studied! by! a! number! of!techniques! including! NMR,! IR! and! Mössbauer! spectroscopy.! Duffy! et! al.! used! all! three!techniques! to! investigate! the! inductive! effect! of! the! organoIsubstituents! on! the!complexes,42! finding! that! the! greater! the! pKa! of! the! protonated! form! of! the! parent!secondary! amine! functional! group!of! the!dithiocarbamate! ligand! (i.e.! the!more!basic! the!nitrogen!centre),!the!more!electron!density!is!donated!to!the!CS2!end!of!the!ligand!and!so!onto!the!iron!centre.!This!is!made!possible!by!the!fact!that!dithiocarbamate!ligands!have!a!thioureide!resonance!form!(Figure!1I5).!
Mössbauer!spectroscopy!shows!that!there!is!no!buildIup!of!electron!density!on!the!iron!as!57Fe!Mössbauer!parameters!are!the!same!regardless!of!RIgroups.!Duffy!suggests!electron!density!flows!through!the!metal!centre!and!onto!the!carbonyl!ligands.!This!is!revealed!in!the! CIO! stretching! frequencies! which! are! lower! when! the! pKa! of! the! amine! is! higher.42!Further!evidence!for!this!behaviour!is!reported!in!a!later!paper!by!Duffy!and!Appleton,!in!which! they! perform! a! detailed! IR,! 13CI! and! 15NINMR! spectroscopy! study! on! iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)!dicarbonyl!complexes.45!They!report!typical!solution!IR!peaks!for!the!carbonyl!ligands!at!approximately!2025!and!1970!cmI1!in!CHCl3.!





Based! on! the! iron(II)! and! iron(III)! dithiocarbamate! chemistry! detailed! above! the!precursors!chosen!for!this!work!were![Fe(S2CNR2)2(CO)2]!and![Fe(S2CNR2)3]!respectively.![Fe(S2CNR2)3]!was!chosen!because!it!has!a!facile,!open!bench!synthesis!and!possess!sulfur!as! the! only! heteroatom! bonded! to! the! iron! centre.! The! alternative! halide! complexes,![Fe(S2CNR2)2X]!(X!=!Cl,!Br,!I),!have!a!strong!ironIhalide!bond!that!could!potentially!lead!to!halide!contamination!in!decomposition!products.!!









Iron(III)! dithiocarbamates! are! paramagnetic! d5! spin! crossover! complexes! and! therefore!could!not!be!easily!analysed!by!NMR!spectroscopy.!However! it!was!possible! to!elucidate!their! structures! using! IR,! mass! spectrometry! (MS),! elemental! analysis! (EA)! and,! where!crystals! were! obtained,! single! crystal! XIray! diffraction.! Crystals! of! the! iron(III)!tris(diethyldithiocarbamate)! complex! (2)! were! obtained! when! attempting! to! crystallise!the! iron(II)! bis(diethyldithiocarbamate)! dicarbonyl! complex! (see! below)! from! a!toluene/hexane! layer! –! a! testament! to! the! instability! of! the! iron(II)! complexes! (Figure!2I3).!!
There! are! a! large! number! of! XIray! crystal! structure! studies! of! iron(III)!tris(dithiocarbamates),6,! 15,! 51–53! and! in! general! they! report! a! distorted! octahedral!geometry.!Leipoldt!and!Coppens!report!crystal!structure!of![Fe(S2CNEt2)3]!at!297!and!79K!and!relate!changes!to!the!spinIcrossover!properties!of!the!complex.15!At!room!temperature!the!complex!has!a!magnetic!moment!of!4.3!BM,!indicating!it!is!predominantly!in!the!high!spin!state!(6A1),!while!at!the!lower!temperature!it!has!a!magnetic!moment!of!2.2!BM!and!is!therefore! chiefly! in! the! low! spin! state! (2T2).! The! space! group! changes! on! cooling! from!





The!XIray!crystal!structure!of!2!obtained!in!this!study!has!the!space!group!P21/c!at!150!K.!The!FeIS!bond! lengths!are!0.015!Å! shorter! than! in! the! crystal! structure! taken!at!79!K.15!One!would!expect!the!FeIS!distances!to!be!at!an!intermediate!value!between!the!high!and!low! temperature! structures,! though! this! could! be! within! experimental! error.! Table! 2I1!summarises!the!bond!lengths!and!angles!for!2,!revealing!the!axial!SIFeIS!bond!angle!is!far!from!180°!at!163.64(2)°.!The!origin!of!this!distortion!is!the!strain!in!the!dithiocarbamate!ligands!where!the!intraIligand!SIFeIS!bite!angle!is!less!than!90°!and!so!the!interIligand!SIFeIS!bite!angle!has!to!be!greater!than!90°!to!make!up!for!this.!
Atoms! Bond!Angle!(°)! Atoms! Bond!length!(Å)!S(1)–Fe(1)–S(4)! 163.64(2)! Fe(1)–S(1)! 2.2900(5)!S(1)–Fe(1)–S(2)! 75.71(2)! Fe(1)–S(2)! 2.2824(5)!S(1)–Fe(1)–S(6)! 99.52(2)! Fe(1)–S(3)!! 2.2939(5)!S(1)–C(1)–S(2)! 110.43(9)! C(1)–S(2)! 1.708(2)!! ! C(1)–N(1)!!!! 1.314(2)!
Table&2>1&>&Selected&bond&lengths&and&angles&for&2.&
2.2.1.2 Stability,





On!initial!inspection,!the!TGA!graphs!(Figure!2I4)!for!1!and!3!appear!to!be!similar,!with!an!initial!period!of!thermal!stability!until!approximately!300!°C,!whereupon!there!is!a!sharp!mass! loss.! For!1! there! is! a! gradual!mass! loss! of! 15!%! from! 0! –! 259! °C!when! the!main!decomposition! starts.! This! initial!mass! loss! is! likely! to! be! due! to! residual! solvent! in! the!sample,! and! the! total!mass! has! been! recalculated! to! take! this! into! account.! 89!%! of! the!mass! is! lost! between! 259! –! 312! °C,!with! a! further! 6!%! lost! shortly! after! this.! Overall! a!residual!mass!of!only!4!%!remains,! less! than! the!mass!of! solely!Fe!remaining,! indicating!possible!sublimation.!The!DSC!graph!for!1! is!complex!with!several!overlapping!peaks!(as!with! the! iron(II)! complexes),! but! enough! can! be! seen! to! indicate! several! decomposition!steps!all!very!close!together!(seen!as!endothermic!peaks!in!the!DSC!trace).!!
The!TGA!graph!for!3!shows!mass!loss!occurring!sharply!between!233!and!330!°C;!91!%!of!the!mass!is!lost!in!at!least!two!steps!(a!small!mass!loss!can!be!seen!in!the!TGA!graph!at!250!°C).!The!DSC!graph!also!shows!a!complex!endothermic!hump!for!this!loss,!likely!to!be!the!result!of!a!group!of!overlapping!peaks!(similar!to!that!seen!for!the!decomposition!of!some!iron(II)!complexes)!indicating!that!this!is!a!complex!multistep!process.!Unlike!for!complex!
1,!the!DSC!graph!for!3!shows!a!small!endotherm!at!170!°C!indicative!of!melting.!!
TGA!graphs!for!2!and!4!are!superficially!similar,!both!decomposing!in!several!steps!leaving!a! residual!mass! approximately! equal! to! FeS.! They! are! quite! different,! however,! in! their!
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apparent!decomposition!pathways.!Complex!2!initially!decomposes!between!226!and!277!°C!losing!73!%!of!its!mass,!approximately!equal!to!the!loss!of![(S2CNEt2)2CNEt2].!As!with!1,!overlapping! peaks! in! the! DSC! graph! are! seen! between! these! temperatures! indicating! a!multistep!decomposition.!This!is!followed!by!the!gradual!loss!of!a!further!5%!up!to!500!°C!which!approximately!corresponds!to!the!loss!of!one!further!sulfur!atom.!!
This!differs!slightly!from!previous!work!by!O’Brien!et!al,!who!observe!a!single!mass!loss!of!79!%!between!220!and!300!°C!when!they!performed!TGA!on!2,!with!no!further!losses!up!to! 500! °C.54! In! an! earlier! paper! on! the! thermal! behaviour! of! dithiocarbamates! by!D’Ascenzo!and!Wendlendt,!it!was!noted!that!although!2!appeared!to!lose!most!of!its!mass!in! one! step,! analysis! of! the! DSC! data! revealed! three! endothermic! peaks,! which! they!attributed! to! fusion! of! the! metal! chelate,! volatilisation! and! partial! dissociation! of! the!remaining!precursor.55!!
The!methylbutyl!iron(III)!derivative!(4),!decomposes!between!174!and!321!°C.!Not!only!is!this!a!wider!range!of!decomposition,!but!it!is!also!a!markedly!lower!starting!temperature!indicating!instability!due!to!the!asymmetric!methylbutyl!ligand.!Some!81!%!of!the!mass!is!lost!between!174!and!321!°C,!which!is!approximately!equivalent!to!the!percentage!mass!of![(S2CNMeBu)2(SCNMeBu)].! There! is! a! broad! peak! in! the! TGA! graph! indicating! that! the!decomposition! happens! in! at! least! two! stages.! The! DSC! graph! shows! several! complex!endothermic!peaks!in!this!temperature!range,!again!indicating!that!several!decomposition!steps!are!overlapping!here.!
2.2.2 Iron(II)&bis(dithiocarbamate)&Dicarbonyl&Complexes&
2.2.2.1 Synthesis,




1HINMR! spectroscopy.! The! resulting! 1HINMR! spectra! gave! very! broad! peaks,! consistent!with!at!least!one!of!those!products!being!paramagnetic,!suggesting!that!some!iron(III)!was!present! in! solution.! This! indicates! that! the! iron(II)! product!may! not! be! stable! and!was!therefore!oxidising!under!the!reaction!conditions.!
The! reaction!was! repeated! in!dichloromethane! (DCM)!at!45! °C! to! try! to!prevent! iron(II)!oxidation,!but!after!several!hours!only!trace!amounts!of!product!were!detected!by!IR.!The!reaction! was! then! attempted! in! toluene! at! 80! °C! with! promising! results.! Thus! after! 15!minutes!it!appeared!to!have!gone!to!completion,!however,!paramagnetic!species!were!still!detected! in! the! 1HINMR! spectrum,! and! attempts! to! separate! the! product! from! these!impurities! by! crystallisation! failed,! only! leading! to! further! oxidation! of! the! product.! A!similar! method! to! this! has! been! shown! to! successfully! synthesise! both! ruthenium! and!osmium! bis(dithiocarbamate)! dicarbonyl! complexes,! although! these! metals! are! in! the!same!group!as!iron,!they!form!more!stable,!less!air!sensitive!complexes!and!so!do!no!react!further!to!form!the!M(III)!tris(dithiocarbamate)!species.56–58!!
An!alternative!synthesis!based!upon!the!work!of!Dean!was!then!attempted.40!This!involved!the!reaction!of!Fe(CO)5,!with!iodine!in!dry!degassed!diethylether!(Et2O)!to!synthesise!the!Fe(II)!complex,!cis2[Fe(CO)4I2],!in&situ.!This!was!then!reacted!further!by!the!addition!of!two!equivalents!of!dithiocarbamate! salt.!NaS2CNRR’! salts! are!usually! employed! to! synthesise!iron! dithiocarbamate! complexes,! however,! they! are! only! soluble! in! aqueous! solutions.!Since! this! reaction! was! performed! in! an! organic! solvent,! the! ammonium! stabilised!dithiocarbamate!salt![RR’NH2][S2CNRR’]!was!synthesised!instead.!!
CS2!+!2RR’NH! ! ! [H2NRR’][S2CNRR’]!
RR’NH!+![Me4N][OH]! ! ! [Me4N][S2CNRR’]!+!H2O!
Equation&2>4&






18& !were!synthesised.!Reactions!were!performed! in!a!mixture!of!dry,!degassed!Et2O!and!DCM.!DCM!was! required! to! dissolve! the! amine! salts! in! all! cases! except! for!15,!which! is!soluble! in!Et2O.! It!was! found!that!an!excess!of!dithiocarbamate!salt! increased!the!rate!of!reaction!dramatically,!and! the!products!were!generally!separable! from!the!excess!amine!due!to!their!increased!solubility!in!nonIpolar!organic!solvents!(such!as!toluene).!!
Complex! 13! was! most! easily! prepared,! the! product! being! readily! separated! from! the!dithiocarbamate! iodide!salt!as! the! latter!had!very! low!solubility! in!organic! solvents.!The!product!was!easily! isolated!by!cannula! filtration!whereupon!the!solvent!was!removed! in&
vacuo! to! leave! a! copperIcoloured! powder.! In! all! other! cases! in! order! to! obtain! pure!product,! extraction! with! a! less! polar! solvent! was! required.! These! products! were! then!difficult! to! completely! dry,! leaving! a! viscous! dark! brown! liquid! after! solvent! removal! in&
vacuo.!However,!when!washed!with!pentane!a!dry!copper!coloured!powder!was!obtained.!Yields!were! relatively! low! (between!30! and!45!%)! likely! due! to! the!multistep! synthesis!and!separation!issues.!
Complexes!13! I!18! were! characterised! by! 1HI! and! 13C{1H}INMR,!MS,! EA,! IR! and,!where!crystals! were! obtained,! by! single! crystal! XIray! diffraction.! It! should! be! noted! that! the!softest! form! of! MS! ionisation! was! employed! to! detect! these! complexes,! fast! atom!bombardment! (FAB),!but!only! in! the!case!of! the!dimethyl!derivative! (13)!was! the! intact!molecular! ion!observed.! In!all! other! cases! the! iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes!–!minus! the! carbonyl! ligands! –! were! detected! but! not! the! molecular! ion.! Complex! 13!appears!to!be!slightly!more!stable!to!fragmentation!by!FAB!than!the!other!derivatives.!IR!
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spectroscopic!analysis!confirmed!the!presence!of!two!carbonyl!ligands!in!cis!conformation,!all! complexes!exhibiting! two!peaks! in! their! IR!spectra! in! the!2200!–!1800!cmI1!region!at!approximately!2025!and!1965!cmI1!(very!close!to!what!was!seen!previously!by!Duffy).45!





15!and![Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2]!are!all! low!spin!d6!complexes!so!octahedral!geometry!about!iron!is!favoured,!but!all!three!are!distorted!from!the!ideal,!the!distortion!arising!from!the!small!ligand!bite!angle,!and!visible!from!the!axial!S(2)IFe(1)IS(3)!bond!(which!is!far!from!180! °! for! 13,! 15,! and! [Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2])! and! the! remaining! SIFeIS! and! CIFeIC! bond!angles!(Table!2I2).!!
The!FeIS!bond!lengths!are!approximately!the!same!as!those!in![Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2].!This!is!consistent! with! Duffy’s! work! suggesting! that! differences! in! the! amine! group! of! the!dithiocarbamate!ligand!leads!to!a!difference!in!carbonyl!stretching!frequency,!but!not!FeIS!bond! distance.42,! 45! Analysis! of! the! CIO! and! FeIC! bond! distances,! however,! revealed! no!significant! correlation! to! pKa! of! the! dithiocarbamate! amine! groups.! In! fact,! all! the! bond!lengths!and!angles!in!13,!15,!and![Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2]!are!very!similar!and!do!not!indicate!any!one!structure!possessing!more!strain!than!another.!
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Atoms! 13&bond!angles!(°)! 15&bond!angles!(°)! [Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2]!bond!angles!(°)! [Fe(S2CNEt2)2]!bond!angles!(°)!S(1)–Fe(1)–S(2)! 75.12(5)! 74.72(3)! 74.7(2)! 74.3(1)!S(3)–Fe(1)–S(4)! 75.15(5)! 74.96(3)! 74.6!(2)! 71.4(1)!C(1)–Fe(1)–C(2)! 92.9(2)! 91.8(2)! 92.3! I!S(2)–Fe(1)–S(3)! 163.53(5)! 160.04(4)! 162.1(3)! 159.1(1)!S(2)–Fe(1)–S(4)! 93.88(5)! 90.91(3)! 91.5(2)! 102.3(1)!S(1)–C(3)–S(2)! 110.9(2)! 110.3(2)! 110(1)! 115.7(3)!!Atoms! 13!bond!lengths!(Å)! 15!bond!lengths!(Å)! [Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2]!bond!lengths!(Å)! [Fe(S2CNEt2)2]!bond!lengths!(Å)!Fe(1)–S(1)! 2.339(1)& 2.336(1)& 2.337(6)! 2.453(2)!Fe(1)–S(2)! 2.308(1)! 2.300(1)! 2.308(5)! 2.402(2)!Fe(1)–C(1)! 1.762(5)! 1.754(4)! 1.72(3)! I!Fe(1)–C(2)! 1.781(5)! 1.775(4)! 1.83(2)! I!C(1)–O(1)!! 1.164(5)! 1.152(4)! 1.15(3)! I!C(3)–N(1)!!!! 1.311(5)! 1.340(4)! 1.27(2)! 1.330(6)!
Table&2>2&>&Selected&bond&angles&and&lengths&for&13,&15,&[Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2]&and&
[Fe(S2CNEt2)2].&The!FeIS!bonds! in!13,!15&and![Fe(S2C(Pip))2(CO)2]!are!closer! in! length!to! those! in!2,& the!iron(III)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! complex! obtained! in! this! study! (Table! 2I1),! than! those! in![Fe(S2CNEt2)2].! The! crystal! structure! of! the! latter! has! a! distorted! trigonal! bipyramidal!geometry,! while! 2! is! distorted! octahedral,! as! with! 13! and! 15.! The! trend! in! FeIS! bond!lengths!is!presumably!due!to!their!similar!geometries.!
The!XIray!crystal!structure!of!15!contains!a!pentane!molecule!(omitted!from!Figure!2I5!for!clarity).! As! mentioned! above,! removing! all! the! solvent! from! the! iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)! dicarbonyl! complexes! proved! to! be! difficult! I! often! oils! were!obtained! that!were! then!washed!with!pentane! to!obtain!pure!product.!The! isobutyl! and!methylbutyl! derivatives! were! especially! difficult! to! dry,! their! extended! alkyl! chains!increasing!solubility.!
2.2.2.2 Stability,
MS!analysis! indicates! that! the![Fe(S2CNRR’)2(CO)2]!complexes!are!not!very!stable!to!FAB!ionisation,! 13! being! the! least! susceptible! to! fragmentation! and! most! stable! of! the!complexes.!TGA!was!performed!to!investigate!the!stability!of!the!carbonyl!groups.!At!first!
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glance,!graphs!for!13!–!16!(Figure!2I6)!look!very!similar,!each!showing!a!small!mass!loss!at!ca.! 150! °C,! followed!by!a!much!greater!mass! loss!at!ca.! 250! °C.!Both!are! sharp! for!all!complexes,!but!occur!at!a!temperature!dependant!on!the!R!group!of!the!dithiocarbamate!ligand!(Table!2I3).!Complex!15!appears!to!exhibit!an!additional!mass!loss!between!25!and!37!°C,!but!this!can!be!accounted!for!by!the!presence!of!nIpentane!(boiling!point!36!°C)!in!the! crystalline! structure! (as! seen! in! the! structure! of! 15).! This! mass! loss! has! been!discounted!and!the!new!total!mass!adjusted!appropriately.!
!
Figure&2>6&>&TGA&(black)&and&DSC&(blue)&graphs&for&a)&13,&b)&14,&c)&15&and&d)&16.&
In!all! four!graphs!the!initial!percentage!mass!loss!occurring!at!approximately!150!°C!can!be!attributed! to! the! loss!of! two!CO!groups.!This! is! then! followed!by!a!period!of! thermal!stability!for!the!generated![Fe(S2CNRR’)2]!of!between!32!and!83!°C,!before!this!proceeds!to!decompose!in!a!sharp!curve!on!the!TGA!graph.!This!result!is!important!as!it!indicates!that!all! four! complexes! exhibit! the! level! of! stability! required! for! solvothermal! nanoparticle!synthesis.!They!are!stable!at!room!temperature,!so!the!iron(II)!complexes!can!be!delivered!to! the! decomposition! chamber,! but! the! carbonyl! ligands! are! also! labile! enough! to!dissociate! from! the! complexes! at! a! temperature! lower! than! that! at!which! the! remaining![Fe(S2CNRR’)2]!complexes!decompose.!!
Consistent! with! the! MS! analysis,! the! most! thermally! stable! dicarbonyl! complex! is! the!dimethyl! derivative,! 13,! which! only! begins! to! lose! its! carbonyl! ligands! at! 144! °C.! The![Fe(S2CNMe2)2]! formed! is!also! the!most! thermally! stable!of! these! fragments,! going!on! to!
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decompose! at! 266! °C,! some! 44! °C! higher! than! the! next! most! stable! fragment,! [Fe(S2ICNiBu2)2].! The! methyl! complex! is! found! to! be! the! most! insoluble! of! all! the! [Fe(S2ICNRR’)2(CO)2]!complexes,!indicating!it!packs!well!in!the!solid!state!and!contains!relatively!strong!intermolecular!forces!which!could!account!for!its!high!thermal!stability.!!
Decomposition!of! [Fe(S2CNMe2)2]!begins!at!a!similar! temperature! to! the! iron(III)!methyl!analogue! studied! (1,! see!Table!2I3)! indicating! similar! stability,! but!13! decomposed! to! a!mass!approximately!equal!to!FeS2,!while!virtually!nothing!is!left!of!1!after!the!vaporisation.!The!same!trend!is!seen!for!the!isobutyl!derivatives!15!and!3.!
Complex! Start!temp.!of!CO!loss!/°C! Start!temp.!of!decomp.!/°C! Complex! Start!temp.!of!decomp.!/°C!
13& 144! 266! 1& 259!
14& 100! 180! 2& 226!
15& 117! 222! 3& 233!
16& 112! 217! 4& 174!
17& 125! 210! ! !
18& 118! 166! ! !
Table&2>3&>&Temperatures&of&CO&loss&and&[Fe(S2CNRR')2]&decomposition&for&13&>&18,&with&their&
iron(III)&analogues&(1>4&respectively).&
Figure! 2I6! shows! the! ethyl! derivative! (14)! is! less! thermally! stable! than! the! isobutyl!derivative!(15).!Complex!14!begins!to!lose!its!carbonyl!ligands!at!100!°C,!17!°C!lower!than!
15,!but!more!significant!is!the!temperature!at!which!the!resulting![Fe(S2CNEt2)2]!complex!begins!to!decompose,!180!°C,!some!42!°C!lower!than![Fe(S2CNiBu2)2].!Indeed!this!pattern!is!mirrored! in! the! iron(III)! data,! where! 2! decomposes! at! a! temperature! below! 3.& It! is!expected! that! since! the! ethyl! derivative! has! less! bulky! ligands! than! the! large! isobutyl!derivative,!it!would!have!better!packing!in!the!solid!state!and!so!a!higher!thermal!stability.!One!explanation!could!be!that!βIhydride!elimination!plays!a!role!in!the!decomposition!of!
14! and!2,! but! this! process! is! disfavoured! for!15! and!3! due! to! the! isobutyl! βIhydrogen!being!hindered!by!the!CH3!groups.&




It! should! be! noted! that! though! the! decompositions! of! the! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)!complexes!appear!as!a!sharp!drops!in!percentage!mass!on!the!TGA!graph,!the!DCS!graphs!show!that!in!all!cases!it!is!not!as!simple!as!the!complexes!falling!apart!in!one!step.!The!DSC!graphs!show!complicated,!overlapping!peaks!for!all!the!complexes,!some!endothermic!(as!expected! when! a! compound! decomposes)! and! some! overall! exothermic.! This! indicates!that! though! decomposition! is! rapid,! it! involves! several! steps.! Complexes! 13! and! 15!decompose!to!leave!a!residual!percentage!mass!approximately!equal!to!FeS2,!and!14&and!
16!decompose! to! leave!FeS.!The!margin! for!error! is!quite! large!however,! indicating! that!the! residual!matter! is! not! pure! in! any! case.! If! the! residual! FeS2! left! at! the! end! of! these!experiments!is!crystalline,!it!could!be!one!of!the!iron!sulfide!minerals!pyrite!or!marcasite!and!the!FeS!could!be!mackinawite,!pyrrhotite!or!troilite.!
It!can!be!concluded!that!under!TGA!conditions!complexes!15,!16,!and!2!decompose!within!a!9!°C!temperature!range,!1!and!13!decompose!within!a!7!°C!temperature!range!and!4!and!
14!decompose!within!a!6!°C!temperature!range!of!each!other.!If!they!behave!in!a!similar!way! under! solvothermal! conditions,! it! is! proposed! that! they! could! decompose!simultaneously!and!therefore!possibly!produce!greigite!nanoparticles!(nanoparticles!that!contain! both! Fe2+! and! Fe3+! ions).! These! results! also! provide! temperatures! at! which!solvothermal! decompositions! may! be! carried! out,! however! as! stated! previously! the!conditions!in!the!solvothermal!reaction!chamber!are!different!to!solid!state!TGA.!
!
Figure&2>7&>&TGA&(black)&and&DSC&(blue)&graphs&for&a)&17&and&b)&18.&
TGA!of!17!and!18!(Figure!2I7)!show!slightly!more!complicated!decomposition!processes!compared!to!13!–!16.!Complex!17&experiences!a!mass! loss!at!70!°C!which! is! likely!to!be!solvent!evaporation!and!the!total!mass!of!complex&was!adjusted!accordingly.!!For!each!an!
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initial! mass! loss! approximately! equal! to! two! carbonyl! ligands,! is! followed! by!decomposition!of! the!rest!of! the!complex.!Carbonyl! loss! from!17! and!18!occurs!at!much!the!same!temperature!as!with!15!and!16&(Table!2I3),!but!instead!of!a!smooth!drop!in!mass!equivalent! to! two!CO! groups! (as!with! the! rest! of! the! dicarbonyl! complexes),!17! and!18!show! a! staggered! loss,!with! individual!mass! losses! approximately! equivalent! to! one! CO!each.!!
The! decomposition! path! may! be! more! complex! than! for! 13! –! 16,! involving! the!rearrangement! of! fragments! as! has! been! seen! in! ruthenium(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)!dicarbonyl!!complexes.59,!60!Hogarth!et&al.!showed!the!formation!of!the!octanuclear![Ru8(μ5IS)2(μ4IS)(μ3IS)(μICNMe2)2(μICO)(CO)15]! cluster! when! cisI[Ru(S2CNMe2)2(CO)2]! and![Ru3(CO)12]! were! refluxed! in! xylene,! which! they! believe! is! formed! via! the! pentanuclear![Ru5(μ4IS)2(μICNMe2)2(CO)11]!intermediate.60!
!





Following!the!loss!of!the!carbonyl!ligands!from!17!and!18,!there!is!a!large!mass!loss!as!the!remaining! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! decompose.! For!17! this!mass! loss! is!equivalent!to!S2(C(4MePip))2,!leaving!a!residue!equivalent!to!FeS2,!however!for!18!a!mass!equivalent! to! (C(2,6Me2Pip))2! is! lost! first! (containing! no! sulfur),! and! subsequently! one!sulfur!is!lost!gradually!beginning!at!330!°C!leaving!a!mass!equivalent!to!FeS3.!!
In!summary,! these!results!show!that!under!TGA!conditions!complexes!13!–!18!meet! the!requirements!as!molecular!precursors!for!solvothermal!nanoparticles!synthesis.!They!are!stable! at! room! temperature,! but! the! carbonyl! ligands! eliminate! at! temperatures! lower!than! the! decomposition! temperatures! of! the! resulting! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)!complexes.! Complex! 14! has! the! lowest! temperature! for! the! removal! of! two! carbonyl!ligands! and! that! with! the! smallest! window! of! thermal! stability! is! 18.! The! iron(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! decompose! between! 166! and! 266! °C! under! TGA!conditions,!13!being!the!most!stable.!!







Chapter! 2! focused! on! the! synthesis! of! iron! dithiocarbamate! molecular! precursors! and!assessed!their!suitability!for!subsequent!decomposition!to!form!iron!sulfide!nanoparticles.!!
The! carbonyl! protected! forms! of! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! were!synthesised! as! the! iron(II)! source! since! the! unprotected! complexes! were! known! to! be!extremely! air! sensitive! and! thus! difficult! to! handle.! The! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)!dicarbonyl! complexes!were! found! to! be! suitable! replacements,! being! stable! in! the! solid!state!at! room! temperature,!but!also!decomposing! to! form! the!unprotected!complex!well!before!its!subsequent!decomposition!thereby!potentially!avoiding!any!possible!unwanted!impurities!in!the!resulting!nanoparticles.!Though!the!dicarbonyl!complexes!were!found!to!be!suitable! it!should!be!noted!that!they!were!nonItrivial!to!synthesise.! It!was!hoped!that!these! complexes! would! prove! to! be! effective! precursors! to! a! range! of! iron! sulfide!nanoparticles,!containing!iron!in!the!+2!oxidation!state.!
The! iron(III)! tris(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! were! in! comparison! facile! to! synthesise.!Thus!a!range!of!iron(II)!and!iron(III)!species!have!been!produced,!their!relative!stabilities!assessed! by!TGA.! TGA!was! performed! in! the! solid! state,! and! therefore! could! only! be! an!indicator! of! the! chemistry! which! might! occur! during! actual! solvothermal! nanoparticle!synthesis.!Several!combinations!of!iron(II)!and!iron(III)!precursors!were!identified!by!TGA!analysis,!in!particular!the!methyl!derivatives!1!and!13!were!found!to!decompose!within!a!
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7! °C! temperature!range.!These!complexes!were!also! found! to!be! the!most!stable!of!both!species,! especially! important! for! the! iron(II)! complexes.! For! these! reasons! this!combination! of! precursors! appears! to! be! the!most! suitable! for! the! synthesis! of! greigite.!Complex!13!was!also!had! the!most! facile! synthesis!of! the! iron(II)! complexes! so!was! the!most! practical! of! these! precursors! to! take! forward! for! the! synthesis! of! iron! sulfide!nanoparticles!with!iron!solely!in!the!+2!oxidation!state.!
2.4 Experimental&
General!Procedures!
All!manipulations!were!performed!under!a!dry,!oxygenIfree!dinitrogen!atmosphere!using!standard! Schlenk! techniques! or! in! a! Mbraun! Unilab! glovebox.! All! solvents! used! were!stored! in! alumina! columns! and! dried!with! anhydrous! engineering! equipment,! such! that!the!water! concentration!was!5–10!ppm.!All! other! reagents!were!procured! commercially!from!Aldrich!and!used!without!further!purification.!Microanalytical!data!were!obtained!at!University!College!London.!
Physical&Measurements!
All!1H!and!13C{1H}!NMR!spectra!were!obtained!on!either!a!Bruker!Avance!III!400!or!Avance!600!spectrometer,!the!latter!being!equipped!with!a!cryoprobe.!All!spectra!were!recorded!using! CDCl3! which! was! dried! and! degassed! over! molecular! sieves! prior! to! use;! 1H! and!13C{1H}!chemical! shifts!are! reported!relative! to!SiMe4.!Mass!spectra!were!obtained!using!either!Micromass!70ISE!spectrometer!using!Electron!Ionisation!(EI)!or!a!Thermo!Finnigan!MAT900xp! spectrometer! using! Fast! Atom! Bombardment! (FAB)! ionisation.! Elemental!analysis! was! carried! using! Elemental! Analyser! (CEI440)! (Exeter! Analytical! Inc).!Thermogravimetric!analysis!(TGA)!was!performed!using!a!Netzsch!STA!449C!TGA!system.!Data!was!recorded!from!25!to!600!°C!with!a!constant!heating!rate!of!10!°C!minuteI1.&&
[Fe(S2CNMe2)3]&(1)&
The! complex! was! synthesised! according! to! a! literature! report.11! An! example! of! the!synthesis!method!is!given!below.!
NaS2CNMe2!(4.30!g,!30!mmol)!was!dissolved!into!60!mL!water!and!added!dropwise!over!10!mins! to! a! solution! of! FeCl3! (1.62! g,! 10!mmol)! in!water! (50!mL),!whereupon! a! black!
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The! complex!was! synthesised! following! the! same!method! as!with!1,!with! the! exception!that!NaS2NCEt2! (6.76! g,! 30!mmol)!was! used! as! the! reagent.! Yield! 4.2982! g,! 86!%.!Anal.&
Calc.&for&C15H30N3S6Fe:!C,!35.99;!H,!6.04;!N,!8.39.!Found:!C,!35.88;!H,!6.01;!N,!8.40.!MS:!m/z!500![M+],!352![M+!I!C5H10NS2].!IR&(νmax&cm>1):!1485!(s)![N=C],!994!(s),!1270!(s)![C=S],!1133!(s)![C2N].!!
[Fe(S2CNiBu2)3]&(3)&
iBu2NH!(5.24!mL,!30!mmol)!was!added!to!NaOH!(1.20!g,!30!mmol)! in!water!(50!mL).!To!this!mixture!CS2!(1.80!mL,!30!mmol)!was!added!dropwise!over!10!mins!and!the!mixture!stirred! overnight.! A! solution! of! FeCl3! (1.62! g,! 10! mmol)! in! water! (50! mL)! was! added!dropwise!over!5!mins,!whereupon!a!black!precipitate!formed.!This!mixture!was!vigorously!stirred!for!2!hrs,!filtered,!washed!with!water!(3!x!30!mL)!and!evaporated!to!dryness.!The!resulting! black! powder! was! dissolved! in! 100! mL! of! DCM! and! stirred! with! magnesium!sulphate!for!30!mins,!after!which!the!mixture!was!filtered!and!the!filtrate!dried! in&vacuo.!Yield!5.5525!g,! 83!%.!Anal.& Calc.& for&C27H54N3S6Fe:&C,! 48.48;!H,! 8.14;!N,! 6.23.! Found:!C,!48.52;!H,!8.26;!N,!6.23.!MS:!m/z! 669! [M+],! 464! [M+! I!C9H18NS2].! IR& (νmax& cm>1):! 1482! (s)![N=C],!992!(s),!1244!(s)![C=S],!1145!(s)![C2N].!!
[Fe(S2CNMeBu)3]&(4)&





The! complex!was! synthesised! following! the! same!method! as!with!3,!with! the! exception!that! 4IMePipH! (3.55! mL,! 30! mmol)! was! used.! Yield! 2.8939! g,! 50! %.! Anal.& Calc.& for&
C21H36N3S6Fe:&C,! 43.58;!H,! 6.27;!N,! 7.26.! Found:! C,! 43.42;!H,! 6.21;!N,! 6.95.!MS:!m/z! 577![M+].!IR&(νmax&cm>1):!1455!(s)![N=C],!948!(s),!1265!(s)![C=S],!1145!(s)![C2N].!
(S2CNiBu2)2&(6)&
iBu2NH!(2.62!mL,!15!mmol)!was!added!to!NaOH!(0.60!g,!15!mmol)! in!water!(50!mL).!To!this!mixture!CS2!(0.90!mL,!15!mmol)!was!added!dropwise!over!10!mins!and!the!mixture!stirred! overnight.! An! aqueous! solution! (20! mL)! of! K3[Fe(CN)6]! (4.94! g,! 15! mmol)! was!added!dropwise!over!10!mins!and!stirred!vigorously!for!two!hrs.!The!solution!was!filtered!using!a!Büchner!funnel,!washed!with!water!(1!x!20!mL)!and!dried&in&vacuo.!The!resulting!beige!solid!was!crushed!to!a!powder!using!a!mortar!and!pestle,!washed!with!water!(3!x!30!mL)!and!dried!in&vacuo!to!produce!a!white!powder.!Yield!2.7897!g,!91!%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&
(CDCl3):&0.93!(d,!J!=!6.3!Hz,!12H,!CH3),!1.04!(d,!J!=!6.3!Hz,!12H,!CH3),!2.49!(m,!4H,!CH),!3.84!(m,!8H,!CH2).! !13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):!20.3!(CH3),!20.5!(CH3),!26.1!(CH),!28.7!(CH),!61.8!(CH2),!65.5!(CH2),!194.3!(CS2).!Anal.&Calc.& for&C18H36N2S4:!C,!52.89;!H,!8.88;!N,!6.85.!Found:! C,! 52.73;! H,! 9.07;! N,! 6.90.& MS:!m/z! 408! [M+],! 204! [M+! I! (S2CNIBu2)],! 172! [M+! I!(SCNIBu2)].!
Attempted&synthesis&of&Fe(S2CNR2)2(CO)2&(R&=&Me,&Et,&iBu)&
R&=&Me,&Et&
Fe3(CO)12!(1.00!g,!0.20!mmol)!and!(S2CNR2)2!(0.14!g,!0.60!mmol)!were!refluxed!in!THF!(20!mL)!at!65!°C!for!one!hr!(toluene!was!used!at!80!°C!in!the!case!of!R!=!iBu).!During!that!time!the!solution!changed!from!dark!green!to!dark!brown.!The!reaction!was!allowed!to!cool!and!the! volatiles! removed! in& vacuo.! Product! was! detected! by! IR,! but! 1HINMR! showed! the!presence! of! a! paramagnetic! species.& (Me)! IR! (νmax& cm>1):! 2024,! 1968.! 1H& NMR& δ/ppm&
(CDCl3):!broad!peaks!at!0.29,!0.34,!1.36,!2.65,!2.88,!4.25.!(Et)!IR!(νmax&cm>1):!2023,!1965.!
1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):!broad!peaks!at!0.90,!1.12,!1.30,!3.70,!3.81,!4.06.!(iBu)& IR!(νmax&





The!reaction!was!repeated!as!above!in!DCM!(20!mL)!at!45!°C!and!trace!amounts!of!product!were! observed! via! IR! spectroscopy! after! one! hr.! IR! (νmax& cm>1):! 2088! (v.! small),! 2048!(Fe3(CO)12!reagent)!,!2026!(Fe3(CO)12!reagent),!1969!(v.!small).!!
The! reaction! was! repeated! again! in! toluene! (20! mL)! at! 80! °C! and! after! 15! minutes! IR!spectroscopy! showed! only! product! peaks,! but! 1HINMR! showed! the! presence! of! a!paramagnetic! species.! IR! (νmax& cm>1):! 2025,! 1968.! 1H& NMR& δ/ppm& (CDCl3):! 0.91,! 1.36,!1.54,!4.08.!!
[H2NR2][S2CNR2]&
NR2&=&NMe2&(7)&
Me2NH!(15!mmol,!7.50!mL!of!a!2M!solution!in!THF)!was!dissolved!in!further!THF!(20!mL)!CS2! (0.45!mL,!7.5!mmol)!was!added! slowly!dropwise!over! five!mins!whereupon!a!white!precipitate!began! to! form.!The!mixture!was!stirred! for! two!hrs,! filtered!using!a!Büchner!funnel!and!washed!with!THF!(3!x!10!mL).!Yield!1.1200!g,!90!%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&2.78!(s,!6H,!CH3),!3.58!(s,!6H,!CH3),!8.42!(broad!s,!2H,![(CH3)2NH2]).!13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm&
(CDCl3):&35.4!(CH3),!44.8!(CH3),!210.2!(CS2).!Anal.&Calc.&for&C5H14N2S2:!C,!36.11;!H,!8.49;!N,!16.84.!Found:!C,!35.56;!H,!8.38;!N,!16.57.!MS(EI):!m/z!121![S2CN(CH3)2!+!H+].!
NR2& =& NiBu2& (8),& 4>methylpiperidine& (4>MePip,& 9),& 2,6>dimethylpiperidine& (2,6>
Me2Pip,&10)!
To! a! solution!of!R2NH! (15!mmol)! in!water! (20!mL)!CS2! (0.45!mL,!7.5!mmol)!was!added!slowly! dropwise! over! five! mins,! whereupon! a! yellow! precipitate! began! to! form.! The!solution!was!stirred!overnight!and!then!filtered!using!a!Büchner!funnel!and!washed!with!water!(3!x!10!mL)!to!yield!a!yellow!crystalline!powder.!!
(8)!Yield!1.3400!g,!54!%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&0.93!(d,!12H,!CH2CHCH3),!1.05!(d,!12H,!CH3),!2.13!(m,!2H,!CH2CHCH3),!2.46!(m,!2H,!CH2CHCH3),!2.78!(d,!4H,!CH2CHCH3),!3.86!(d,!4H,! CH2CHCH3),! 9.37! (broad! s,! 2H,!NH2).! 13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm& (CDCl3):&19.9! (CH3),! 25.5!(CH),!26.5!(CH),!54.0!(CH2),!61.5!(CH2),!!210.0!(CS2).!Anal.&Calc.&for&C17H38N2S2:!C,!61.02;!H,!11.45;!N,!8.37.!Found:!C,!61.33;!H,!11.66;!N,!8.39.!MS(EI):!m/z!205![S2CNIBu2!+!H+].!!
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(9)&Yield!0.9629!g,!52!%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&[S2C(4>MePip)]&0.95!(d,!3H,!CH3),!1.21!(m,!2H,!CH2(meta,!ax)),!1.67!(m,!1H,!CH(ortho,!ax)),!1.71!(m,!2H,!CH2(meta,!eq)),!3.03!(m,!2H,!CH2(ortho,!ax)),!5.70!(m,!2H,!CH2(ortho,!eq)).![4>MePipH]&0.97!(d,!3H,!CH3),!1.53!(m,!1H,!CH(ortho,!ax)),!1.57!(m,!2H,!CH2(meta,!eq)),!1.77!(m,!2H,!CH2(meta,!ax)),!2.82!(m,!2H,!CH2(ortho,!ax)),!3.74!(m,!2H,!CH2(ortho,!eq)),! 7.06! (broad! s,! 2H,! NH2).! 13C{1H}&NMR& δ/ppm& (CDCl3):&21.7! (CH3),! 21.8! (CH3),! 29.5!(CH2),!31.1!(CH),!31.4!(CH),!34.5!(CH2),!44.9!(CH2),!51.4!(CH2),!208.8!(CS2).!Anal.&Calc.&for&
C13H26N2S2:!C,!56.88;!H,!9.55;!N,!10.21.!Found:!C,!56.70;!H,!9.65;!N,!10.17.!MS(EI):!m/z!175![S2C(4IMePip)!+!H+].!!
(10)&Yield!1.6952!g,!75!%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&1.00!(m,!4H,!CH2((meta)),!1.06! (s,!6H,!CH3),!1.07!(s,!6H,!CH3),!1.35!(m,!2H,!CH2(para)),!1.58!(m,!4H,!CH2(meta)),!1.68!(s,!2H,!NH2),!1.75!(m,! 2H,! CH2(para)),! 2.65! (m,! 2H,! CH(ortho)).! 13C{1H}& NMR& δ/ppm& (CDCl3):&23.1! (CH3),! 24.9!(CH3(para)),!34.1!(CH2(meta)),!52.6!(CH(ortho)),!192.7!(CS2).!Anal.&Calc.&for&C15H30N2S2:!C,!59.55;!H,!9.99;!N,!9.26.!Found:!C,!59.34;!H,!10.09;!N,!9.35.!MS(EI):!m/z!189![S2C(2,6IMe2Pip)!+!H+].&
[NMe4][S2CNR2],&RR’&=&Et2&(11),&MeBu&(12)!
To!an!iceIcooled!solution!of!Me4NOH!(10!mmol,!3.65!g!of!a!25%!wt!solution!in!methanol)!and!RR’NH!(10!mmol)!in!methanol!(50!mL),!CS2!(10!mmol,!0.60!mL)!was!added!dropwise!over! five! mins.! The! solution! was! allowed! to! come! to! room! temperature! and! stirred!overnight.!Methanol!was!removed! in&vacuo!resulting! in!a!pale!yellow!crystalline!powder.!
(11)!Yield!2.2075!g,!99!%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&1.23!(t,!!6H,!J!=!7.0!Hz,!CH2CH3),!4.14!(q,!4H,! J!=!7.0!Hz,!CH2CH3).!13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&12.7! (CH2CH3),!47.5! (CH2CH3),!56.2!(N(CH3)4)!210.6!(CS2).!Anal.&Calc.&for&C9H22N2S2:!C,!48.60;!H,!9.97;!N,!12.06.!Found:!C,!48.41;!H,!9.54;!N,!11.73.!MS(EI):!m/z!148![S2CN(CH2CH3)2!].!!
(12)! Yield! 1.1578! g,! 98! %.! 1H& NMR& δ/ppm& (CDCl3):& 0.91! (t,! 3H,! J! =! 7.4! Hz,!S2CN(CH3)(CH2)3CH3),! 1.31! (m,! 2H,! CH2),! 1.65! (m,! 2H,! CH2),! 3.51! (s,! 3H,!S2CN(CH3)(CH2)3CH3),! 3.55! (s,! 12H,! N(CH3)4),! 4.14! (m,! 2H,! CH2).! 13C{1H}& NMR& δ/ppm&






Fe(CO)4I2! was! synthesised! and! used! in& situ.! A! solution! of! iodine! (0.38! g,! 1.5! mmol)! in!diethylether! (10!mL)!was! added!dropwise! to! a! solution!of! Fe(CO)5! (0.20!mL,!1.5!mmol)!also! in!diethylether! (10!mL).!After! stirring! for!15!mins!Fe(CO)4I2!was!detected!by! IR.! IR&
(νmax&cm>1):&2137,!2090,!2072!(CO).!
A!solution!of!7!(0.50!g,!3.0!mmol)!in!dichloromethane!(20!mL)!was!added!dropwise!to!the!
in& situ! formed!Fe(CO)4I2! and! the!mixture! stirred! for! 18! hrs.! The! product!was! separated!from! the!dithiocarbamate! iodide! salt!by! cannula! filtration!and! layered!with!heptane! (10!mL)!to!obtain!copper!coloured!crystals.!Yield!0.2379!g,!45%!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&3.21!(s,!6H,!CH3),!3.28!(s,!6H,!CH3).!13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&38.3,!38.7!(CH3),!206.9!(CS2),!212.9!(CO).!Anal.&Calc.& for&C8H12N2S4O2Fe:&C,!27.27;!H,!3.43;!N,!7.95.!Found:!C,!27.92;!H,!3.65;!N,!7.44.!MS:!m/z!352![M+],!296![M+I2CO].!IR&(νmax&cm>1):&2023,!1967!(CO).!
[Fe(S2CNEt2)2(CO)2]&(14)&
To! an! in& situ! formed! solution! of! Fe(CO)4I2! a! solution! of! excess!11! (1.07! g,! 4.8!mmol)! in!dichloromethane! (20!mL)!was! added! dropwise! and! the!mixture! stirred! for! 18! hrs.! The!solid! product! was! extracted! in! toluene! (10! mL)! and! layered! with! heptane! (10! mL)! to!obtain! a! copperIcoloured! oil.! A! dry! powder!was! obtained! by!washing! the! product!with!pentane! (5! mL).! Further! attempts! to! obtain! crystals! from! the! hexane! washings! in! the!freezer!only!produced!further!powder.!Yield!0.2573!g,!42%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&1.27!(m,! 12H,! CH2CH3),! 3.73! (m,! 8H,! CH2CH3).! 13C{1H}&NMR& δ/ppm& (CDCl3):&12.6,! 12.6,! 12.8!(CH2CH3),! 43.4,! 43.8,! 43.8! (CH2CH3),! 205.8! (CS2),! 213.1! (CO).! Anal.& Calc.& for&
C12H20N2S4O2Fe:&C,!35.29;!H,!4.94;!N,!6.86.!Found:!C,!36.00;!H,!5.08;!N,!6.76.!MS:!m/z!393![M+ICH3]!352![M+I2CO].!IR&(νmax&cm>1):&2022,!1966!(CO).!
[Fe(S2CNiBu2)2(CO)2]&(15)&
To!an!in&situ!formed!solution!of!Fe(CO)4I2!a!solution!of!8!(1.00!g,!3!mmol)!in!diethylether!(10!mL)!was!added!dropwise!and! the!mixture! stirred! for!18!hrs.!The! solid!product!was!extracted! in! hexane! (10!mL)! and! put! in! the! freezer! to! obtain! copperIcoloured! crystals.!Yield!0.3360!g,!43%.!1H&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&0.93!(m,!24H,!CH3),!2.17!(m,!J!=!6.9!Hz,!2H,!
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CH),!2.23! (m,! J! =!6.9!Hz,!2H,!CH),!3.52! (m,!8H,!CH2).! 13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&20.2,!20.3,!20.3,!20.4!(CH3),!27.1,!27.2!(CH),!58.9,!56.4!(CH2),!208.1!(CS2),!213.1!(CO).!MS:!m/z!464![M+I2CO].!IR&(νmax&cm>1):&2026,!1974!(CO).!
[Fe(S2CNMeBu2)2(CO)2]&(16)&
To! an! in& situ! formed! solution! of! Fe(CO)4I2! a! solution! of! 12! (0.75! g,! 3! mmol)! in!dichloromethane!(20!mL)!was!added!dropwise!and! the!mixture!stirred! for!15!mins.!The!product! was! extracted! in! toluene! (10! mL)! and! layered! with! heptane! (10! mL)! but! no!crystals!could!be!obtained!from!the!oily!product.!Extraction!with!pentane!(5!mL)!yielded!a!brown! powder! after! two! weeks! in! the! freezer.! Yield! 0.2226! g,! 34! %.! 1H& NMR& δ/ppm&
(CDCl3):&0.95!(m,!6H,!CH2(CH2)2CH3),!1.50!(m,!8H,!CH2(CH2)2CH3),!3.19!(m,!6H,!NCH3),!!3.60!(m,!6H,!CH2(CH2)2CH3).! 13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&13.9,! 13.9,! 14.0! ((CH2)3CH3),! 19.9,!20.0,!20.1!(CH2),!29.0,!29.1,!29.2!(CH2),!36.2,!36.6,!(CH3),!50.9,!51.1,!51.4!(CH2),!206.5!(CS2),!213.0! (CO).!Anal.& Calc.& for& C18H36N2S4Ni:&C,! 38.53;! H,! 5.54;! N,! 6.42.! Found:! C,! 38.84;! H,!5.20;!N,!6.03.!MS:!m/z!381![M+I2CO].!IR&(νmax&cm>1):&2036,!1967!(CO).!
[Fe(S2CNRR’)2(CO)2],&NRR’&=&4>methylpiperidine&(17),&2,6>dimethylpiperidine&(18)&
To! an! in& situ! formed! solution! of! Fe(CO)4I2! a! solution! of! [RR’NH2][S2CNRR’]! (3!mmol)! in!dichloromethane! (10!mL)!was!added!dropwise!and! the!mixture! stirred! for! two!hrs.!The!product!was!extracted!in!toluene!(10!mL)!and!layered!with!heptane!(10!mL)!resulting!in!a!brown!oil.!A!dry! red!powder!was!obtained!by!washing! the!product!with!hexane! (5!mL).!
(17)! Yield! 0.2210! g,! 32! %.! 1H& NMR& δ/ppm& (CDCl3):& 0.99! (m,! 6H,! CH3),! 1.26! (m,! 4H,!CH2(meta,!ax)),!1.73!(m,!2H,!CH(para,&ax)),!!1.73!(m,!4H,!CH2(meta,!eq)),!2.92!(m,!4H,!CH2(ortho,!ax)),!4.67!(m,!4H,!CH2(ortho,! eq)).! 13C{1H}&NMR&δ/ppm&(CDCl3):&21.4,!21.6! (CH3),!30.8,!30.9! (CH(para)),!33.2,!33.3,!33.4! (CH2(meta)),!45.9,!46.0,!46.2,!46.5,!46.6,!46.7! (CH2(ortho)),!204.8! (CS2),!212.9!(CO).!Anal.&Calc.& for&C18H36N2S4Ni:&C,!41.73;!H,!5.25;!N,!6.08.!Found:!C,!41.36;!H,!5.37;!N,!5.62.!MS:!m/z!404![M+I2CO].!IR&(νmax&cm>1):&2023,!1965!(CO).!
(18)! Yield! 0.3078! g,! 42!%.! 1H& NMR& δ/ppm& (CDCl3):& 1.32! (m,! 12H,! CH3),! 1.57! (m,! 2H,!CH2(para)),!1.68!(m,!8H,!CH(meta)),!1.86!(m,!2H,!CH2(para)),!4.94!(m,!4H,!CH2(ortho)).!13C{1H}&NMR&
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As! detailed! in! Chapter! 1,! iron! sulfide! exists! in! many! phases,! including! greigite! (Fe3S4),!pyrrhotite! (Fe1@xS,! commonly! Fe7S8! and! Fe8S9),!mackinawite! (FeS),!marcasite! (FeS2)! and!pyrite! (FeS2).1! Iron! sulfides! have! garnered! considerable! interest! for! their! potential!application! as! hydrogen! evolution! catalysts,2! semiconductor!materials! for! solar! cells,3,! 4!photodiode! materials,5! photocatalysts! and! sensors,6! information! storage,7,! 8! and!biomedicine.9–11! Iron! sulfide! nanoparticles! of! various! phases! have! been! synthesised! by!numerous!different!techniques,!which!are!summarised!below.!
Hydrothermal&Synthesis&
Hydrothermal!synthesis!has!been!widely!employed!to!synthesise!greigite,12–14!pyrrhotite,15!marcasite,13! mackinawite6! and! pyrite.16–18! It! generally! involves! heating! an! aqueous!solution!of!separate!iron!and!sulfur!sources!in!an!autoclave!for!several!hours!at!ca.!200!°C.!Hydrothermal!decomposition!requires!high!temperatures!and!pressures!and!long!reaction!times,! making! it! an! energy! intensive! process.! Water! is! often! termed! a! green! solvent,!however! in!many!cases!a!capping!agent! (which!may!not!be!benign)! is!added! in!order! to!prevent!oxidation!of! the! resulting! iron!sulfide!nanoparticles.6,! 16–19!Other,! less! commonly!used! methods! to! synthesise! iron! sulfide! nanoparticles! include! electrodeposition! with!anodic!aluminium!oxide!producing!pyrrhotite!nanowire!arrays,7!and!intracellular!growth!of! greigite! and! pyrite! nanoparticles! in! magnetotactic! bacteria.20! In! addition! a! room!temperature! synthesis! of! nano@mackinawite! is! reported! by! Rickard! et& al.! from! the!precipitation! reaction! between! Mohr’s! salt! (ammonium! iron(II)! sulphate)! with! sodium!sulfide.21!
Solvent;Free&Synthesis&
A!variety!of!solvent!free!synthesis!methods!have!been!utilised.!Pyrrhotite!nanowires!have!been! synthesised! upon! the! thermal! decomposition! of! an! organic@inorganic! composite!species,!described!by!the!authors!as!Fe1@xS(EN)0.5!(EN!=!ethylenediamine),!in!argon!at!200!°C.22!While!pyrrhotite!nanoflowers!have!been! synthesised! in! an!autoclave!under! solvent!free! conditions! from! the! single@source! precursor,! [Fe(C16H33OCS2)3].23! Chemical!evaporation!of! ferric!chloride!and!elemental!sulfur! in!a! tube! furnace!at!800!°C!produced!
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dumbbell@like! structures!of!pyrrhotite! (Fe8S9)!hexagons! together!with!pyrrhotite! (Fe7S8)!nanowires.24!!
Solvothermal&Synthesis&
Solvothermal!synthesis!has!several!advantages!over!some!of!the!other!discussed!methods.!It! is!potentially! simpler,!occurs!at! lower! temperature!and!pressure!and!has!been!widely!used!to!synthesise!iron!sulfide!nanoparticles.25–31,!9,!32–37,!8,!2!There!are!many!variables!in!a!solvothermal!decomposition,!including!solvent,!precursor(s),!decomposition!temperature!and!duration.!Considering!solvent,! it!should!be!high!boiling!and!able!to!coordinate!to!the!resulting! nanoparticles! to! prevent! oxidation.! Oleylamine! (OA)! is! a! commonly! employed!solvent/capping! agent! for! solvothermal! synthesis! of! iron! sulfides.27–33,! 35–37,! 8! Other!solvents! used! include! ethylene! glycol! (EG),25,! 9,! 34! octylamine,32,! 2! dodecylamine! (DDA),32!trioctylphosphine!oxide!(TOPO),38,!39!hexadecylamine!(HDA),27,!32,!8!octadecene!(OD)35–37,!8,!dodecanethiol!(DDT)35!and!oleic!acid!(OLA).37,!40!Generally!reactions!are!performed!under!nitrogen!at!approximately!200!°C.!!
Iron! and! sulfur! precursors! generally! fall! into! two! classes:! binary! and! single@source.! An!advantage!of! the!decomposition!of!binary!precursors! is! that! simple!and!relatively! cheap!compounds! can! be! used.! In!many! cases! sulfur! and! a! simple! iron! salt! such! as! FeCl2! are!employed,27–29,! 31! although! the!more! reactive! Na2S3! and! (NH4)2S! have! also! been! used! as!sulfur!sources.26,!30!Li!et&al.!report!a!pre@decomposition!reaction!between!OA!and!FeCl2!to!give!an!Fe@OA!complex,!which!then!decomposed!with!sulfur!at!220!°C!to!form!nanocubes!and!nanodendrites,!depending!upon!the!FeCl2!concentration.29!Several!other!groups!have!suggested!the!preformation!of!such!a!complex,!but!generally!present!no!evidence!for!such!a!species.29,!39,!38!!
Greigite! and! pyrite! nanoparticles! have! been! synthesised! by! the! ‘hot@injection’! method,!whereby! a! sulfur! solution! is! injected! into! an! already! hot! solution! of! iron! precursor!initiating! nucleation.27–29,! 38,! 39,! 4! Autoclave! methods! have! also! been! reported! for! the!synthesis!of!greigite!and!pyrite!nanoparticles!from!FeSO4·7H2O!and!Na2S3!in!toluene.26!!
3.1.1 Decomposition&of&Non;Dithiocarbamate&Single;Source&Precursors&
As! discussed! in! Chapter! 1,! the! solvothermal! decomposition! of! single@source! precursors!has! potential! advantages! over! the! binary! systems! such! that! the! precise! ratio! of! iron! to!sulfur!in!the!molecular!structure!of!the!precursor!can!afford!some!level!of!control,!and!the!
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geometry! of! the! sulfur! atoms! around! the! iron! complex! may! inform! the! phase! of! iron!sulfide!produced,! giving!greater! control! and! tuneability! to! these! reactions.! Solvothermal!decomposition! of! single@source! precursors! can! be! carried! out! by! hot@injection! of! single@source! precursor! into! vessel! containing! heated! solvent,32,! 33! or! by! heating! the! solvent@single@source! precursor! mixture! from! room! temperature.36,! 37! The! literature! on!solvothermal! decomposition! of! single@source! precursors!will! be! divided! into! two! types:!iron!dithiocarbamates!and!other!iron!sulfide!single@source!precursors.!!
Though! it! may! not! necessarily! be! considered! a! single@source! precursor,! Tilley! and! co@workers! reported! the! synthesis! of! greigite! nanocrystals! from! the!hot@injection! of! [Fe(N@MeIm)6][S8]!(N@MeIm!=!N@methylimidazole,!Figure!3@1)!into!OA!at!300!°C!with!immediate!cooling.33!Increasing!the!reaction!time!lead!to!a!mixture!of!greigite!and!pyrrhotite!phases,!and! after! four! hours! submicrometer! crystallites! of! pure! pyrrhotite! were! formed,!suggesting! that!pyrrhotite!was!the! thermally!more!stable!phase.41!Maji!et&al.! synthesised!troilite! (‘hexagonal! FeS’)! in! EN,! EG! and! NH3! via! a! 15!min! reflux! at! 120! °C! followed! by!annealing!at!450!°C! for!30!min.34!The!morphology!of! the!nanoparticles!was!shown!to!be!affected! by! the! solvent! used,! such! that! decomposition! in! EG! and! NH3! produces!nanoparticles,!while!EN!produces!nanorods.34!
!




That! pyrrhotite! is! formed! at! low,! and! greigite! at! high,! temperature! is! particularly!interesting.!The![NnBu4]2[Fe4S4(SPh)4]!cluster!has!an!Fe4S4!core!that!is!very!similar!to!the!repeating! unit! of! greigite,! so! it! is! feasible! that! the!molecular! geometry! of! the! precursor!directs! the! nanoparticle! growth! at! higher! temperatures! where! decomposition! is! fast!(though,!conversely,!under!these!conditions!more!energy!is!available!for!rearrangements).!At!180!°C!in!octylamine!kinetics!could!be!more!important,!giving!a!slower!decomposition!and! allowing! the! cluster! to! slowly! rearrange,! providing! no! molecular! direction! to! the!resultant! particles! so! pyrrhotite! is! formed,! which! has! a! totally! different! repeating! unit.!This!suggests!that!either!a!different!mechanism!of!decomposition!takes!place!at!the!lower!temperature!in!octylamine,!or!that!precursor!structure!does!not!direct!material!growth.!!
!
Figure&3;2&;&Structure&of&[NnBu4]2[Fe4S4(SPh)4]&These!decompositions!were!all!performed!over!long!periods!(12@16!hrs),!so!it!could!also!be!that!octylamine!is!unable!to!stabilise!the!greigite!structure.!In!addition,!at!each!different!temperature! the! decomposition! was! performed! in! a! different! solvent.! This! could! be!important!since!it!has!later!been!shown!that!different!phases!of!iron!sulfide!nanoparticles!are! formed! under! the! same! conditions! using! different! coordinating! solvents.37,! 8,! 43! This!solvent! effect! could! explain! why! other! groups! have! reported! greigite! as! a! metastable!phase! of! iron! sulfide,! formed! under! milder! conditions! with! pyrrhotite! as! the!thermodynamically! favoured! phase,! while! O’Brien! et& al.! seemingly! see! the! opposite!effect.31,!33,!36,!8!
In! a! later! paper,! O’Brien! et& al.! investigated! the! effect! of! single@source! precursor!concentration,! decomposition! temperature! and! solvent! using! the! thiobiuret! precursor![Fe(SON(CNiPr2)2)3].35! Similarly! to! the! work! of! Maji,34! O’Brien! found! that! nanoparticle!morphology! could!be! tuned!by! changing! the! solvent.! In!pure!OA!at!200! °C,!ca.! spherical!pyrrhotite! nanoparticles! were! formed,! whereas! when! OA/OD! and! OA/DDT! were! used,!
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nanowires! resulted.35! The! authors! noted! that! as! single@source! precursor! concentration!was!increased,!the!average!diameter!of!the!resulting!nanoparticles!also!grew!(~5!nm!at!5!mM!single@source!precursor!compared!to!~6!nm!at!10!mM!single@source!precursor!in!OA!at! 200! °C),! but! at! very! high! concentration! (20! mM)! only! amorphous! material! was!produced.!The!authors!also!noted!a!morphological!effect!upon!varying!the!decomposition!temperature.!Thus,!at!low!temperatures!(200!°C)!the!nanoparticles!were!roughly!spherical!(believed! to! be! the! thermodynamically! preferred! shape),! but! rods! and! hexagonal!nanosheets!were! formed! at! 240! and! 280! °C,! being! attributed! to! a! kinetically@controlled!decomposition!mechanism!at!higher!temperature.35!In!a!further!contribution,!O’Brien!et&al.!detailed! a! similar! study! using! xanthate! [Fe(S2COR)3]! (R! =!Me,! Et,! and! iBu)! single@source!precursors,! being!able! to! tune! the! iron! sulfide!phase!and! size!by!varying!decomposition!temperature!and!solvent.43!!
3.1.2 Decomposition&of&Dithiocarbamate&Single;Source&Precursors&
In! 2008,! the! first! report! of! the! decomposition! of! iron! dithiocarbamates!was! detailed! by!Han!and!Gao,!who!investigated!the!effect!of!decomposition!temperature!and!solvent!on!the!iron(II)! single@source! precursor! [Fe(S2CNEt2)2(1,10@Phen)]! and! iron(III)! single@source!precursor! [Fe(S2CNEt2)3].36! They! found! that! when! [Fe(S2CNEt2)2(1,10@Phen)]! was!decomposed! in! OA! for! five! mins,! hexagonal! nanosheets! of! monoclinic! pyrrhotite! were!produced!at!intermediate!temperatures!(260!–!300!°C),!while!hexagonal!troilite!(FeS)!was!produced! at! high! temperature! (320! °C)! and! amorphous! material! at! low! (240! °C).! In!contrast,!when![Fe(S2CNEt2)3]!was!decomposed!in!OA!it!produced!a!mixture!of!pyrrhotite!and! greigite! at! all! temperatures! except! 320! °C,!where! pure! pyrrhotite! nanosheets!were!formed.!This!reflects!previous!work!with!non@dithiocarbamate!precursors,!where!greigite!was! shown! to! be! a! metastable! phase! of! iron! sulfide,! and! pyrrhotite! is! the! more!thermodynamically! favoured! phase! formed! at! high! temperatures! and! long! reaction!times.31,! 33! These! authors! also! investigated! solvent! effects! on! the! morphology! of! the!nanoparticles,! comparing!decomposition!of! the!single@source!precursors!at!280!°C! in!OA!and!OD,! and! a! 1:5!mixture! of! the! two.! They! found! that! in! anything! other! than!pure!OA,!irregularly!shaped!nanosheets!were!formed!from![Fe(S2CNEt2)2(1,10@Phen)].!The!authors!suggest! that!OA! is! required! to! form!hexagonal! nanosheets! of! pyrrhotite! and! the! solvent!stabilises! growth! in! the! <110>! and! <100>! directions.36! In! the! case! of! [Fe(S2CNEt2)3],!however,! they! find! that! the!presence!of!OA!only!prevents!agglomeration!of! the!resulting!greigite!nanosheets.36!!
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A! similar! study! by! Zhang! et& al.! further! investigated! the! effect! of! solvent! system! on! the!decomposition!of! [Fe(S2CNEt2)2(1,10@Phen)]! and! [Fe(S2CNEt2)3].37!Here! also! the! effect! of!mixing!OA!and!OD!was!noted,!but!with!the!addition!of!oleic!acid!(OLA)!and!similarly!noted!changes! to! the!morphology!of! the! resulting! iron! sulfide!nanoparticles.!Decomposition!of![Fe(S2CNEt2)3]!in!OA/OD!(1:1)!produced!greigite!nanosheets!similar!to!those!synthesised!by! Gao,! but! in! OA/OD/OLA! (1:1:2)! a! narrower! size! distribution! of! nanosheets! was!obtained.! Similarly! the! decomposition! of! [Fe(S2CNEt2)2(1,10@Phen)]! in! OA/OD! (1:1)!produced! pyrrhotite! nanosheets! ! akin! to! those! synthesised! by! Gao,! but! in! OA/OD/OLA!(1:1:2)! nanoribbons! of! ~15! nm! by! several! microns! of! amorphous! iron! sulfide! were!produced.! Zhang! stated! that! no! product!was! obtained! from!mixtures! of! OD/OLA! in! the!absence!of!OA!indicating!that!the!latter!solvent!is!important!in!the!formation!of!crystalline!material.37!
While!our!work!was!in!progress,!O’Brien!et&al.!reported!effects!of!temperature!(170!–!300!°C),! solvent! (OA,! HDA! and! OD)! and! precursor! type! [Fe(S2CNRR’)3],! with! a! range! of!symmetrical! and! unsymmetrical! RR’! groups.8! Like! other! groups,31,! 36! they! found! that!greigite! was! prevalent! at! lower! temperatures! and! pyrrhotite! at! higher! temperatures.!When![Fe(S2CNEtiPr)3]!was!decomposed! in!OA/HDA!a!mixture!of!greigite!and!pyrrhotite!was! formed,! but! in! OD! a! mixture! of! two! types! of! pyrrhotite! (‘pyrrhotite! (FeS)’! and!pyrrhotite! (Fe7S8)),! supporting! other! work! on! the! effects! of! solvent! on! mineral! phase.8!Also,!higher!temperatures!were!required!to!produce!crystalline!nanoparticles!for!shorter!chain!length!symmetrical!and!unsymmetrical!single@source!precursors.!Interestingly!they!also! observed! that! while! pure! greigite! was! accessible! at! lower! temperatures! for!symmetrical!single@source!precursors,!unsymmetrical!single@source!precursors!produced!a!mixture!of!greigite!and!pyrrhotite!at!all! temperatures,!suggesting!they!may!decompose!
via!a!different!mechanism.8!!
3.2 Results&and&Discussion&
In!order! to!prepare!a!variety!of! iron!sulfide!nanoparticles,! the!solvothermal!synthesis! in!OA!was! chosen,! owing! to! a!wide! range! of! phases! and!morphologies! being! accessible.! In!addition,! it! has! been! suggested! that! OA! is! required! for! the! formation! of! crystalline!material.37!A!decomposition!temperature!of!230!°C!was!chosen!as!below!this!amorphous!materials! result,! and! at! higher! temperatures! the! thermodynamic! phase,! pyrrhotite,! is!favoured.!The! ‘heat@up’!method!was!chosen!over!hot@injection!of!single@source!precursor!because!in!some!cases!the!single@source!precursors!employed!in!this!study!were!sparingly!
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The! decomposition! setup! as! described! in! Section! 3.2! was! utilised.! Complex! 13& was!decomposed!in!OA!at!230!°C!for!1!hr.!OA!was!degassed!with!a!nitrogen!purge!(30!mins)!before!13&was!added,!followed!by!further!degassing!(10!mins)!to!prevent!oxidation!of!the!precursor.!Complex!13!was!poorly!soluble!in!OA!at!RT,!but!by!35!°C!had!fully!dissolved!to!form! a! dark! brown! solution.! The! resulting! nanoparticles!were! isolated! after! cooling! the!mixture! by! addition! of! excess! methanol! and! separation! by! centrifugation.! A! similar!decomposition!was!performed!with!a!1:1!mixture!of!13!(2.5!mM)!and![Fe(S2CNMe2)3]!(1,!2.5!mM)!resulting!in!a!black!powder.!





Decomposition! of! 13! with& 1& did! not! produce! greigite,! indicating! full! reduction! of! the!iron(III)! precursor! during! decomposition.! This! is! interesting! since! even! at! lower!temperatures! (240! °C)! Han! obtained! a! mixture! of! greigite! and! pyrrhotite! from!
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Transmission! electron! microscopy! (TEM)! of! both! samples! show! roughly! hexagonal!nanocrystals!(see!Figure!3@5),!similar!in!appearance!to!the!pyrrhotite!material!synthesised!by!Han,!Zhang!and!O’Brien.36,!37,!8!Han!and!Zhang!report!particle!diameters!in!the!range!500!nm!–!1!μm!from![Fe(S2CNEt2)2(1,10@Phen)]!at!280!°C!for!5!minutes.36,!37!They!do!not!report!an!average!particle!size,!but!this!range!is!higher!than!that!found!for!the!decomposition!of!
13! (30!–!500!nm).!This!may!be!attributed! to! concentration!effects,!Han!and!Zhang!both!using!higher!precursor!concentrations!so!more!precursor!is!available!for!particle!growth.!




Decomposition! of! the! iron(II)! precursor! 13! produced! pure! pyrrhotite! (Fe7S8)!nanoparticles,! with! similar! morphology! to! those! previously! synthesised! from! iron(II)!dithiocarbamate!precursors! in! the! literature.!The!addition!of! an! iron(III)! source! (1),! did!not!lead!to!the!formation!of!greigite!as!predicted,!but!instead!pure!phase!pyrrhotite.!Other!groups!have!been!able! to! access!greigite!by!decomposing! iron(III)! tris(dithiocarbamate)!complexes,!although!in!many!cases!with!pyrrhotite!impurities.36,!37,!8!
3.4 Decomposition&of&Iron(III)&Dithiocarbamate&Precursors&
Pyrrhotite!has!been!suggested! to!be! thermodynamically!more!stable! than!greigite!under!the! conditions! employed! in! this! study,31,! 33,! 36! it! is! also! more! readily! formed! upon!decomposing!certain!single@source!precursors.8!The!effect!of!varying!the!dithiocarbamate!substituent! in! [Fe(S2CNR2)3],! decomposition! temperature! and! precursor! concentration!was!investigated,!in!order!to!glean!a!deeper!understanding!of!this!system!with!the!aim!of!synthesising!a!variety!of!different!iron!sulfide!nanomaterials.!
3.4.1 Varying&R;group&







Formation!of!greigite!from!the!decomposition!of!2!(RR’!=!Et2)!is!consistent!with!O’Brien’s!findings.! The! reason! for! this! differing! result! for! the! diethyl! derivative! compared! to! the!dimethyl,!diisobutyl!and!methylbutyl,!is!unclear.!In!Chapter!2,!TGA!analysis!revealed!that!the!decomposition!temperature!of!2!is!close!to!that!of!3!(226!and!233!°C!respectively)!and!that!2!and!4!both!leave!residues!approximately!equal!to!FeS,!though!TGA!and!DSC!did!not!support! the! theory! that! there! was! a! uniform! decomposition! route.! Complex! 2! may!decompose!via!a!different!mechanism!in!solution!with!OA.!!








The! nanoparticles! prepared! from! 3! exhibit! the! smallest! average! length! and! the! lowest!standard!deviation! (SD,!64!nm,! shown!above!and!below! the!average!particle! length! in! ).!These! are! desirable! qualities! in! a! catalyst! –! the! smaller! the! nanoparticle,! the! larger! the!surface! area! and! greater! the! activity.! Although! the! diethyl! derivative,!2! appears! to! be! a!better! precursor! for! synthesising! greigite,! O’Brien! et& al.! has! shown! that! greigite! is! still!accessible! using! other! [Fe(S2CNRR’)3]! complexes,8! and! the! di@iso@butyl! derivative,! 3,!produces!nanoparticles!with!a!more!desirable!morphology.!The!complex!3!was!chosen!to!take!forward!for!further!studies!into!the!decomposition!system.!!
3.4.2 Varying&Temperature&













It!was! noted! that! at! lower! temperature! some! greigite!was! formed! so! in! order! to! try! to!access! this,! and! other!metastable! phases! of! iron! sulfide! in! crystalline! form,! 230! °C!was!chosen! to! take! forward! for! concentration! studies.! In! addition! other! researchers! have!found! this! temperature! to! be! sufficient! for! synthesising! greigite! at! higher!concentrations.36,!37,!8!!
3.4.3 Varying&Concentration&







In! another! study! by! O’Brien,! an! iron(III)! thiobiuret! was! decomposed! at! varying!concentrations! and! the! authors! observed! for! 5! and! 10! mM! precursor! concentration!pyrrhotite! was! formed,! but! increasing! to! 20! mM! produced! amorphous! material.35! This!suggests! concentration!may!play!a! role! in! the! crystallinity!of! the! resultant!material.!The!trend! observed! in! the! current! study,! suggests! concentration! may! allow! access! to!metastable! phases! such! that! at! higher! concentration! the! metastable! phase! greigite! is!formed.!






The! average! particle! size! of! the! samples! varies! according! to! the! concentration! of! the!single@source! precursor! (see! ).! It! appears! to! be! roughly! similar! between! 5! and! 40!mM,!with!a!growth!in!particle!size!when!the!concentration!is!increased!to!50!nm.!The!increase!in!nanoparticle!size!at!high!concentration!may!be!attributed!to!the!Ostwald!ripening!effect.!The! varying! proportions! of! two! different! phases! existing! in! these! samples! at! higher!concentrations!may!also!play!a!role.!!
3.5 Decomposition&of&Iron(III)&Dithiocarbamate&Precursors&with&
Thiuram&Disulfide&Additive&





Pyrite! and! marcasite! are! sulfur! rich! iron! sulfide! phases! compared! to! pyrrhotite! and!greigite,! having! FeS2! structure,! and! in! order! to! access! these! phases! an! additional! sulfur!source!may!be!required,!although!it!should!be!noted!that!the!ratio!of!iron!to!sulfur!in!the![Fe(S2CNR2)3]! single@source! precursors! is! 1:4,! so! sulfur! is! already! in! excess.! In! addition!thiuram!disulfide!readily!forms!from!dithiocarbamate!in!the!presence!of!an!oxidant!such!as! iodine,!bromine,!hydrogen!peroxide,!or!K3[Fe(CN)6]!and!has!even!been!reported! from!the!reaction!between![Fe(S2CNR2)3]!and!iodine.52–55!!





Addition! of! 6! promoted! the! stabilisation! of! the! greigite! phase,! either! by;! providing! an!additional!sulfur!source,!oxidising!some!of!the!Fe(2+)!ions!back!to!Fe(3+),!preventing!the!reduction!of!some!of!the!Fe(3+)!ions,!capping!the!greigite!nanoparticles!in!such!a!way!as!to!stabilise! the! phase! and! somehow! preventing! the! further! changes! to! pyrrhotite.! In! an!attempt!to!remove!the!pyrrhotite!and!form!pure!greigite,!the!decomposition!was!repeated!with!two!equivalents!of!6,!analysis!of!the!resulting!particles!showed!pure!greigite!by!XRD!(Figure!3@12!(b)).!!
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Systematic! studies! were! performed! varying! the! temperature! of! decomposition! and!concentration!of!3!and!6!(in!a!1:2!ratio)!to!investigate!the!effect!of!6!on!the!system!and!to!try!to!synthesise!additional!phases!of!iron!sulfide.!
3.5.1 Varying&Temperature&





Figure!3@14!shows!a!graph!of!the!average!particle!size!for!samples!prepared!at!150!–!300!°C,! from! which! it! can! be! seen! that! the! nanoparticles! decrease! slightly! in! size! with!increasing!temperature,!consistent!with!the!trend!seen!in!the!samples!prepared!without&6.!
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Solvothermal!decomposition!of!iron(II)!and!iron(III)!dithiocarbamate!precursors!has!been!investigated,!systematically!changing!reaction!variables! in!order!to!probe!the!changes!to!materials!formed.!It!was!found!that!iron(II)!dithiocarbamate!precursors!were!not!required!to!produce!iron!sulfide!nanoparticles!containing!Fe(2+)!ions,!because!they!are!generated!from! the! reduction! of! Fe(3+)! species! in! solution.! This! process! is! relatively! fast!(decomposition!of!3!halted! immediately!when! the!decomposition! temperature!had!been!reach!produced!pure!greigite),!but!the!greigite!formed!is!a!metastable!phase!and,!if!enough!energy!is!supplied!to!the!system,!pyrrhotite!will!begin!to!form.!!
Greigite! formation! can! be! promoted! by! reducing! the! decomposition! time,! lowering! the!temperature! and! increasing! the! precursor! concentration.! All! these! factors! decrease! the!amount!of!energy!transferred!to!each!precursor!unit!and!so!prevent!the!formation!of!the!more! thermodynamically! favoured! phase! (pyrrhotite).! In! addition,! precursor! choice! can!have!an!effect.!Thus!2!showed!greater!propensity!towards!the!formation!of!greigite,!which!may!be!due!to!a!different!decomposition!mechanism!being!at!work,!or!to!the!formation!of!a!by@product!that!stabilises!the!greigite!phase.!
Addition!of!a!redox@active!additive!to!the!decomposition!system!had!a!significant!effect!on!the! product! produced.! When! sufficient! levels! were! used,! addition! of! 6! changed! the!decomposition!system!conditions!such!that!greigite!survived!at!higher!temperatures!and!lower!concentrations!of!3.!This!could!be!the!result!of!6!forming!a!capping!layer!around!the!greigite!nanoparticles.!Thereby! stabilising! the! iron! sulfide!phase,! or! it! could!be!due! to!a!change!in!the!overall!decomposition!mechanism.!
3.7 Experimental&
























Decompositions! as! in! Section! 3.7.1! but! at! 260! °C! and! using! 3! and! 6! at! respective!concentrations!of:!1)!5!and!10!mM;!2)!10!and!20!mM;!3)!20!and!40!mM;!4)!40!and!80!mM;!5)!50!mM!and!0.1!M.!An!additional!decomposition!was!performed!as!above!using!6! (80!mM)!at!260!°C.!
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Nickel!sulfide!has!a!complex!phase!diagram!and!can!take!many!possible!forms!including!α=NiS,!β=NiS,!NiS2,!Ni3S2,!Ni3S4,!Ni7S6,!Ni9S8,!etc.,!as!previously!detailed!in!Chapter!1.1!They!are!desirable! materials! to! produce! due! to! the! many! applications! they! find! in! alternative!energy.!For!example,!the!Ni3S2!phase!has!shown!potential!as!a!low!cost!counter!electrode!material!in!dye!sensitised!solar!cells,2!while!the!α=NiS!phase!has!been!applied!as!a!cathode!material!in!lithium=ion!batteries.3!Nickel!sulfides!have!also!been!investigated!as!!potential!competitors! to! silicone! in! thin! film! photovoltaic! cells,4! as! well! as! being! used! in! the!photocatalytic!generation!of!hydrogen!from!water!and!other!protic!solvents.5,!6!!
There!are!many!reports!on!the!synthesis!of!nanoparticulate!nickel!sulfides!and,!as!with!the!iron! sulfides,! these! can! be! subdivided! into! hydrothermal7–11! and! solvothermal!decomposition! methods.12–21! Hydrothermal! synthesis! of! nickel! sulfide! involves! the!reaction! of! a! nickel! salt! with! a! sulfur! source,! generally! in! an! autoclave.! An! alternative!method! was! employed! by! Tilley! and! Jefferson! which! involved! sulfurization! of! nickel!nanoparticles! using! H2S/H2! gas.22! Varying! reaction! time,! H2S! concentration! and!temperature!lead!to!the!selective!synthesis!of!β=NiS,!Ni3S2,!Ni9S8,!and!Ni7S6.22!!
Hollow!α=NiS! submicro=spheres! have!been! synthesised!using!poly(methyl!methacrylate)!gel!system!and!γ=radiation,23!while!the!same!material!was!made!using!SiO2!templates!with!hydrothermal! decomposition! of! first! a! nickel! precursor! to! make! core=shell! SiO2/nickel!silicate! structures,! followed! by!Na2S! to!make! the! NiS/SiO2! spheres.11! Another! template=based!method!was!used!by!Barry!et$al.!to!synthesise!α=NiS!nanoparticles!inside!an!anodic!aluminium! oxide! (AAO)! membrane,! decomposing! [Ni(S2COEt2)2TMEDA]! (TMEDA! =!tetramethyl=ethylenediamine),!in!supercritical!CO2!at!450!°C,!4000!psi!for!90!mins.24!!
Korgel! et$ al.! reported! a! solventless! route! to! nickel! sulfide! nanoparticles! using! a! nickel!thiolate! single=source! precursor! in! octanoate.25! Here! β=NiS! nanorods! and! triangular!nanoprisms!(with!some!Ni3S4!nanorod!impurity)!were!synthesised!by!heating!the!reagents!in!air! for!1.5!hrs!at!170! °C.!The!morphology!of! the!particles!was! found! to!be!dependent!
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upon!reaction!temperature!(higher!temperatures!lead!to!longer!nanorods)!and,!to!a!lesser!extent,! reaction! time.!Shorter!decomposition! times!(ca.!5!mins)!produced!an!amorphous!material! and! longer! decomposition! times! led! to! the! rounding! of! the! prisms! into! quasi=spherical!nanoparticles.25!!
Solvothermal! decomposition! has! also! been! employed! to! successfully! synthesise! a! wide!range! of! nickel! sulfide! phases.! Synthesis! methods! can! be! divided! into! those! involving!binary!and!single=source!precursors,!the!former!involving!a!nickel!salt!and!a!sulfur!source!and!a!high!boiling!solvent,!often!in!an!autoclave.!Chen!et$al.!synthesised!β=NiS!nanorods!by!decomposing!NiCl2!and!Na2S2O3!in!EN!in!an!autoclave!at!200!°C!for!20!hrs,!and!found!that!by! lowering!the!temperature!and!reaction!time!they!were!able!to!access!metastable!NiS2!dodecahedrons,!though!they!were!relatively!large!(>2!μm).12!Interestingly,!when!thiourea!was! introduced!as! the!sulfur!source,!β=NiS!was!produced!with!a! small! impurity!of!α=NiS!which!disappeared!when!the!reaction!time!was!increased!(20!–!60!hrs).!This!indicates!the!β!phase!is!thermodynamically!more!stable!in!this!system,!counter!to!their!relationship!in!the!nickel!sulfide!phase!diagram.12,!1!
The! α=! and! β=NiS! phases!were! selectively! prepared! by!Meng! et$ al.! via! the! solvothermal!reaction!of!NiCl2!with!sulfur!in!an!autoclave,!with!either!ethanol!or!pyridine!respectively.13!The!authors!claim! that! the! reaction! in!ethanol!proceeds!quickly! to!produce! the!α!phase,!while!in!the!latter!case!a!pyridine!adduct!of!the!nickel!precursor!is!formed!initially,!which!then!goes!on!to!slowly!form!the!β=NiS!phase.13!In!another!paper!by!Meng!et$al.!α=!and!β=NiS!phases!were! selectively! synthesised!by!adjusting! the!molar! ratio!of! the!precursors!NiCl2!and! thiourea,! though! this!work!was!performed! in!water.26!Wang!et$al.! synthesised!Ni3S2!nanotubes! by! decomposing! NiCl2! with! dimethyl! sulfoxide! (DMSO)! (loaded! into! an! AAO!template!in!a!quartz!tube!oven!at!150!°C!for!10!hrs),!annealing!the!Ni3S2!for!15!hrs!at!700!°C! resulted! in! the! high! temperature! α=NiS! phase.27! Nanotubes! of! NiS2!were! accessed! by!adding!additional!sulfur!to!the!precursor!mix!in!the!form!of!thiourea.27!
Clearly!precursor! type!and!ratio!as!well! as! reaction! time!and! temperature!are! factors! in!controlling!the!phase!of!nickel!sulfide!nanoparticle!produced!using!binary!precursors.! In!similar!work!to!Chen,!Yang!et$al.!prepared!NiS2!dodecahedra!by!reacting!NiCl2!with!sulfur!in!EN/EG!in!an!autoclave!at!200!°C!for!6!hrs.!!Morphological!dependence!on!solvent!ratio!is!demonstrated,!such!that,!when!pure!EN!or!a!mixture!of!EN!and!EG!is!used,!the!product!is!pure!NiS2,!but!when!pure!EG!is!used!a!mixed!phase!product!of!NiS2!and!β=NiS!is!formed.!16!
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Further!solvent!dependence!was!demonstrated!by!Aso!et$al.!who!obtained!Ni9S8!nanorods!from! the! decomposition! of! nickel! acetylacetonate! with! DDT! in! OA! and,! β=NiS! in!octadecene.28!
Solvothermal!decomposition!has!been!performed!on!a!range!of!single=source!precursors,!including!thiazole,29!polysulfide,17!thiobiuret,19! imidodiphosphinate,18!thiobenzoate,20!and!xanthate!nickel!complexes.30!Additionally,!various!studies!on!the!effects!of!decomposition!temperature,! time,! precursor! concentration! and! type! and! solvent! on! the! nickel! sulfide!product!have!been! investigated.!Geng!et$al.!decomposed! [Ni(2=mercaptobenzothiazole)2]!([Ni{Mer}2])!in!OA!at!230!°C!for!6!hrs!producing!ellipsoidal!α=NiS!nanoparticles.29!Tilley!et$
al.!also!synthesised!α=NiS!nanoparticles,!by!gradual!heating!of![Ni(N=MeIm)6S8]!(N=MeIm!=!
N=methylimidazole)!to!300!°C! in!OA.17!Rapid!injection!of![Ni(N=MeIm)6S8]! into!OA!at!300!°C,!however,! resulted! in!nanoparticles!of! the!metastable!NiS2!phase.!A!change! in!particle!size!was!also!noted,! the!NiS2!measuring!6!±!1!nm! in!diameter,!while! the!α=NiS!particles!were!45!±!15!nm.!The!authors!attribute!this!to!continual!nucleation!and!size=defocusing!in!the!synthesis!of!α=NiS.17!The!effect!of!decomposition!time!was!also!investigated!by!O’Brien!
et$ al.,! who! formed! a!mixture! of! nanorods! and! nanoparticles! of! Ni3S4! by! hot! injection! of![Ni(SON(CNiPr2)2)2]!into!OA!at!200°C,!and!holding!for!1!hr.19!When!the!decomposition!time!was! decreased,! a! decrease! in! nanorod! length! and! nanoparticle! diameter! was! observed,!which!the!authors!suggest!can!be!attributed!to!a!decrease!in!the!Ostwald!ripening!effect.19!
O’Brien! also! reported! the! effect! of! concentration! on! the! nanoparticles,! noting! that! at!higher! precursor! concentrations! impurities! of! Ni8S9! were! formed! as! well! as! Ni3S4.19! In!addition,! the!morphology! of! the!materials!was! affected! such! that! at! 5!mM! single=source!precursor! concentration! nanowires! were! formed,! at! 10! mM! nanorods! and! at! 20! mM! a!mixture!of!nanorods!and!nanoparticles!were!produced.!Temperature!had!a!similar!effect!on!the!nickel!sulfide!materials,!such!that!at!low!temperature!(200!°C)!long!nanowires!were!formed,!increasing!the!temperature!to!240!°C!produced!first!shorter!nanowires!and!then!a!mixture! of! nanorods! and! nanoparticles! at! 280! °C.! The! authors! attribute! this! trend! to! a!lower!number!of!nucleation!sites!at!low!concentration!or!low!temperature,!favouring!the!growth!of!elongated!nanocrystals.19!
The!effect!of!solvent!was!investigated!in!the!same!paper,!and!was!seen!to! influence!both!the! phase! and! morphology! of! the! material! produced,! as! with! the! binary! solvothermal!syntheses.! In! pure! OA! at! 240! °C,! Ni3S4! nanowires! were! produced,! but! when! an! OA/OD!
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(1:3)! mixture! was! used! α=NiS! nanowires! were! formed! and! an! OA/DDT! (1:3)! solution!resulted! in! Ni3S4! triangular! nanoparticles.19! This! latter! trend! may! be! attributed! to! the!preferential! binding! of! different! capping! agents! to! different! crystal! facets,! leading! to!preferential!growth!in!certain!directions.!!
Tian! et$ al.! also! observed! the! effect! of! solvent! on! nickel! sulfide! phase,! decomposing![(TMEDA)Ni(SC{O}C6H5)2]! in! OLA! at! 180! °C! for! 1! hr! to! obtain! α=NiS! nanoparticles! of!polyhedral!morphology.20!When!DDT!was!used!as!the!solvent,!polyhedral!nanoparticles!of!β=NiS!were!produced,!however,!when!an!OA/DDT!(1:3)!mixture!was!used!at!300!°C,!well!faceted! nanocubes! of! β=NiS! were! formed.20! Since! both! temperature! and! solvent! were!changed! it! is! difficult! to! know! what! this! difference! can! be! attributed! to.! Altering!decomposition! time! to! 30!mins! produced! nanorods,! and! nanocubes!were! obtained! at! 3!and!6! hrs,!with! a!wider! size! distribution! after! the! longer! reaction! time! (due! to!Ostwald!ripening).20! Tian! has! therefore! shown! that! the! α=! and! β=NiS! phases! can! be! selectively!synthesised! using! decomposition! solvent! in! a! single=source! precursor! system.20! This!selectivity! can! be! extended! to! precursor! type,! as! shown! by! Babashkina! et$ al.18! Nickel!imidodiphosphinate!complexes![Ni{RC(S)NP(S)(OiPr)2}2]!,!R!=!C6H5!and!2=MeC6H4NH,!were!decomposed! in! HDA/TOP! (TOP! =! tri=n=octylphosphine)! at! 190! °C! forming! α=! and! β=NiS!nanoparticles!respectively.18!!
There! are! very! few! reports! on! the! use! of! dithiocarbamate! nickel! complexes! as! single=source! precursors! for! the! synthesis! of! nickel! sulfide! nanoparticles,31–33! and! no!solvothermal! decomposition! studies.! In! one! case! [Ni(S2CNEt2)2]! was! decomposed!hydrothermally! in! an! autoclave! at! 180! °C! for! 12! hrs! resulting! in! Ni3S4! crystallites! of!approximately!2!μM!diameter.33!In!another!report!the!same!precursor!was!decomposed!in!the! absence! of! solvent! in! a! reactor! tube! at! 525! °C! for! 3! hrs! in! a! flow! of! H2/H2S! gas,!producing! Ni3S2! nanoparticles! of! approximately! 350! nm! diameter.31! [Ni(S2CN{H}nBu)2]!and! [Ni(S2CNnBu2)2]!have!been!decomposed!on!a!heated!XRD!stage!with!different!nickel!sulfide! phases! being! prepared! in! the! presence! of! N2! and! H2/N2! atmospheres,! and! at!different! temperatures.32! O’Brien! and! co=workers! use! symmetric! and! asymmetric! nickel!dithiocarbamate!complexes!!to!synthesise!NiS1.03!and!a!mixture!of!NiS1.03!and!NiS.34!
4.1.2 Nickel(Dithiocarbamate(Complexes(
Nickel(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes,! [Ni(S2CNR2)2],! have! been!widely! studied! and!were! first! reported! by! Delépine! in! 1907.35! Like! the! iron(III)! dithiocarbamates,!
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[Ni(S2CNR2)2]!can!be!easily!synthesised!on!the!bench!from!the!addition!of!the!appropriate!dithiocarbamate! salt! to! a! nickel(II)! salt! (see! Equation! 4=1).36–41! Many! different![Ni(S2CNR2)2]!complexes!have!been!reported!with!varying!R!groups,! from!simple!diethyl!derivatives37,! 36,! 42! to! amino! acid! derivatives40! to! ferrocenyl! bearing! derivatives.41! In! the!previous!Chapter,!iron!sulfide!nanoparticles!were!successfully!synthesised!solvothermally!using! iron! dithiocarbamate! single=source! precursors! and! the! current! Chapter! aims! to!investigate! if! nickel! sulfide! nanoparticles! can! be! synthesised!with! similar! success! using!this!method.!!
4.2 Results(and(Discussion(
Herein,! the!synthesis!of!a!range!of! [Ni(S2CNR2)2]! is!described,!and!their! thermal!stability!assessed.! Following! this,! decomposition! studies! into! the! effect! of! precursor! R=group,!concentration! and! decomposition! temperature! on! the! resulting! nickel! sulfide!nanoparticles!are!described.!
4.3 Nickel(Dithiocarbamate(Complexes(
4.3.1 Synthesis(





All!complexes!were!analysed!by!NMR!spectroscopy,! IR,!MS,!EA!and,!where!crystals!were!obtained,!single!crystal!X=ray!diffraction.!A!great!number!of!crystallographic!studies!have!been! carried! out! on! nickel(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes,! all! report! nickel! in! a!square=planar! coordination! environment,! with! intra=ligand! bite=angles! at! nickel! ranging!from! 78! –! 80! °! and! Ni–S! bond! distances! between! 2.16! and! 2.23! Å.43–46,! 39! Groups! have!reported!both!intramolecular!S•••H!hydrogen!bonds!and!intermolecular!Ni•••H!and!S•••H!interactions.39!
!
Figure(4D1(D(Crystal(structure(of([Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]((21,(hydrogen(atoms(omitted(for(clarity).(In!this!study,!crystals!of!21!were!obtained!by!slow!evaporation!from!chloroform!solution!(Figure! 4=1),! and! a! crystal! structure! was! obtained! at! 150! K.! The! axial! S(1)–Ni(1)–S(3)!bond! angle! is! close! to! 180! °! at! 178.88(1),! showing! some! strain! in! the! square! planar!geometry!(Table!4=1).!This!is!further!exemplified!by!the!S(2)–Ni(1)–S(3)!and!S(1)–Ni(1)–S(2)! bond! angles! being! approximately! 10! °! away! from! the! expected! 90! °! (99.32{2}! and!79.61{2}!respectively).!As!with!the!iron!dithiocarbamate!complexes,!this!strain!arises!from!the!restrictive!bite!angle!of!the!dithiocarbamate!ligand,!leading!to!an!accute!S–Ni–S!intra=ligand! bond! angle.! The! average! Ni–S! bond! length! is! 2.2024! Å! which! falls! within! the!expected! range! of! between! 2.16! and! 2.23! Å.! The! square! planar! geometry! of! these!complexes!allows! for!good!packing! in! the!solid!state.!This! is!particularly!obvious! for! the!methyl! derivative! (19),! which! packs! so! well! it! was! found! to! be! relatively! insoluble! in!chlorinated!solvents.!





The! relative! stability! of! the! [Ni(S2CNRR’)2]! complexes! was! investigated! with! the! aid! of!TGA.! The! volatility! of! [Ni(S2CNRR’)2]! complexes! has! been! well=studied,! initial! studies!indicating!that!the!complexes!sublime,35!later!work!shows!most!melt!and!evaporate!(with!some! decomposition)! though! a! select! few! do! appear! to! sublime,! depending! on!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!R=group.47–51! The! TGA! graphs! for! 20( –( 22! are! very! similar,! exhibiting! thermal! stability!until!approximately!300!°C,!whereupon!they!lose!ca.!95!%!of!their!mass!in!one!sharp!step.!The! DSC! graphs! for! 20( –( 22! show!melting! peaks! at! 235,! 177! and! 118! °C! respectively,!consistent!with!literature!values.47–49!!
!
Figure(4D2(D(TGA((black)(and(DSC((blue)(graphs(for(complexes(a)(19,(b)(20,(c)(21(and(d)(22.(
The!dimethyl!derivative,!19,!shows!an!unusual!trace!compared!to!20!–!22.!Loss!of!a!mass!equivalent!to!S(SCNMe2)2!occurs!gradually,!beginning!at!106!°C!and!continuing!to!367!°C,!suggesting! this! complex!decomposes! rather! than!evaporating!or! subliming.!At! this!point!the! remaining! mass! is! equal! to! NiS,! but! the! sample! continues! to! lose! mass,! leaving! a!percentage!equal!to!less!than!that!of!elemental!nickel,!as!with!20!=!22.!Consistent!with!the!literature,!the!DSC!trace!shows!no!melting!peak,47!and!some!endothermic!peaks!associated!with!the!mass! losses.!The!dimethyl!derivative!is! likely!to!pack!well! in!the!solid!state!and!this! is! perhaps!why! a!melting! peak! is! not! observed.! These! strong! intermolecular! forces!may!also!be!the!reason!it!decomposes!rather!than!sublimes.!
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From! these! results! it! can! be! concluded! that! the! nickel! complexes! tested! have! differing!stability! in! the! solid! state,! with! melting! temperature! ranging! from! 118! to! 235! °C.! The!complexes! first!melting!and! then!evaporating! in!one!step! to! leave! less! than!5!%!of! their!mass,!with!the!exception!of!the!dimethyl!derivative!which!decomposes!in!two!stages,!the!first! a! slow! loss! leaving! NiS,! followed! by! a! further! loss! to! leaving! less! than! elemental!nickel.!
4.4 Decomposition(of(Nickel(II)(Dithiocarbamate(Precursors(
There! are! very! few! reports! on! the! use! of! nickel! dithiocarbamate! complexes! as! single!source!precursors!for!the!synthesis!of!nickel!sulfide!nanoparticles,!and!no!reports!on!their!use!in!a!solvothermal!decomposition!system.!However,!metal!dithiocarbamate!complexes!have! been! shown! as! excellent! precursors! for!metal! sulfide! nanoparticles.! The! following!section!will!describe!the!solvothermal!decomposition!of![Ni(S2CNR2)2]!complexes,!and!the!effect! of! dithiocarbamate! ligand! R=group,! decomposition! temperature! and! precursor!concentration!on!the!resultant!nickel!sulfide!nanoparticle!phase!and!morphology.!
4.4.1 Varying(RDgroup(






The! crystalline! phase! of! the! decomposed! black! powders!were! characterised! by! powder!XRD.!XRD!analysis!revealed!pure!α=NiS!(ICDD!card!No.!02=1273)!was!formed!in!all!cases,!suggesting! that! R=group! does! not! affect! the! phase! of! nickel! sulfide! formed! under! these!conditions.! This! differs! from! the! findings! of! Babashkina! et$ al.! who! decomposed![Ni{RC(S)NP(S)(OiPr)2}2]! and! found! that! changing! R=group! from! phenyl! to! 2=MeC6H4NH!produced! α=! and! β=NiS! respectively.18! In! addition,! when! iron(III)! dithiocarbamates! of!different!R=groups!were!studied!in!Chapter!3,!the!ethyl!derivative!(2)!was!found!to!give!a!mixture!of!phases.!
The! TGA! analysis! of!19! –!22! revealed! similar! thermal! decomposition! profiles,! with! the!exception!of! the!dimethyl!derivative!(19)!which!decomposed!rather! than!evaporating!as!with! 20! –! 22.! That! α=NiS! is! formed! from( the! solvothermal! reaction( 19! –! 22! suggests!solvent! interactions! play! an! important! role! in! the! mechanism! of! decomposition.! TEM!analysis!of! the! resulting!nanoparticles! reveals!a! roughly!hexagonal!morphology! for!19! –!







Precursor!21!was!chosen!to! take! forward! for! further!studies!as! it!produced!well=faceted!nanoparticles,!was!easy!to!synthesise,!purify!and!handle!(highly!soluble!in!OA,!etc.).!!
4.4.2 Varying(Temperature(







This!contradicts!what!is!generally!accepted!of!the!α!and!β!phases!of!NiS,!being!the!high!and!low! temperature! phases! respectively.1! There! is! some! precedent! for! this! reversal! of!behaviour.!Thus!Chen!et$al.! report! the! synthesis!of!β=NiS!nanoparticles!with! some!α=NiS!impurity!which!was!eliminated!by!increasing!reaction!time.12!This!would!indicate!that!the!β!phase!is!actually!the!thermodynamically!favoured!phase!in!the!solvothermal!system.!















TEM! analysis! of! the! resultant! samples! reveals! no! change! to! the! morphology! of! the!nanoparticles! upon! increasing! precursor! concentration,! all! being! roughly! hexagonal! in!shape!in!accordance!with!the!sample!produced!at!5!mM!(Figure!4=6!(b)).!In!addition,!the!average! size! of! the! nanoparticles! was! not! greatly! affected! by! varying! precursor!concentration!(Figure!4=8).!
!
Figure(4D8(D(Graph(of(average(particle(diameter(against(concentration(of(precursor((21).(In! summary,! nanoparticles! of! both! α=! and! β=NiS! are! accessible! via! the! solvothermal!decomposition! of! nickel(II)! dithiocarbamate! complexes! in! OA! by! varying! reaction!
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temperature.! The! results! indicate! that! precursor! R=group! and! concentration! have! little!effect!on!the!phase!or!morphology!of!the!resulting!nickel!sulfide!nanoparticles.!!
4.5 Decompositions( of( Nickel(II)( Dithiocarbamate( Precursors(
with(Thiuram(Disulfide(Additive(
As! mentioned! in! Section! 4.1.1,! nickel! sulfide! has! a! complex! phase! diagram! which!encompasses!numerous!phases.1!In!order!to!access!additional!nickel!sulfide!structures,!the!thiuram! disulfide! additive! 6! was! added! to! the! decomposition! solution.! In! the! previous!Chapter,!6!was!shown!to!facilitate!the!synthesis!of!a!metastable!phase!of!iron!sulfide,!and!it!was!hoped!that! it!would!behave!similarly! in! the!nickel!sulfide!system.!Studies! into!the!effect!of!decomposition!temperature!and!precursor!concentration!on!this!new!system!are!herein!described.!
4.5.1 Varying(Temperature(














TEM!analysis!of!the!rest!of!the!samples!shows!a!progression!from!small,!partly!amorphous!material,! to! large! well=faceted! particles! (resembling! the! α=NiS! samples! previously!prepared)! when! decomposition! temperature! is! increased! from! 150! to! 180! °C.! This!increase!in!size!could!be!due!to!increased!Ostwald!ripening!at!the!higher!temperature!of!180! °C.! The! average! particle! size! drops! on! increasing! decomposition! temperature! from!180!to!230!°C.!This!could!be!due!to!an!increased!rate!of!decomposition!and!so!number!of!nucleation!sites!at!the!higher!temperature.!








1273),(Ni3S4((ICDD(card(No.(43D1469)(and(NiS2((ICDD(card(No.(89D3058).(The!XRD!pattern!for!all!samples!show!broad!peaks!indicative!of!small!crystallite!size,!and!TEM!images!of! the!particles!confirm!this! for! the!NiS2!containing!samples,!which!all!have!very!small!particles!(Figure!4=12).!The!particles!prepared!from!5!and!10!mM!solutions!of!
21! are! larger! (ca.! 50!nm),! though! the!broadening!of! their!XRD!peaks!may!be!due! to! the!samples! being! made! of! mixtures! of! phases.! The! sample! prepared! from! 10! mM! of! 21!contains!a!higher!proportion!of!Ni3S4!which!was!imaged!via!HRTEM,!showing!d=spacings!of!5.50!Å,!matching!well!to!literature!values!for!the![111]!plane!(5.48!Å,!ICDD!card!43=1469).!
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below.(The!particles!formed!from!the!decomposition!of!21!at!concentrations!of!20!–!50!mM!are!very! small! (ca.! 5! nm)! and! do! not! appear! to! aggregate! in! the! same! way! (Figure! 4=12).!HRTEM!analysis!reveals!a!d=spacing!of!2.81!Å,!which!matches!the![200]!plane!of!NiS2!(2.81!Å,!ICDD!card!No.!89=3058).!The!particles!have!a!very!narrow!size!dispersion;!those!formed!from!a!solution!of!20mM!of!21!have!a! standard!deviation!of!1.3!Å,!and!at!40!mM!of!21,!!!!1.5!Å.!Particles! formed! from!50!mM!of!21! have!a! larger! average!diameter! and! standard!deviation!(7.60!and!10.3!Å!respectively),!due!to!the!presence!of!other!large!particles,!likely!to!be!the!α=NiS!impurity.!The!reason!for!the!small!size!of!the!NiS2!particles!may!be!that!the!increase!in!precursor!concentration!provides!many!more!nucleation!sites.!!
4.6 Conclusions(
By! varying! decomposition! temperature,! precursor! concentration! and! the! use! of! a!reductive! additive,! nickel! sulfide! nanoparticles! of! various! mineral! phases! have! been!produced!(Table!4=2).!These!conditions!can!be!tuned!to!obtain!α=NiS,!β=NiS,!Ni3S4!and!NiS2.!The! decomposition! study! on! precursor! 21! (without! additive)! showed! that! in! the!solvothermal!system!α=NiS!is!formed!at!low!temperature,!while!β=NiS!at!high!–!suggesting!
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the!former!is!a!kinetically!favoured,!metastable!phase!compared!to!the!latter,!being!a!more!thermodynamically!favoured!phase!of!nickel!sulfide.!This!is!contrary!to!their!relationship!in! the! nickel! sulfide! phase! diagram,! where! α=NiS! is! regarded! as! the! high! temperature!phase! compared! to!β=NiS.!The! reasons! for! this! are!unclear,! though!may!be!attributed! to!solvent! interactions! and! is! suggestive! of! the! solvent! having! an! important! role! in! the!decomposition!mechanism.!
The! addition! of! two! equivalents! of! thiuram! disulfide! (6)! to! the! decomposition! system!allows!access!to!the!metastable!phase!Ni3S4.!Similar!to!the!iron!sulfide!case!with!greigite,!6!is!able!to!promote!the!formation!of!or!prolong!the!existence!of!Ni3S4.!Both!nickel(II)!and!nickel(III)! ions! are! present! in! Ni3S4,!meaning! nickel(II)! in! the! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]! precursor!has!been!partially!oxidised.!6! is!a!reducing!agent,!and!so!unlikely!to!be!able!to!make!this!change!the!metal’s!oxidation!state!(it!was!suggested!6!could!possibly!be!reducing!some!of!the!iron(III)!in!the!formation!of!greigite),!so!it!is!more!likely!that!the!role!of!6!is!to!stabilise!metastable!mineral!phases,!rather!than!affecting!any!redox!process.!
At! high!precursor! concentration,!with! two! equivalents! of!6! present,!NiS2!was! produced.!Nickel!is!in!the!2+!oxidation!state!in!this!phase!with!an!S22=!dianion,!further!support!for!the!hypothesis! that! the! role! of! 6! in! the! decomposition! mechanism! is! not! to! change! the!oxidation! state! of! the! metal,! but! to! stabilise! metastable! phases! of! nickel! sulfide! in! the!system.! The! addition! of! 6! to! the! synthesis! of! other! metal! sulfides! may! have! a! similar!stabilising! effect,! enabling! the! formation! of! metastable! phases! not! easily! prepared!otherwise.!






All! reagents! were! procured! commercially! from! Aldrich! and! used! without! further!purification.!!
Physical(Measurements!
All!1H!and!13C{1H}!NMR!spectra!were!obtained!on!either!a!Bruker!Avance!III!400!or!Avance!600!spectrometer,!the!latter!being!equipped!with!a!cryoprobe.!All!spectra!were!recorded!using! CDCl3! which! was! dried! and! degassed! over! molecular! sieves! prior! to! use;! 1H! and!13C{1H}! chemical! shifts! are! reported! relative! to! SiMe4.! The!mass! spectra! were! obtained!using! either!Micromass! 70=SE! spectrometer! using! Electron! Ionisation! (EI)! or! a! Thermo!Finnigan! MAT900xp! spectrometer! using! Fast! Atom! Bombardment! (FAB).! Elemental!analysis! was! carried! using! Elemental! Analyser! (CE=440)! (Exeter! Analytical! Inc).!Thermogravimetric!analysis!(TGA)!was!performed!using!a!Netzsch!STA!449C!TGA!system.!Data!was!recorded!from!25!to!600!°C!with!a!constant!heating!rate!of!10!°C!minute=1.((
XRD!patterns!were!measured!on!a!Bruker!AXS!D4!diffractometer!using!CuKα1! radiation.!The! diffraction! patterns! obtained! were! compared! to! database! standards.! For! TEM!characterisation!a!4!µl!droplet!of!nanoparticle! suspension! (chloroform)!was!placed!on!a!holey! carbon=coated! copper! TEM! grid! and! allowed! to! evaporate! in! air! under! ambient!laboratory!conditions!for!several!minutes.!TEM!images!were!obtained!using!a!JEOL=1010!microscope!at!100!kV!equipped!with!a!Gatan!digital!camera.!HRTEM!measurements!were!collected!using!a!Jeol!2100!TEM!with!a!LaB6!source!operating!at!an!acceleration!voltage!of!200!kv.!Micrographs!were!taken!on!a!Gatan!Orius!Charge=coupled!device!(CCD).!
4.7.1 Nickel(Dithiocarbamate(Precursor(Synthesis(
[Ni(S2CNMe2)2]((19)(
The! complex!was! synthesised! according! to! the! literature.37! An! example! of! the! synthesis!method!is!given!below.!NaS2CNMe2!(2.86!g,!20!mmol)!was!dissolved!into!50!mL!water!and!added!dropwise!over!10! mins! to! a! solution! of! NiCl2·6H2O! (2.38! g,! 10! mmol)! dissolved! in! 50! mL! of! water,!
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whereupon! a! green! precipitate! formed.! This! mixture! was! vigorously! stirred! for! 2! hrs,!filtered,!washed!with!water! (3!x!30!mL)!and!evaporated! to!dryness.!The!resulting!green!powder!was!dissolved!in!100!mL!of!dichloromethane!(DCM)!and!stirred!with!magnesium!sulphate!for!30!mins,!after!which!the!mixture!was!filtered!and!the!filtrate!dried! in$vacuo.!Yield! 2.2420! g,! 75!%.!Anal.( Calc.( for( C6H12N2S4Ni:! C,! 24.09;! H,! 4.04;! N,! 9.37.! Found:! C,!24.42;!H,!4.17;!N,!8.81.!1H(NMR(δ/ppm((CDCl3):(3.18!(s,!12H,!CH3).!13C{1H}(NMR(δ/ppm(
(CDCl3):(38.4!(CH3),!207.7!(CS2).!MS:!m/z!298![M+],!88![SCNMe2].!IR((νmax(cmD1):!1516!(s)![N=C],!970!(s)![C=S].!!
[Ni(S2CNEt2)2]((20)(





iBu2NH! (3.49!mL,! 20!mmol)!was! added! to! NaOH! (0.80! g,! 20!mmol)! dissolved! in! 50!mL!distilled! H2O.! To! this! mixture! CS2! (1.20! mL,! 20! mmol)! was! added! dropwise! over! 10!minutes! and! the! mixture! stirred! overnight.! A! solution! of! NiCl2·6H2O! (2.38! g,! 10! mmol)!dissolved! in! 50! mL! of! water! was! added! dropwise! over! 5! minutes,! whereupon! a! green!precipitate! formed.! This!mixture!was! vigorously! stirred! for! 2! hrs,! filtered,!washed!with!water!(3!x!30!mL)!and!evaporated!to!dryness.!The!resulting!green!powder!was!dissolved!in!100!mL!of!dichloromethane!(DCM)!and!stirred!with!magnesium!sulphate! for!30!mins,!after!which!the!mixture!was!filtered!and!the!filtrate!dried!in$vacuo.!Yield!3.9734!g,!85!%.!
Anal.(Calc.(for(C18H36N2S4Ni:(C,!46.25;!H,!7.76;!N,!5.99.!Found:!C,!46.23;!H,!7.81;!N,!6.03.!1H(






The!complex!was!synthesised!following!the!same!method!as!with!21,!with!the!exception!that! MeBuNH! (2.37! mL,! 20! mmol)! was! used.! Yield! 1.6485! g,! 43! %.! Anal.( Calc.( for(
C6H12N2S4Ni:(C,!37.60;!H,!6.31;!N,!7.31.!Found:!C,!37.51;!H,!6.35;!N,!7.30.!1H(NMR(δ/ppm(




The!complex!was!synthesised!following!the!same!method!as!with!21,!with!the!exception!that! 4=MePipH! (2.37! mL,! 20! mmol)! was! used.! Yield! 3.3399! g,! 82! %.! Anal.( Calc.( for(
C14H24N2S4Ni:(C,!41.28;!H,!5.94;!N,!6.88.!Found:!C,!40.61;!H,!5.94;!N,!6.67.!1H(NMR(δ/ppm(
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Following! the! success! in! synthesising! iron! and! nickel! sulfide! nanoparticles! via! the!solvothermal! decomposition! of! metal! dithiocarbamate! complexes! (Chapters! 3! and! 4),!other! transition! and! mainCgroup! metal! sulfides! were! investigated.! In! particular! cobalt!sulfide,!a!wellCknown!hydrodesulphurisation!catalyst,1,!2!is!of!interest.!Copper!sulfide,!zinc!sulfide! and! indium! sulfide,! all! semiconducting! materials! with! potential! applications! as!cathode!materials! for! lithiumCion!batteries,!nonlinear!optical!materials,!photocatalyst! for!dye! degradation,! water! splitting! catalysts! and! photocatalytic! materials! for! solarcells,3–5!were!also!studied.!It!has!been!shown!by!others!that!mixedCmetal!sulfide!materials!exhibit!altered!semiconducting!properties,!making!them!excellent!photoCabsorbers!for!solar!cells!and!photocatalysts!for!hydrogen!production.4,!6–8!In!addition,!doping!transition!metal!ions!into! the! iron! sulfide!material! greigite! (Fe3S4),! particularly! nickel,! is! thought! to! improve!both! its! catalytic! activity! regarding! reduction! of! CO2,! and! solid! state! stability.! Hence! a!study!into!ternary!metal!sulfides!based!on!iron!was!also!performed.9–15!
Nanoparticulate!materials! of! these!metal! sulfides! (Co,! Cu,! Zn,! In)! have!been! synthesised!previously!using!a!number!of!different!binary!and!singleCsource!precursors!and!methods.!For!example,!chemical!vapour!deposition!(CVD),8,! 16–20!microwaveCassisted!synthesis,21,! 22!hydrothermal!and!solvothermal!decomposition,23–27!and!autoclave!decomposition,!have!all!been! employed.28–30! For! the! purposes! of! brevity,! the! literature! discussed! here! will! be!limited! to! information!regarding!metal!sulfide!synthesis!via! solvothermal!decomposition!of!metal!dithiocarbamate!complexes!(as!performed!in!the!work!reported!in!this!chapter),!unless! little! or! no! literature! exists! on! the! synthesis! of! a! material! by! decomposition! of!dithiocarbamate!complexes.!!




Cobalt! sulfide! possesses!many! naturally! and! nonCnaturally! occurring! phases! akin! to! the!diversity! of! the! nickel! sulfide! system,! including! Co4S3,! Co9S8! (cobalt! pentlandite,!pentlandite! structure),! CoS,! Co1CxS,! Co3S4! (linnaeite,!with! thiospinel! structure),! Co2S3! and!CoS2!(catteirite,!with!pyrite!structure).31,!20,!32!Very!little!literature!exists!on!the!formation!of! cobalt! sulfide! nanomaterials! via! the! decomposition! of! cobalt! dithiocarbamate!complexes,!though,!O’Brien!et&al.!reported!the!synthesis!of!thin!films!of!several!phases!by!metalCorganic!chemical!vapour!deposition!(MOCVD);!films!comprised!of!a!mixture!of!Co1C
xS! and! CoS2! were! deposited! from! [Co(S2CNMenHex)3]! at! 425! °C,! while! at! the! higher!temperature!of!450!°C!pure!Co3S4!was!accessed.20!
O’Brien!has!also!reported!the!synthesis!of!cobalt!sulfide!nanomaterials!from!several!other!singleCsource! precursors! (SSPs),! including! [Co(S2PiBu2)3]! and! several! thioC! and!dithiobiurets! .33,!19,!34,!35!The!precursor![Co(S2PiBu2)3]!was!solvothermally!decomposed!via!both! the! ‘heatCup’! and! ‘hotCinjection’! methods! in! several! solvents! including!hexadecylamine! (HDA),! triCnCoctylphosphine! (TOP)! and! triCnCoctylphosphine! oxide!(TOPO)!at!300!°C,!yielding!Co9S8!nanoparticles.33!Cobalt!thioC!and!dithiobiuret!complexes![Co{N(SCNR2)2}3]! (R!=!Me,!Et)!and! [Co{N(SOCNiPr2)2}2]!were!also!used!as!precursors! for!the! solvothermal! synthesis! and!aerosol! assisted! chemical! vapour!deposition! (AACVD)!of!Co1CxS!and!Co4S3!nanoparticles!and!thin!films,!respectively.35,!34,!19!
5.1.2 Copper'Sulfides'
Like! cobalt,! copper! possesses! many! known! sulfide! phases,! with! at! least! 14! have! been!reported!including;!Cu2S!(chalcocite),!Cu9S5!(or!Cu1.8S,!digenite),!Cu7S4!(or!Cu1.75S,!anilite),!CuS! (covelite)! and! CuS2! (villamaninite,! pyrite! structure).36,! 37! There! have! been! various!reports!in!the!literature!regarding!the!synthesis!of!copper!sulfide!nanomaterials!prepared!
via! hydrothermal! and! solvothermal! decomposition! of! binary! and! singleCsource!precursors,38,! 24,! 39! using! autoclaves,4,! 38! and! even! solventless! synthesis.40,! 36! Copper!dithiocarbamate! complexes! have! been! employed! as! SSPs! for! the! synthesis! of! copper!sulfide!materials! by! several! groups,! including!O’Brien! et& al.!who! deposited! thin! films! of!Cu1.8S,!CuS!and!Cu1.96S!via!MOCVD!and!AACVD!from![Cu(S2CNMenHex)2].17!They!then!went!on! to! use! the! same! SSP! to! synthesise! Cu2S! nanoparticles! using! the! ‘hotCinjection’!solvothermal!method!in!TOP/TOPO!at!200!°C.41!
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Other! groups! have! employed! copper! dithiocarbamate! SSPs! to! synthesise! copper! sulfide!nanoparticles! including! Burda! et& al.,! who! formed! Cu1.8S! by! decomposing! [Cu(S2CNEt2)2]!using! the! ‘hotCinjection’! method! with! TOP/TOPO,! at! 250! °C.42! In! order! to! obtain! pure!Cu1.8S,! triCnCoctylphosphine! sulfide! (TOPS)! was! added! to! the! decomposition! solution,!which!may!have!acted!as!a!sulfur!source.42!Another!group!to!report!the!decomposition!of!a!copper!dithiocarbamate!complex!to!synthesise!copper!sulfide!nanomaterials!was!Qian!et&
al.!who!in!2005,!formed!the!Cu(I)!complex![Cu(S2CNEt2)]!from!the!in&situ!addition!of!CuCl2!and! NaS2CNEt2! in! dodecanethiol! (DDT)/oleylamine! (OA),! before! heating! the! solution! at!160!°C! for!12!hrs.43!This!produced!nanowires!of!approximately!2.5!nm!by!50!μm!and!of!Cu2S! phase.43! This! morphology! is! not! uncommon,! nanorods! and! nanowires! having!previously!been!reported.24,!40!
5.1.3 Zinc'Sulfides'
Sphalerite! (zinc! blende)! and!wurtzite,! the! low! temperature! cubic! and! high! temperature!hexagonal!polymorphs!of!ZnS!respectively,!are!the!most!common!phases!of!zinc!sulfide.32,!44!There!have!been!numerous!reports!on!the!synthesis!of!both!phases!by!the!solvothermal!decomposition!of!zinc!dithiocarbamate!complexes.45,! 22,! 46,! 47,! 27,! 48! In!a!recent!contribution!by!O’Brien!et& al.,! ZnS(S)! (sphalerite)!nanoparticles!of!ca.! 5!nm!diameter! (±!0.6!nm)!were!prepared! via! the! ‘hotCinjection’! method! in! TOP/TOPO! and! TOP/hexadecylamine! (HDA).!Complexes!with!heterocyclic!dithiocarbamates!derived!from!piperidine!and!ditetrahydroCquinoline!were! used! as! SSPs.47! In! another! synthesis! of! ZnS(S)! nanoparticles! by! the! same!authors,! a! series! of!NCalkyl! dithiocarbamate! zinc! (II)! complexes!were! decomposed,! also!using!the!‘hotCinjection’!technique,!in!TOP/HDA.45!The!ZnS(S)!nanoparticles!produced!were,!again,!approximately!5!nm!in!diameter!and!close!to!monodisperse.45!
Nanoparticles!of! the!high!temperature!polymorph,!ZnS(W)!(wurtzite),!have!been!accessed!





There! are! no! naturally! occurring! phases! of! pure! indium! sulfide,! but! some! phases! have!been!synthesised! including!InS,!αC,!βC!and!γCIn2S3!and!In6S7.49,! 50!There!have!been!several!reports!on!the!synthesis!of!indium!sulfide!thin!films!from!indium!dithiocarbamate!SSPs.18,!5,! 51,! 52!O’Brien!and!coCworkers!used! [In(S2CNR2)3]! (R!=! nBu,! nHex)! to!deposit!βCIn2S3! thin!films! via! MOCVD.! In! similar! work! by! Mazhur! et& al.,! other! dialkyl! and! heterocyclic!indium(III)! tri(dithiocarbamate)! complexes!were!decomposed! and!deposited!via! AACVD!as! thin! films! of! βCIn2S3.5! Other! indium! sulfide! phases!were! accessed! by! O’Brien! using! a!slightly!different! type!of!precursor,!namely![R2In(S2CNEt2)]!(R!=!Me,!Et,!neopentyl).!Thin!films!of!InS,!βCIn2S3!and!In6S7!were!deposited!by!MOCVD!by!varying!reaction!temperature!(325!–!425!°C).51!
There! are! few! reports! on! the! synthesis! of! nanoparticulate! indium! sulfide! from! indium!dithiocarbamate!SSPs.!O’Brien!and!coCworkers!have!synthesised!films!of!βCIn2S3!nanorods!from! [Et2In(S2CNMenBu)]! via! AACVD,52! and! InS! nanoparticles! (of! indeterminate! phase)!using!the!‘hotCinjection’!method.53!When![In(S2CNEt2)3]!was!decomposed!in!TOP/TOPO!at!250! °C! for!30!mins,! the!material! coCprecipitated!with!TOPO,!making!XRD!analysis!of! the!indium!sulfide!phase! challenging,! and! in! addition! the!particles!degraded!under! the!TEM!beam.53! Other! single! source! precursors! (SSPs)! have! been! studied! for! the! synthesis! of!indium! sulfide! nanomaterials,! including! thiobiuret! and! thiolate! indium! complexes,!generally!yielding!βCIn2S3.50,!54!
5.1.5 Iron/Nickel'Sulfides'
Ternary! ironCnickel! sulfide! materials! can! take! a! number! of! phases,! most! commonly!(Fe,Ni)9S8! (pentlandite,! pentlandite! structure)! and! FeNi2S3! (violarite,! inverse! thiospinel!structure),!though!a!pyrite!type!structure!(Fe,Ni)S2!(bravoite)!has!also!been!reported.55–59!There!are!very!few!examples!in!the!literature!of!the!synthesis!of!nanoparticulate!materials!of! these! phases.! In! 2004! Bezverkhyy! et& al.! synthesised! pentlandite! nanoparticles! via! a!multistep! process! involving! the! pyrolysis! in! H2S/N2! of! a! precursor! synthesised! from!Fe(SO4)·7H2O!and!Ni(SO4)·7H2O.2! In!a!report!by!Travnicek! in!2011,!a!residue!of!Fe5Ni4S8!was! left! when! the! complex! [Ni(S2CNBziPr)3][FeCl4]! was! decomposed! in! an! argon!
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atmosphere! on! a! TGA! stage! up! to! 800! °C.60! There! are! no! reports! of! either! violarite! or!bravoite!being!synthesised!in!the!nanoparticle!regime.!!
5.1.6 Iron/Indium'Sulfides'
The!most! common! ironCindium!mixedCmetal! sulfide!phase! is!FeIn2S4! (indite),!which,! like!FeNi2S4,! possess! the! inverse! thiospinel! structure.37,! 61! There! have! been! few! reported!syntheses! of! nanoparticulate! FeIn2S4,! and! none! using! solvothermal! methods.! The! first!report! on! the! synthesis! of! nanoparticulate! indite! was! in! 1999! by! Tang! et& al.,! who!decomposed! elemental! indium! and! sulfur! with! FeCl3! in! benzene! in! an! autoclave! and!produced! nanoparticles! of! approximately! 5! nm! diameter.61! Another! autoclave! synthesis!was!reported!by!Chen!and!coCworkers!in!2005,!who!decomposed!FeCl3,!InCl3!and!thiourea!in!water!to!produce!FeIn2S4!microspheres!of!approximately!5!μm!in!diameter.62!Recently!Wu!et&al.!also!synthesised!FeIn2S4!microspheres!of!similar!size!and!morphology!using!an!indium! dithiocarbamate! precursor.63! Precursors! FeCl3! and! [In(S2CNC8H17)3]! were!pyrolyzed!in!a!silicon!tube!oven!in!an!argon!atmosphere.63!
5.1.7 Iron/Zinc'Sulfides'






CopperCiron! sulfide! has! many! known! phases! including! Cu5FeS4! (bornite),! CuFeS2!(chalcopyrite)! and! CuFe2S3! (cubanite),31,! 37! and! there! are! many! literature! reports! of! its!synthesis,! though!only!a! few! involving! the!decomposition!of!dithiocarbamate!complexes.!Methods! to! synthesise! nanoparticulate! copperCiron! sulfides! include;! solvothermal! and!microwaveCassisted!decomposition!of!metal! salts!with! sulfur! sources,! colloidal! synthesis!and!laser!ablation!of!bulk!CuFeS2.70–74,!21!In!a!similar!synthesis!to!that!of!(Zn,Fe)S!wurtzite,!Garje!et&al.!solvothermally!decomposed!bimetallic!SSPs![Cu(AftsczH)Cl2]!and![Cu(Aftscz)2]!(Figure!5C1)!in!ethylene!glycol!under!reflux!to!produce!CuFeS2!nanoparticles.69!There!are!two! reports! of! dithiocarbamate! complexes! being! used! in! the! synthesis! of! copperCiron!sulfide!nanoparticles.! In!2010,!Gupta!et& al.! used! the! ‘hotCinjection’!method! to! synthesise!CuFeS2! nanoparticles! ! of! approximately! 12! nm! diameter! by! injecting! a! solution! of![Cu(S2CNEt2)2]! and! [Fe(S2CNEt2)3]! in! OLA/dichlorobenzene! into! a! solution! of! sulfur! in!OLA/TOP!at!180!°C.75!In!2012,!Feng!and!coCworkers!synthesised!CuFeS2!nanoparticles!of!even! smaller! diameter,! approximately! 6! nm,! also! using! the! ‘hotCinjection’! technique.76!A!solution!of!NaS2CNEt2!in!DDT!was!injected!into!a!hot!(140!°C)!solution!of!FeCl3!and!CuCl2!COLA/DDT.76!
5.1.9 Nickel/Cobalt'Sulfides'
Although!the!focus!of!the!work!with!ternary!chalcogenides!in!this!chapter!is!on!mixed!iron!sulfides,!many!other!combinations!of!mixedCmetal!sulfide!materials!are!possible.31,!37!The!mixed! nickel! and! cobalt! sulfide! material! has! several! possible! phases! including! NiCo8S8!
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(26)!vaporises!at!the!lowest!temperature!(245!°C),!followed!by!the!copper!complex!(25)!at!255!°C,! then!the!cobalt!complex!(24)!at!280!°C,!with! the! indium!complex!(27)!having!the! highest! thermal! stability,! only! vaporising! at! 305! °C.! For! comparison! [Fe(S2CNiBu2)3]!(3)!decomposes!at!233!°C,!while![Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]!(21)!decomposes!at!270!°C.!
!
Figure'5/2'/'TGA'(black)'and'DSC'(blue)'graphs'for'complexes'a)'24,'b)'25,'c)'26'and'd)'27.'
The!residual!masses!left!at!the!end!of!the!experiments!indicates!both!the!cobalt!(24)!and!the!zinc!(26)!complexes!melt!then!evaporate!with!little!decomposition,!with!a!mass!equal!to! less!than!elemental!metal! left! in!both!cases.!The!copper!complex!(25)! leaves!behind!a!mass! approximately! equal! to! CuS2! and! the! residual!mass! of! the! indium! complex! (27)! is!equal! to! InS,! indicating! decomposition! for! these! complexes.! Several! of! the! DSC! graphs!show!sharp!peaks!prior!to!decomposition!which!can!be!accounted!for!by!the!presence!of!residual!methanol!in!sample!25!and!water!in!sample!27.!Melting!points!are!observed!for!
24!(215!°C)!and!27!(175!°C).!This!information,!combined!with!the!DSC!data,!suggests!that!
24! melts! then! evaporates,! while! 27! melts! then! decomposes.! Complex! 25! appears! to!decompose!in!one!step,!while!26'sublimes.!
5.2.2 Binary'Metal'Sulfide'Synthesis'
Metal! dithiocarbamate! complexes! 24! –! 27! were! decomposed! according! to! the! setup!described! in! Section! 3.2! using! the! solvothermal! ‘heatCup’!method,! at! 230! °C!with! a! SSP!
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pattern'for'bulk'Cu1.8S'(ICDD'card'No.'47/1748).'The!powder!samples!prepared!from!the!decomposition!of![Cu(S2CNiBu2)2]!(25)!both!with!and!without!the!thiuram!disulfide!additive!6!were!brown!in!appearance,!and!XRD!analysis!revealed! that! the! crystalline! phase! produced! corresponded! to! Cu1.8S! (digenite)! in! both!cases.! When! O’Brien! and! coCworkers! decomposed! [Cu(S2CNMenHex)2],! nanoparticles! of!Cu2S!were!produced.41!O’Brien!used!the!‘hotCinjection’!method!in!TOP/TOPO!at!200!°C!in!
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The! samples! were! analysed! by! TEM! and! found! to! be! very! similar! in! appearance! (see!Figure! 5C10! for! an! image! of! 27! decomposed! without! 6! as! an! example).! Both! samples!possessed!two!kinds!of!morphology:!long!wires!and!very!small!particles.!In!the!case!of!the!sample!prepared!from!the!decomposition!of!27' ! in!the!absence!of!6,'the!long!wires!were!found!to!have!an!average!length!of!186!nm!(SD!106!nm)!and!width!of!13.8!nm!(SD!4.7!nm),!while! the! particles!were! extremely! small! with! an! average! diameter! of! 4.26! nm! (SD! 1.7!nm).!The!small!particle!size!may!account!(in!part)!for!the!extreme!broadening!of!the!XRD!peaks.! Unfortunately,! HRTEM! analysis!was! not! possible! as! the! samples! degraded! in! the!electron!beam,!similarly!to!the!material!produced!by!O’Brien.53!
To! summarise,! in! this! Section! we! have! shown! that! using! the! metal! diisobutylCdithiocarbamate! complex! as! a! single! source! precursor! we! are! able! to! synthesise! pure,!crystalline! nanoparticulate! metal! sulfide! material! in! the! case! of! cobalt! (Co1CxS),! copper!(Cu1.8S)! and! zinc! (ZnS(W)).! The! addition! of! the! thiuram! disulfide! additive!6! has! enabled!access!to!a!further!cobalt!sulfide!phase!(CoS2).!!
5.2.3 Ternary'Metal'Sulfide'Synthesis''




















In!Chapters!3!and!4,!the!additive!tetraisobutylthiuram!disulfide!(6)!was!found!to!increase!the!stability!of!metastable!phases,!allowing!access!to!the!thiospinel!phases!Fe3S4!and!Ni3S4.!The!temperature!study!on!the!ternary! ironCnickel!sulfide!system!was!therefore!repeated!(at!150,!180,!230,!260!and!280!°C)!with!the!addition!of!4!equivalents!of!6! (2!eq.! to!each!precursor)! to! see! if! the! metastable! thiospinel! phase! of! this! system! (FeNi2S4)! could! be!accessed!pure.!XRD!analysis!reveals!a!similar!trend!to!the!samples!prepared!without!6;!at!low! temperature! mostly! amorphous! material! is! produced,! with! some! violarite! peaks!emerging!at'180!°C!(Figure!5C13).!In!contrast!to!the!previous!results,!however,!at!230!°C!pure!FeNi2S4!is!formed,!without!Fe7S8!and!αCNiS!impurities.!This!indicates!that!the!additive!












FeNi2S4'sample'prepared'from'3'with'21'and'6'at'230'°C.'Analysing!the!FeNi2S4!particles!produced!at!230!°C!by!TEM!(Figure!5C14)!showed!them!to!be! roughly! hexagonal,! interlocking! sheets,!with! an! average! diameter! of! 36.5! nm! (SD! 21!nm).!This! is!slightly!smaller!than!the!(Fe,Ni)9S4!nanoparticles!formed!in!the!absence!of!6'(average! diameter! 53.1! nm).!HRTEM! analysis! of! the! nanoparticles! reveals! dCspacings! of!3.29! Å,! corresponding! to! the! [220]! lattice! plane! in! FeNi2S4! (3.35! Å,! ICDD! card! No.! 47C1740).! In! studies! with! and! without! 6,! the! lowest! temperature! at! which! an! appreciable!amount! of! crystalline! material! could! be! obtained! was! 230! °C,! so! this! temperature! was!taken! forward! for! concentration! studies! to! see! if! other,! metastable! phases! could! be!accessed.!
Decompositions'Varying'Precursor'Concentration'
Complexes! [Fe(S2CNiBu2)3]! (3)! and! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]! (21)! were! decomposed! in! OA!according!to!the!method!described!in!Section!3.2!of!Chapter!3,!at!230!°C!in!a!1:1!ratio!and!varying!concentrations!of!5,!10,!20!and!25!mM.!XRD!analysis!of! the!products! (combined!with!the!previous!result!for!2.5!mM)!reveals!a!trend!in!the!phase!of!metal!sulfide!produced!with!increasing!concentration!of!precursors!(Figure!5C15).!At!low!concentration!(2.5!mM)!the!majority!of!the!crystalline!sample!corresponds!to!Fe7S8,!with!some!FeNi2S4!and!αCNiS.!At! higher! concentrations! (5,! 10,! 20! and! 25! mM)! the! crystalline! phase! of! the! material!produced! is! predominantly! the! thiospinel! FeNi2S4,! with! some! αCNiS! impurity.! This! is!
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(ICDD'card'No.'47/1740)'and'α/NiS'(ICDD'card'No.'02/1273).'‘*’'Indicates'peaks'for'Fe7S8.'The!concentration!study!was! repeated!with! the!addition!of!4!equivalents!of! the! thiuram!disulfide!6! to! see! if! any! additional!metastable! ironCnickel! sulfide! phases! are! accessible.!Similarly!to!the!study!without!6,!powder!XRD!analysis!shows!a!concentrationCdependent!phase! change! (Figure! 5C16).! At! lower! concentrations! pure! violarite! is! formed! (3:21:6'='2.5:2.5:10! mM! and! 5:5:20! mM),! but! when! the! concentration! is! increased! to! 3:21:6' ='10:10:40!mM,! the!majority! of! the! crystalline!material!matches! the! pattern! for! (Fe,Ni)S2!(bravoite,! a! nickelian! pyrite)! and! at! 3:21:6' =' 20:20:80! mM! the! pattern! matches! pure!(Fe,Ni)S2.! Peaks! are! broad! suggesting! small! particles,! which! is! consistent! with! the!concentration! study! of! the! nickel! precursor! 21' in! the! presence! of! 6.! There,! at! high!concentration! (21:6! =! 20:40! mM)! the! nickel! pyrite! NiS2! was! produced.! In! the! ternary!system,!when!the!concentration!is!increased!further!to!3:21:6'='25:25:100!mM,!additional!peaks! to! at! slightly! higher! 2θ! angles! appear,! indicative! of! the! presence! of! FeS2! (pyrite).!
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(Fe,Ni)S2'sample'prepared'from'3'with'21'and'6'at'concentration'20:20:80'mM.'In!summary,!products!of!the!mixed!iron!and!nickel!ternary!sulfide!system!were!found!to!be!highly!dependant!upon!decomposition!temperature!and!precursor!concentration,!with!similarities! to! both! the! iron! sulfide! and! nickel! sulfide! binary! systems.! The! pentlandite!phase!(Fe,Ni)9S8,! thiospinel!phase!FeNi2S4!and!pyrite!phase!(Fe,Ni)S2!could!be!selectively!produced! by! varying! reaction! temperature,! precursor! concentration! and! employing! the!tetraCisobutylthiuram! disulfide! additive! 6.! We! believe! that! this! is! the! first! reported!synthesis!of!the!latter!two!phases!in!nanoparticulate!form.!!
5.2.3.2 Iron>Copper-Sulfide-
























TEM! images! of! the! resulting! samples! support! the! XRD! analysis,! clearing! showing! a! two!phase!system!(see!Figure!5C21),!and!very!similar!observations!were!made!for!the!sample!prepared! in! the! presence! of! 6.! Samples! are! comprised! of! large! hexagonal! particles!(average!diameter!32nm,!SD!16!nm)!which!resemble!the!iron!sulfide!phases!observed!in!the!binary!system!reported!in!Chapter!3,!and!very!thin!nanowires!(length!=!16!nm,!SD!15!nm,!width!=!2.9!nm,!SD!0.8!nm)!which!resemble!the!zinc!sulfide!material!produced!in!the!binary!system!reported!in!Section!5.2.2.3.!Garje!et&al.!were!able!to!synthesise!an!ironCrich!wurtzite,!(Zn,Fe)S(W),!by!solvothermally!decomposing!a!bimetallic!precursor!(Figure!5C1),!thereby! ensuring! both! iron! and! zinc! monomers! (as! well! as! sulfur)! were! present!simultaneously! during! decomposition.67! To! emulate! this,! decomposition! via! the! ‘hotCinjection’!method!could!be!investigated.!
5.2.3.4 Iron>Indium-Sulfide-







The!samples!were!analysed!by!powder!XRD!and!neither!of! the!patterns!matched! that!of!the!mixed! ironCindium!sulfide!FeIn2S4! (Figure!5C22).!The!XRD!patterns! for!both!samples!were!quite!poor!indicating!low!crystallinity,!but!peaks!for!Fe3S4!are!detectable!in!both,!as!well!as!βCIn2S3!in!the!sample!prepared!with!6.!No!ternary!mixedCmetal!sulfide!appears!to!have!been!formed.!As!with!the!ironCzinc!sulfide!case!the!reason!for!this!is!unclear,!but!may!be!due!to!the!precursors!decomposing!separately!at!different!temperatures.!Interestingly,!unlike!the!ironCzinc!sulfide!samples,!peaks!for!pyrrhotite!are!not!observed!in!the!sample!prepared!without!6,!but!peaks!matching!Fe3S4!are!seen!in!both!samples.!This!could!suggest!that! the!presence!of! the! indium!precursor!27! or! indium!sulfide!product!βCIn2S3!helps! to!stabilise!the!iron!sulfide!thiospinel.!!
5.2.3.5 Nickel>Cobalt-Sulfide-
Green! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]! (21,! 2.5! mM)! was! decomposed! in! 1:1! ratio! with! the! green![Co(S2CNiBu2)3]!(24,!2.5!mM),!under!standard!conditions.!This!reaction!was!then!repeated!with! the! addition! 4! eq.! of! thiuram! disulfide! 6,! and! the! resulting! brown! powders! were!analysed.!There!was!no!obvious!colour!change!as!seen!with!the!iron!containing!systems!as!the!reaction!was!brought!to!decomposition!temperature.!XRD!analysis!revealed!no!shift!in!peaks! between! the! two! samples,! indicating! 6! has! no! observable! effect! on! the! phase! of!ternary! sulfide! produced! in! this! system.! In! addition,! to! elucidate!whether! the! nickel! or!cobalt!rich!thiospinel!structures!had!been!formed!(CoNi2S4!or!NiCo2S4!respectively),!both!samples!were!analysed!by!energyCdispersive!XCray!spectroscopy!(EDX)!and!found!to!have!atomic! compositions! of! cobalt,! nickel! and! sulfur! of! 1.76:1.60:4! and! 1.52:1.32:4,!
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respectively.!Though!the!ratios!of!metal!to!sulfur!vary!slightly,!they!remain!approximately!1.1:1! Co:Ni,! indicating! in! both! cases! an! intermediate! (Ni,Co)3S4! phase.! The! difference!between!the!XRD!patterns!for!CoNi2S4!and!NiCo2S4!is!very!small,!nickel!and!cobalt!having!very! similar! ionic! radii! and! electronegativity,! and! the!patterns!obtained! for! the! samples!synthesised!here!closely!match!them!both.'
!
Figure'5/23'/'XRD'patterns'for'samples'prepared'from'(a)'24'with'3'and'(b)'24'with'3'and'6,'
with'reference'pattern'for'bulk'CoNi2S4'(ICDD'card'No.'22/0334).'TEM! analysis! revealed! the! addition!6! had! little! effect! on! the! size! or!morphology! of! the!nanoparticles! formed,!which!were!roughly!spherical! in!both!cases!(see!Figure!5C24! for!a!TEM!image!of!the!sample!prepared!with!6!as!an!example).!The!average!particle!diameters!were!10!nm!(SD!=!5!nm)!for!the!sample!prepared!without!6,!and!10!nm!(SD!=!4!nm)!with!





(Ni,Co)3S4'sample'prepared'from'25'with'3'and'6.'In! summary,! of! the! attempts! to! synthesise! ternary! metal! sulfide! systems! ironCnickel!sulfide,!ironCcopper!sulfide!and!nickelCcobalt!sulfide!materials!were!successfully!prepared,!and! in! the! ironCnickel!case,!with!various!phases.!Attempts! to!synthesise! ironCzinc!sulfide!and! ironCindium! sulfide!were! unsuccessful,! producing! only! binary!metal! sulfides,!which!may!be!due!to!the!precursor!complexes!decomposing!at!different!temperatures.! If! this! is!the! case,! ternary! sulfides! may! be! accessible! in! these! systems! via! the! ‘hotCinjection’!decomposition!method!which!would! force! the!precursors! to!decompose! simultaneously.!There!was! insufficient! time! for! this! to!be! investigated! in! the!current!study,!but!could!be!attempted!in!future!work.!
5.3 Conclusions'
Complexes! [Mx(S2CNiBu2)x]! (M! =! Co,! x! =! 3;! Cu,! x! =! 2;! Zn,! x! =! 2;! and! In,! x! =! 3)! were!investigated!as!precursors!for!binary!metal!sulfide!nanoparticles,!and,!in!conjunction!with![Fe(S2CNiBu2)3]!and![Ni(S2CNiBu2)2],!for!ternary!metal!sulfides.!In!the!case!of!cobalt,!Co1CxS!and! CoNi2S4! were! successfully! synthesised! and! for! copper! Cu1.8S! and! CuFeS2! were!produced.! In! the! case! of! zinc,! the! binary! sulfide! ZnS(W)! could! be! synthesised,! but! the!ternary!ironCzinc!sulfide!could!not,!with!only!the!binary!metal!sulfides!being!observed.!The!indium! precursor! produced! In2S3! of! low! crystallinity! and,! as! with! the! zinc,! the! ternary!sulfide!with!iron!was!not!produced.!In!addition!the!ternary!ironCnickel!sulfide!system!was!investigated!and!several!phases!were!successfully!synthesised,!in!particular!the!thiospinel!FeNi2S4!was!produced!in!nanoparticulate!form,!which!has!to!date!not!been!reported!in!the!literature.!
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The!effect!of!adding!tetraisobutylthiuram!disulfide!(6)!to!the!decomposition!solutions!was!also!studied,!and!found!to!have!a!great!effect!on!the!ternary!ironCnickel!sulfide!system.!At!high! precursor! concentration! in! the! presence! of! 6! the! nickel! pyrite! (Fe,Ni)S2! was!synthesised!with! small! nanoparticles! (average! diameter! 6.7! nm)! and! low!polydispersity!(SD!1.9!nm),!which!has!also!not!be!reported!in!the!literature!to!date.!The!additive!6!also!allowed!access!to!the!cobalt!sulfide!CoS2!at!high!concentration,!as!seen!previously!with!the!nickel! binary! sulfide! NiS2,! which! was! formed! at! high! concentration! (see! Chapter! 4).!Though!6!appeared!to!have!little!effect!in!the!studies!on!other!metals,!high!concentration!decompositions!were! not! attempted! due! to! time! constraints! and! this! should! be! further!investigated!to!see!if!other!pyrite!structures!are!accessible.!The!additive!6!also!aided!in!the!synthesis! of! the! mixed! iron! and! nickel! thiospinel! FeNi2S4,! allowing! synthesis! of! pure!material!at!higher!temperatures,!stabilising!the!phase!in!some!way.!This!is!very!similar!to!the!effect!of!6!on!the!binary!iron!sulfide!system,!where!the!thiospinel!Fe3S4!was!produced!in! the! presence! of!6.! Clearly!6! effects! the! conditions! under!which!metastable! phases! of!iron!and!ironCnickel!sulfide!materials!can!form,!stabilising!them!in!some!way.!
5.4 Experimental'
Chemicals!
All! reagents! were! procured! commercially! from! Aldrich! and! used! without! further!purification.!!
Physical'Measurements!
All!1H!and!13C{1H}!NMR!spectra!were!obtained!on!either!a!Bruker!Avance!III!400!or!Avance!600!spectrometer,!the!latter!being!equipped!with!a!cryoprobe.!All!spectra!were!recorded!using! CDCl3! which! was! dried! and! degassed! over! molecular! sieves! prior! to! use;! 1H! and!13C{1H}! chemical! shifts! are! reported! relative! to! SiMe4.! The!mass! spectra! were! obtained!using! either!Micromass! 70CSE! spectrometer! using! Electron! Ionisation! (EI)! or! a! Thermo!Finnigan! MAT900xp! spectrometer! using! Fast! Atom! Bombardment! (FAB).! Elemental!analysis! was! carried! using! Elemental! Analyser! (CEC440)! (Exeter! Analytical! Inc).!Thermogravimetric!analysis!(TGA)!was!performed!using!a!Netzsch!STA!449C!TGA!system.!Data!was!recorded!from!25!to!600!°C!with!a!constant!heating!rate!of!10!°C!minuteC1.''
XRD!patterns!were!measured!on!a!Bruker!AXS!D4!diffractometer!using!CuKα1! radiation.!The! diffraction! patterns! obtained! were! compared! to! database! standards.! For! TEM!
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characterisation!a!4!µl!droplet!of!nanoparticle! suspension! (chloroform)!was!placed!on!a!holey! carbonCcoated! copper! TEM! grid! and! allowed! to! evaporate! in! air! under! ambient!laboratory!conditions!for!several!minutes.!TEM!images!were!obtained!using!a!JEOLC1010!microscope!at!100!kV!equipped!with!a!Gatan!digital!camera.!HRTEM!measurements!were!collected!using!a!Jeol!2100!TEM!with!a!LaB6!source!operating!at!an!acceleration!voltage!of!200!kv.!Micrographs!were!taken!on!a!Gatan!Orius!ChargeCcoupled!device!(CCD).!
5.4.1 Metal'Dithiocarbamate'Precursor'Synthesis'
[Co(S2CNiBu2)3]'(24)'
iBu2NH!(2.20!mL,!12.61!mmol)!was!added!to!NaOH!(0.50!g,!12.61!mmol)!dissolved!in!50!mL!distilled!H2O.!To!this!mixture!CS2!(0.76!mL,!12.61!mmol)!was!added!dropwise!over!10!minutes! and! the! mixture! stirred! overnight.! A! red! solution! of! CoCl2·6H2O! (1.00! g,! 4.20!mmol)!dissolved! in!100!mL!of!water!was!added!dropwise!over!5!minutes,!whereupon!a!dark! green! precipitate! formed.! This! mixture! was! vigorously! stirred! for! 2! hrs,! filtered,!washed!with!water! (3!x!30!mL)!and!evaporated! to!dryness.!The!resulting!green!powder!was!dissolved!in!100!mL!of!dichloromethane!(DCM)!and!stirred!with!magnesium!sulphate!for! 30! mins,! after! which! the! mixture! was! filtered! and! the! filtrate! dried! in& vacuo.! Yield!1.8347!g,!65!%.!Anal.'Calc.'for'C27H54N3S6Co:'C,!48.25;!H,!8.10;!N,!6.25.!Found:!C,!48.17;!H,!8.16;!N,!6.46.!MS:!m/z!671![M+],!467![M+!C!S2CNiBu2].!!
[Cu(S2CNiBu2)2]'(25)'
iBu2NH!(2.62!mL,!15!mmol)!was!added! to!NaOH!(0.60!g,!15!mmol)!dissolved! in!100!mL!methanol.!To!this!mixture!CS2!(0.90!mL,!15!mmol)!was!added!dropwise!over!10!minutes!and!the!mixture!stirred!overnight.!A!solution!of!CuCl2!(0.67!g,!5!mmol)!dissolved!in!50!mL!of!methanol!was!added!dropwise!over!5!minutes,!whereupon!a!black!precipitate!formed.!This! mixture! was! vigorously! stirred! for! 4! hrs,! filtered,! and! then! washed! and! dried!following! the!procedure! for!24,!yielding!a!black!powder,!2.3615!g,!75!%.!Anal.'Calc.' for'
C18H36N2S4Cu:'C,! 45.78;!H,! 7.68;!N,! 5.93.! Found:! C,! 45.59;!H,! 7.71;!N,! 6.20.!MS:!m/z! 471![M+],!172![SCNiBu2].!!
[Zn(S2CNiBu2)2]'(26)'





The!synthesis!follows!that!of!26'with!the!exception!that!InCl3!(1.11!g,!5!mmol)!was!used!as!the!metal! salt! yielding!a!white!powder.!Large! colourless! crystals!were!obtained!by! slow!evaporation! from!DCM.! Yield! 3.2758! g,! 90!%.!Anal.' Calc.' for' C27H54N3S6In:'C,! 44.55;!H,!7.48;!N,!5.77.!Found:!C,!44.59;!H,!7.53;!N,!5.54.!1H'NMR'δ/ppm'(CDCl3):'0.95!(d,!J!=!6.6!Hz,!24H,!CH3),!2.41!(m,!J!=!6.8!Hz,!4H,!CH),!3.63!(d,!J&=!7.5!Hz,!8H,!CH2).!13C{1H}'NMR'δ/ppm'
(CDCl3):'20.5!(CH3),!27.1!(CH),!64.0!(CH2),!203.6!(CS2).!MS:!m/z!670![M+!C! iBu],!523![M+!C!S2CNiBu2],!467![In(S2CNiBu2)2!C!iBu].!!
5.4.2 Binary'Metal'Sulfide'Synthesis'













Temperature'Studies:'Decompositions!as! in!Section!5.4.2!but!using!3! (2.5!mM)!and!21!(2.5!mM)! at! temperatures:! 1)! 150! °C;! 2)! 180! °C;! 3)! 230! °C;! 4)! 260! °C;! 5)! 280! °C,! then!repeated! at! these! temperatures! with! the! addition! of! 6! (10! mM),! with! an! additional!decomposition!at!300!°C.!
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Various!studies!have!been!reported!into!the!mechanism!of!metal!chalcogenide!formation!by!single<source!precursor!decomposition,!due!initially!to!the!relevance!of!such!processes!in!the!vulcanisation!of!rubber,!and!later!for!the!synthesis!of!semiconducting!nanoparticles!(quantum!dots).!Rubber! vulcanisation! is! a!way!of! introducing! covalent! crosslinks! (often!organo<sulfur! bridges)! between! polymer! chains! in! order! to! increase! elasticity! and!durability,! and! is! a! high! temperature! process! (approximately! 140! °C).1–4! Zinc!dithiocarbamates!in!conjunction!with!primary!amines!have!been!used!as!accelerators!for!cyclic!disulfide!crosslinking!agents,!but!the!role!that!these!species!play!in!the!vulcanisation!mechanism!is!still!not!fully!understood.5,!4,!2!!
In!order!to!better!understand!the!results!presented!in!Chapters!3!–!5,!the!decomposition!pathway! of! a! representative! dithiocarbamate! precursor,! namely! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]! was!studied.!This!was!chosen!as!it!was!one!of!the!more!extensively!investigated!in!this!thesis,!and!is!potentially!far!simpler!than!the!decomposition!of!iron!dithiocarbamates,!for!which!precursors!can!have!high<!or! low<spin!electronic!configurations!and!also!undergo!metal<based! redox! transformations.! We! also! aimed! to! address! the! role! of! thiuram! disulfide!additive!6.!!






O’Brien!and!co<workers!have!published!several!papers!on!the!decomposition!pathway!of!metal! chalcogenide! single<source! precursors! for! CVD,! particularly! utilising! mass!spectrometry.13–15!For!example,! the!pyrolysis!of!diselenocarbamate!metal!complexes!was!studied!by!GC<MS!and!EI<MS!and!found!to!give!in!selenium!clusters.13!The!first!step!in!the!thermal! decomposition! was! shown! to! be! the! loss! of! an! alkyl! group,! followed! by!elimination! of! an! EtSe2Et! group.! It! is! suggested! that! this! group! is! the! source! of! the!selenium! clusters! observed! for! some! precursors.13! O’Brien! has! also! studied! the! room!temperature! decomposition! of! [Pb{(C6H5)2PSSe}2]! in! an! oleylamine/dodecanethiol!solution,!experimentally!and!using!density!function!theory!(DFT)!calculations.15!Attack!of!a!thioalkoxide! ion! (RS<)! from! the! solvent! at! phosphorus! was! suggested! to! initiate!decomposition,! indicating! that! the!solvent! is!non<innocent,!and!not! just!acting!as!a!heat<sink/capping!agent.15!!





The! role! of! the! primary! amine! solvent! has! been! investigated! by! several! groups,! with!particular!focus!on![Zn(S2CNMe2)2].5,!4,!17!All!the!reports!begin!with!the!assumption!that!the!precursor!complex!forms!an!amine!adduct.!It!should!be!noted!like![Zn(S2CNR2)2],!nickel(II)!bis(dithiocarbamates)!have!been!found!to!act!as!Lewis!acids,!although!their!ability!to!do!so!depends! upon! the! electron<withdrawing! ability! of! the! dithiocarbamate! substituents.22!Complexes! with! chelating! ligands! have! also! been! reported,! such! as! the! 1,10<phenanthroline!adduct,![Ni(S2CNEt2)2(1,10<phen)],!which!crystallise!upon!slow!cooling!of!an!acetone!solution!of![Ni(S2CNEt2)2]!and!a!slight!excess!of!1,10<phenanthroline.23!






The! second! step! is! divided! between! two! pathways,! one! is! decomposition! of! this!intermediate! leading! to! (NMe2)(NHnBu)CS,! CS2! and! zinc! sulfide.! Due! to! new! peaks!observed! in! the! in$ situ! IR! spectra,! suggestive! of! an! additional! intermediate! species,! the!authors!propose!an!additional!minor!route!to!the!decomposition!pathway,!which!involves!a! further! amine! exchange! producing! the! [Zn(S2CNHnBu)2]! intermediate,! which! then!decomposes!to!form!ZnS,!(NHnBu)2CS!and!CS2!(the!latter!two!species!being!observed!by!IR,!post<reaction).! The! formation! of! [Me2NH2][S2CNMe2]! is! proposed! to! result! from! the!reaction! of! two! decomposition! by<products,! CS2!with! two! equivalents! of!Me2NH! (Figure!6<3).5!To!support!the!necessity!of!a!primary!amine!intermediate!the!authors!attempt!the!decomposition!of!the!secondary!amine!adduct![Zn(S2CNMe2)2(nBu2NH)],!resulting!in!only!the!initial!amine!exchange!and!no!decomposition,!while!heating!the!tertiary!amine!adduct!had!no!effect!at!all.5!
There! is! literature! evidence! supporting! the! first! step! of! Gelling’s! proposed!mechanism,!with!several!papers!describing!the!nucleophilic!attack!of!a!primary!amine!on!the!electron<deficient! backbone! carbon! of! a! thiolate! precursor.16,! 8! In! a! paper! by! Chin! et$ al.,! the!thiobenzoate!precursor! [Pb(SCOC6H5)2],!decomposed!without!heating!upon!addition!of!a!primary!or!secondary!amine.16!Nucleophilic!attack!of! the!amine!on!the!electron!deficient!carbonyl! carbon! is! proposed! and! supported! by! DFT! calculations.16! Further! evidence! of!nucleophilic!attack!on!an!sp2!hybridised!carbon!of!a!thiolate!precursor!is!given!by!Fackler!and! co<workers.25,! 26! NMR! evidence! of! the! transformation! of! metal! xanthates! to!dithiocarbamates! upon! reaction! with! primary! and! secondary! amines! was! presented,! in!
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particular! a! detailed! study! of! the! reaction! of! [Pt(S2COEt)2]! with! piperidine! resulted! in!formation! of! [Pt(S2CNC5H10)2].25! Similar! work! has! been! reported! for! nickel! xanthate!complexes!with!secondary!amines,!where!thiourethanes,!R2NC(S)OR’,!together!with!nickel!bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! were! formed.27! Metal! dithiocarbamate! complexes! have!also!been!generated!from!the!reaction!of!alkyl!trithiocarbonate!complexes!with!secondary!amines,!with!concomitant!elimination!of!thiol.26,!28–30!Gelling’s! premise! that! decomposition! proceeds! via! primary! amine! substitution! at! the!backbone! CS2! carbon! is! supported! by! several! studies! on! the! decomposition! of! primary!amine! dithiocarbamate! complexes,! most! notably! by! Caudle! et$ al.20,! 14! ! who! probed! the!solid<state!thermal!decomposition!of![Cd(S2CNHR)2]!(R!=!C3S7,!C5S11,!C12H25)!and!observed!CdS!and! isothiocyanate!were!produced,! together!with! the!primary!amine!and!CS2! as! co<products.20! They! deduced! that! a! net! transfer! of! protons! must! be! occurring! during!decomposition!for!these!species!to!be!formed,!and!propose!a!decomposition!pathway,!the!first!step!being!a!proton!transfer! from!the!NHR!group!of!one! ligand!to!a!CS2!sulfur!atom!leading!to!the!release!of!an!isothiocyanate!group!(Figure!6<4).20!Furthermore,!addition!of!a!tertiary! amine! to! a! solution! of! [Cd(S2CNHR)2]! also! led! to! decomposition,! supporting! the!notion! that! decomposition! is! linked! to! deprotonation! of! the! ligand! NRH! group,! and!possibly! explaining! why! Gelling! did! not! observe! decomposition! of! the! secondary! and!tertiary!amine![Zn(S2CNMe2)2]!adducts.20!
!
Figure,6;4,;,Thermal,decomposition,mechanism,for,[Cd(S2CNHR)2],proposed,by,Caudle.,Gelling’s!mechanism! for! the! solvothermal! decomposition! of! [Zn(S2CNMe2)2]!was! further!developed! by! Reedijk! and! co<workers,! using! a! combination! of! analysis! techniques!including!NMR! spectroscopy,! high<performance! liquid! chromatography! (HPLC)! and! thin!
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layer! chromatography! (TLC).4!When! [Zn(S2CNMe2)2]!was!heated!at!140! °C! for!1!hr! in!n<hexylamine! (nHexNH2)! zinc! sulfide,!N<hexyl<N’,N’<dimethylthiourea! ({NMe2}{NHnHex}CS),![Me2NH2][S2CNMe2]! and! N,N’<dihexylthiourea! ({NHnHex}2CS)! were! detected.4! Kinetic!studies! on! the! rate! of! formation! of! the! thioureas! (NMe2)(NHnHex)CS! and! (NHnHex)2CS!showed! the! latter! formed! more! slowly! and! was! more! abundant! at! the! end! of! the!decomposition.4! This! indicates! that! [Zn(S2CNMe2)2]! decomposes! to! form!(NMe2)(NHnHex)CS!which! reacts! further! to! form! (NHnHex)2CS.! In! support!of! this! theory,!(NMe2)(NHnHex)CS!was!shown!to!react!with!n<hexylamine!to!form!(NHnHex)2CS.4!






As! with! the! Gelling! study,! decomposition! in! secondary! and! tertiary! amines! was! also!attempted,! and,! like! the! previous! results,! amine! exchange! is! observed! in! the! former!reaction,!while!no!observable!reaction!takes!place!in!the!latter.4!The!authors!suggest!that!as! the!secondary!amine!only!has!one!available!proton,!when!the!amine!dithiocarbamatic!transition!state!is!formed,!the!amine!proton!must!interact!with!either!the!transition!state’s!other!secondary!amine!nitrogen!atom,!or!a!sulfur!atom!to!proceed!with!decomposition.4!The! authors! claim! this! proton! is! less! available! and! so! less! likely! to! be! in! the! specific!orientation!for!sulfur!protonation,!therefore!amine!exchange!proceeds!preferentially!and!decomposition!is!not!observed.4!This,!however,!is!a!somewhat!tenuous!explanation.!
Most! recently,! Lee! and! co<workers! have! investigated! the! decomposition! pathway! of![Zn(S2CNMe2)2]!using!NMR.17!As!with!Gelling’s!work,! the!authors!claim!to!pre<synthesise!an! amine! adduct,! [Zn(S2CNMe2)2(nOctNH2)2],! by! stirring! [Zn(S2CNMe2)2]! with! two!equivalents!of!amine!and!noting!a!shift!in!the!NH<CH2C7H15!13C{1H}!NMR!spectrum,!though!no!further!evidence!for!the!adduct!is!presented.17!This!species!is!then!heated!in!toluene!for!1! hr! at! 50,! 80! and! 100! °C,! so! it! can! be! supposed! that! if! an! adduct! was! not! formed!previously,!two!equivalents!of!amine!is!still!present!in!solution!during!the!decomposition!and!available!for!subsequent!adduct!formation.17!The!products!were!analysed!by!1H!–!and!13C{1H}<NMR!spectroscopy!and!peaks!in!the!latter!spectra!suggest!two!quaternary!carbon!
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environments!are!present!at!different!times!during!the!decomposition.!The!reaction!at!80!°C!yielded!products!with!two!quaternary!peaks,!while!only!one!of!these!peaks!is!seen!at!50!°C! and! the!other! at!100! °C.17!This! is! attributed! to!nucleophilic! attack!of! the! coordinated!primary! amine! on! the! electron! deficient! thiocarboxy! carbonyl! of! the! dithiocarbamate!ligand! backbone! (as! suggested! by! Reedijk),! forming! an! intermediate! (Intermediate! 1,!Figure!6<6)!which!is!assigned!to!the!new!quaternary!carbon!peak!that!appears!at!80!°C!and!remains!at!100!°C.4,!17!The!authors!claim!that!at!50!°C!this!intermediate!does!not!exist,!so!the! only! quaternary! carbon! peak! seen! is! due! to! the! ligand! CS2.17! At! 80! °C! attack! of! the!primary!amine!on!one!of! the![Zn(S2CNMe2)2]!dithiocarbamate! ligands!occurs,!so!a!mixed!species!is!seen!resulting!in!two!distinct!quaternary!carbon!peaks.17!At!100!°C!the!authors!claim!further!nucleophilic!attack!on!the!other!dithiocarbamate!ligand!results!in!a!second,!fully! saturated! intermediate! (Intermediate!2,! Figure!6<6),!which!accounts! for! the! lack!of!the!precursor!CS2!quaternary!peak.17!
!
Figure,6;6,;,[Zn(S2CNMe2)2],solvothermal,decomposition,pathway,proposed,by,Lee.,This!explanation!of!the!NMR!results!is!unlikely,!however,!for!a!number!of!reasons.!Firstly,!the!fact!that!these!intermediates!are!stable!enough!to!survive!until!the!end!of!the!reaction,!and!be!measured!by!NMR,!is!implausible.!It!is!much!more!likely!that!they!would!be!highly!unstable!transition!states!if!they!are!indeed!formed!at!all.!Secondly,!there!is!no!reason!to!suggest!that!at!80!°C!single!nucleophilic!attack!occurs!and!at!100!°C!a!second!attack!occurs,!the!fact!that!two!peaks!are!seen!in!the!13C<NMR!spectrum!could!easily!be!due!to!a!mixture!of! unreacted! precursor! and! an! intermediate! or! by<product,! which! accumulates! towards!
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the!end!of!the!decomposition!(for!after!1!hr!at!100!°C!the!authors!claim!to!synthesise!zinc!sulfide! elsewhere! in! the! paper).17! In! order! to! support! their! hypothesis,! the! authors!perform! 2D! NMR! spectroscopy! –! gradient! heteronuclear! multiple<bond! correlation!(gHMBC)! –! and! observe! cross<peaks! between! the! new! quaternary! carbon! and! protons!associated!with!Me2NH!and!octylamine.17!This,!however,!would!also!be!observed! for! the!known!by<product!thiourea,!N<octyl<N’,N’<dimethylthiourea!in!this!case,!observed!by!both!Reedijk!and!Gelling.4,!5!
Lee! et$ al.! account! for! the! detection! of! the! symmetric! thiourea!N,N’<dioctylthiourea! by! a!side! reaction! to! the!main!decomposition!mechanism,!where! the! fully! substituted! second!intermediate! loses! two! equivalents! of! the! secondary! amine! HNMe2,! leading! to! the!formation! of! the! fully! amide! exchanged! complex! [Zn(S2CNHnOct)2]! (Figure! 6<6).17! This!then!decomposes!through!primary!amine!attack!on!the!thiocarboxy<carbons,!yielding!the!symmetric! thiourea!N,N’<dioctylthiourea.17!Like!Gelling!and!Reedijk,! the!authors!perform!an! analogous! reaction! in! a! secondary! amine,! and! only! observe! amine<exchange! to! form![Zn(S2CNHnOct)2].17! They! explain! this! result! by! suggesting! that! the! steric! bulk! of! the!secondary! amine! about! the! thiocarboxy<carbon! prevents! protonation! of! sulfur! by! the!incoming!amine,!which!is!a!crucial!step!in!the!decomposition.17!
Though! Lee! et$ al.! present! a! plausible! decomposition! mechanism! for! a! metal!dithiocarbamate! complex! in! the! presence! of! a! primary! amine,! here! we! will! show! their!mechanism!is!based!on!incorrectly!assigned!13C<NMR!spectra.!Further,!the!work!of!Gelling!and! Lee! are! both! performed! in! toluene! using! a! pre<formed,! but! poorly! characterised,![Zn(S2CNMe2)2]! amine! adduct,! conditions! which! vary! significantly! from! those! generally!used! to! create! metal! sulfide! nanoparticles.! In! order! to! follow! the! decomposition! of![Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]!a!combination!of!NMR,!MS,!powder!XRD!and$in$situ!UV<vis!was!employed.!Attaining!a!thorough!understanding!of!decomposition!mechanism!will!provide!an!insight!in!how!to!tailor!the!decomposition!to!target!particular!metal!sulfide!phase.!The!benefits!of!which!will!transcend!primarily!nickel!sulfide!synthesis!and!be!applicable!the!wider!role!of!metal!dithiocarbamates!for!nanoparticle!formation.!!
This!work!forms!part!of!a!wider!project!on!metal!sulfide!synthesis!and!catalysis!involving!several! researchers! from! the! fields! of! electrochemistry,! X<ray! absorption! spectroscopy!(XAS)! and! computational! modelling.! This! expertise! was! utilised! to! support! this!experimental! work! by! employing! DFT! calculations! (performed! by! Maxime! Mercy! and!Alberto! Roldan! Martinez),! and! in$ situ! XAS! (performed! and! interpreted! by! Husn<Ubayda!
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Islam).! The! combined! experimental<theoretical! approach! has! led! to! a! full! picture! of!thermal! decomposition! of! nickel! bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! into! nickel! sulfides!which! is! applicable! to! general! metal! sulfide! nanoparticle! synthesis! from! metal!dithiocarbamate!decompositions.!
6.2 Results,and,Discussion,,
6.2.1 Nickel,bis(dithiocarbamate),Precursor,and,Stability,












While!oleylamine!is!commonly!used!in!nanoparticle!synthesis,!its!low!purity!(ca.!70%!from!commercial! sources)! provides! challenges! when! probing! mechanistic! information!spectroscopically.!In!order!to!follow!the!decomposition!in!a!primary!amine,!n<hexylamine!was! used! as! this! can! be! purchased! in! a! purer! form! than! oleylamine! and! its! sulfur<
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containing! organic! decomposition! products! are! commercially! available! to! use! as!spectroscopic! standards.! As! such,! the! decomposition!mechanism! of!21! in! n<hexylamine!was!first!studied!in!order!to!attain!a!clearer!understanding.!!!!
Heating!21! in!n<hexylamine!led!to!the!initially!clear!green!solution!turning!brown!(at!70!°C)! and! then! black! (at! 90! °C).! !Heating!was! continued! to! 120! °C! for! 1! hr.! Upon! cooling,!powder!XRD!confirmed!the!crystalline!phase!of!the!isolated!nanoparticles!to!be!a!mixture!of! polydymite! (Ni3S4)! and! α<NiS! (Figure! 6<7).! TEM! showed! the! particles! to! be! spherical!with!an!average!diameter!of!ca.!1.9!nm,!while!HRTEM!shows!spacings!of!2.83!and!3.29!Å!consistent!with!the![311]!and![220]!lattice!plane!of!Ni3S4!(Figure!6<8b).!The!discrepancy!in!nanoparticle!phase!formed!when!decomposing!21!in!either!oleylamine!or!n<hexylamine!is!likely! a! result! of! the! different! decomposition! temperatures! and! the! nickel! sulfide! phase!diagram!since!α<NiS!in!the!solid!state!is!reported!to!be!stable!to!higher!temperatures!than!Ni3S4.31!As!such,!the!higher!temperature!decomposition!in!oleylamine!(150°C!for!1!hr)!as!compared! to! n<hexylamine! (120°C! for! 1! hr)! provides! a! plausible! explanation! for! this!discrepancy.!!!!!!!
6.2.3 Nature,of,[Ni(S2CNiBu2)2],(21),in,n;hexylamine,
To! elucidate! a! decomposition! mechanism,! in$ situ! UV<vis! and! EXAFS! were! employed! to!monitor!changes!to!the!metal!centre.!Complex!21!has!a!d8!square!planar!geometry!and,!as!such,!is!expected!to!be!diamagnetic!and!easily!observable!in!1H!and!13C{1H}!NMR!spectra.!However! addition! of! n<hexylamine! results! in! significant! peak! broadening! of! the! 1H! and!13C{1H}! NMR! spectra.! Such! peak! broadening! could! be! due! to! the! formation! of! a!paramagnetic!complex,!which!may!result!from!the!formation!of!an!octahedral!geometry!at!nickel.!!





In!order!to!further!substantiate!the!nature!of!21!in!n<hexylamine,!XAS!was!performed!and!confirms!a!change!in!geometry!to!an!octahedral!species.!!Thus,!XANES!and!XAFS!modelling!fit!for!two!nickel<nitrogen!distances!corresponding!to!nickel<amine!interactions!at!2.03!Å,!in!addition!to!two!slightly!different!nickel<sulfur!interactions!at!2.32!and!2.47!Å,!which!are!lengthened! from! 2.20! Å! found! in! 21! in! both! the! solid! state! and! when! dissolved! in!dodecane.!

















The!prior!observation!that!21!does!not!decompose!in!dodecane!up!to!200!°C,!suggests!that!when! 21! dissolves! in! n<hexylamine! it! forms! an! octahedral! adduct,! which! when! heated!forms! another! square! planar! complexes,! different! to! 21.! Given! amide<exchange! about!metal! dithiocarbamates! has! been! shown! to! occur! for! secondary! amines! here! and! by!others,4,! 5,! 17! then! a! plausible! intermediate!would! be! the! amide! exchange! product! of!21!with!n<hexylamine.!!!
6.2.5 Modelled,Amide;Exchange,,

















Ni3S4,(ICDD,card,No.,43;1469).,(b),TEM,data,with,inset,HRTEM,and,marked,lattice,planes.,In! addition! to! solvothermal! decomposition,! the! solid! state! decomposition! of! 29! can! be!followed!by!TGA/DSC!(Figure!6<15),!showing!a!two<stage!decomposition!process.!Firstly,!an! endothermic!mass! loss! equivalent! to! isothiocyanate! occurs! at! 145! °C! followed! by! an!endothermic!mass!loss!equivalent!to!a!whole!dithiocarbamate!moiety!at!175!°C!leaving!a!residual!mass! of! NiS.! This! is! quite! different! from! the! TGA/DSC! analysis! of!21! whereby!stability!to!>350°C!was!observed!followed!by!evaporation.!!!!!
!
Figure,6;15,;,TGA,(black),&,DSC,(blue),graphs,for,29.,




Given! the! detection! of! organic! products! from! the! solid! state! decomposition! of! 29! the!organic! decomposition! products! from! the! decomposition! of! 29! in! dodecane! have! been!analysed!by!13C{1H}!NMR!spectroscopy!and!mass!spectrometry.!A!resonance!at!129!ppm!is!observed! in! the! 13C{1H}! NMR! spectrum,! associated! with! the! quaternary! carbon! in! n<hexylisothiocyanate,! which! is! confirmed! by! mass! spectrometry! (M+,! 144.06! m/z).! The!identical!decomposition!products!suggest!that!whilst,29! is! in!solution!it!may!decompose!by!a!similar!mechanism!to!the!solid<state.!!
6.2.7 Continued,Monitoring,of,Solvothermal,Decomposition,of,21,in,n;hexylamine,,






After!decomposition!was! complete,! the!organic!products!were!analysed!by! 13C{1H}!NMR!spectroscopy.!A!quarternary!carbon!peak!was!observed!at!181!ppm!an!identical!position!to! that! of! commercially! purchased! n<hexylthiourea,! an! organic! decomposition! product!observed! in! the! in$ situ!UV<vis!spectroscopy.! !Mass!spectra!of! the!reaction! liquor!showed!the!major!organic! component! to!be!n<hexylthiourea! (M+!245.18!m/z)!with!an!additional!peak! at!M+!144.06!m/z! consistent!with!n<hexylisothiocyanate.!Alkylisothiocyanates!have!been! observed! by! others! in! the! decomposition! of! related! cadmium(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)!complexes.20!!
The! formation! of! organic! co<products! was! also! monitored! by! taking! aliquots! of! the!reaction!mixture! at! 120! °C! at! timed! intervals! up! 1! hr.! Analysis! of! 13C{1H}! NMR! spectra!showed! the! disappearance! of! peaks! assigned! to! 21! with! concomitant! growth! of! a!resonance!at!181!ppm,!consistent!with!the!quaternary!carbon!of!n<hexylthiourea!(Figure!6<17).!Formation!of!n<hexylthiourea!has!also!been!observed!in!the!decomposition!of!zinc!bis(dithiocarbamate)!complexes!in!n<hexylamine.4!The!detection!of!n<hexylthiourea!as!an!organic!decomposition!product!is!obviously!different!to!solely!n<hexylisothiocyanate!seen!when!decomposing!29! in!dodecane.!To!explain!this,!n<hexylisothiocyanate!was!heated!to!120!°C!in!n<hexylamine!and!13C{1H}!NMR!spectroscopy!confirmed!the!transformation!into!





With! the! mechanistic! insight! gained! from! the! decomposition! in! n<hexylamine! the!mechanism! for! decomposition! in! oleylamine! was! then! probed.! In! general! the!
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decomposition!followed!a!similar!trend.!UV<vis!spectra!showed!dissolving!21!significantly!changes! the! Ni! environment.! Peak! broadening! in! the! 1H! NMR! spectra! also! suggests! a!paragmagnetic! species! is! formed! upon! addition! of! oleylamine! to!21.! XAS! then! confirms!addition! of! oleylamine! to!21! results! in! an! octahedral! complex,!whereby! two!Ni<N! bond!distances!from!nickel<oleylamine!interactions!exist!at!2.05!Å!and!four!Ni<S!bond!distances!are!lengthened!to!2.37!Å!and!2.51!Å.!XAS!shows!this!species!is!in!the!a3trans!arrangement!consistent!with!calculations!in!Section!6.2.3.!!
!
Figure,6;18,;,Waterfall,plot,of,in(situ,UV;vis,spectra,of,21,heated,oleylamine.,
Heating!the!mixture!shows!first!the!formation!of!a!square!planar!complex,!followed!by!its!decomposition.! The! square! planar! complex! is! observed! by! in$ situ! EXAFS! at! 118! °C!with!four!Ni<S!bond!distances!at!2.20!Å!and!two!Ni<C!interatomic!distances!at!2.68!Å.!In$situ!UV<vis! confirms! peaks! associated! with! the! octahedral! complex! decrease! with! concomitant!growth! of! peaks! associated! with! a! square! planar! complex! at! 115! °C! with! complete!conversion! by! 125! °C.! The! peaks! associated! with! the! square! planar! complex! start! to!decrease!at!145!°C!consistent!with!nanoparticle!formation!(Figure!6<18).!XAS!suggests!ca.$135! °C! to! be! the! onset! of! decomposition,! due! to! the! rapid! decrease! in! spectral! quality!associated!with!inhomogeneity!of!the!sample.!!
Performing!13C{1H}!NMR!spectroscopy!on!the!reaction!liquor!after!decomposition!showed!the!presence!a!quaternary!carbon!peak!at!181.9!ppm,!typical!of!a!thiourea.!The!presence!of!oleylamine! thiourea! (M+,! 557!m/z)! in! the! decomposition! liquor!was! confirmed! by!mass!spectroscopy.! In! addition! mass! spectroscopy! showed! the! presence! of! di<
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isobutyloleylamine<R,R’<thiuram! monosulfide! (M+,! 516! m/z),! suggesting! a! different!decomposition!pathway!may!exist!for!decomposition!in!longer!chain!primary!amines.!!
The! slower! rate/higher! temperature! of! formation! of! a! square! planar! complex! in!oleylamine! when! compared! to! n<hexylamine! suggests! the! kinetics! of! amide! exchange!could!be!affected!by!the!size!of!the!amine!21! is!decomposed!within.!As!such,!when!21! is!heated!in!oleylamine!the!amide!exchange!may!only!proceed!as!far!as!a!single!substitution!to! give! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)(S2CN{H}Oleyl)]! (30).! It! would! follow! that! post! decomposition!organic!products!and!their!subsequent!reactions!may!be!affected,!e.g.! the!transformation!from! isothiocyanate! to! thiourea! could! be! slower.! This! would! keep! the! isothiocyanate!present! in! solution! for! a! longer! period! allowing! additional! reactions! to! take! place.! The!observation! of! thiuram<monosulfide! with! both! NR2! and! NHR’! groups! by! mass!spectrometry! supports! the! idea! that! amide<exchange! has! occurred! on! only! one! of! the!dithiocarbamates! of!21,! prior! to! decomposition,! resulting! in! the! square! planar! complex!formed!with!oleylamine!being!the!mono<substituted!complex!30.!






Preliminary! work! has! been! performed! on! the! decomposition! of! iron(III)!tris(dithiocarbamate)! complexes!and!zinc(II)!bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes,!namely! in$
situ!XAS!reactions.!Initial!findings!indicate!the!zinc!dithiocarbamate!complex!decomposes!
via! a! very! similar!mechanism! to! the! nickel! case,!with! initial! formation! of! an! octahedral!complex! in! solution! with! amine,! followed! by! loss! of! two! ligands! to! result! in! a! four<
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coordinate! species! which! then! goes! on! to! decompose.! The! iron! dithiocarbamate!decomposition!is!complicated!somewhat!by!spin<crossover!conversion!and!oxidation!state!changes.! Further! work! on! this! is! being! performed! by! Husn<Ubayda! Islam! and! is! not!developed!here.!
6.3 Conclusions,
The! solvothermal! decomposition! mechanism! for! nickel! dithiocarbamate! complex![Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]! (21)! in!primary! amines,! has!been! investigated!using!powder!XRD,!NMR,!MS! and! UV<vis! spectroscopy,! in! conjunction! with! XAS! and! computational! modelling!performed! by! colleagues! at! UCL.! Oleylamine! is! a! common! primary! amine! solvent!employed! in! the! decomposition! of! metal! dithiocarbamate! complexes,! but! because! this!compound! is! difficult! to! model! and! to! synthesise! model! compounds! of,! therefore! n<hexylamine!was! chosen! as! the! solvent! for! these! studies.! The! decomposition! of!21! in!n<hexylamine!was! found! to!proceed!via! amide!exchange!on! the!dithiocarbamate!backbone!with! amine! from! the! solvent! forming! a! new! complex! [Ni(S2CNHnHex)2]! (29).! This! new!complex! then! goes! on! to! decompose! via! deprotonation! of! the! N<alkyldithiocarbamate!ligand!and!formation!of!an!isothiocyanate!by<product!(which!goes!on!to!react!with!more!solvent!amine!to!form!a!thiourea).!!
In!order!to!test!the!applicability!of!this!mechanism!to!decomposition!of!21!in!oleylamine,!studies!were!performed! in!oleylamine!resulting! in! similar! results!with!a! few!exceptions.!The! decomposition! in! oleylamine! was! found! to! produce! some! different! by<products,!namely! thiuram! monosulfide.! It! is! suggested! that! due! to! oleylamine’s! bulk,! amide!exchange!is!slower!and!exchange!of!one!amide!is!seen!(rather!than!full!exchange!of!both)!forming! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)(S2CN{H}Oleyl)]! (30).! Steric! hindrance! also! slows! down! the! side!reaction! between! the! isothiocyanate! by<product! (formed! from! decomposition! of! the!N<alkyldithiocarbamate! half! of! 30)! and! solvent! oleylamine,! such! that! sufficient!isothiocyanate! levels! exist! in! solution! to! react!with! dithiocarbamic! acid! released! from! a!subsequent!decomposition!step.!These!by<products!may!react!to!form!the!mixed!iso<butyl,!oleylamine!thiuram!monosulfide,!which!is!observed!in!the!MS!of!the!decomposition!liquor.!
These!results!indicate!the!solvent!plays!a!crucial!role!in!decomposition!of!dithiocarbamate!complexes.! They! suggest! that! the! nature! of! the! solvent! directly! influences! the!decomposition!pathway,!such!that!the!complex!that!decomposes!to!form!the!metal!sulfide!is! not! the! original! precursor,! but! in! fact! an! intermediate! complex! formed! from! amide!
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exchange!with!the!solvent.!This!could!mean!that,!in!the!case!of!N,N<dialkyldithiocarbamate!complexes! of! the! type! [Ni(S2CNR2)2]! (R! =! alkyl! not! H),! the! alky! groups! of! the!dithiocarbamate! ligands! are! less! important! to! the! decomposition! of! the! precursor,! only!influencing!how!effectively!amide!exchange!with!the!solvent!occurs.!In!addition!the!nature!of!an!amine!solvent!may!greatly!affect!the!decomposition!pathway,!such!that!if!it!is!bulky!and! has! a! low! rate! of! amide! exchange! with! the! dithiocarbamate! ligand! backbone,! the!decomposition!pathway!is!affected,!as!well!as!secondary!reactions!occurring!in!solution!to!produce!by<products.!
6.4 Experimental,
Chemicals,
Dodecane! (99!%),! sodium! hydroxide! (technical! grade)! and!N,N’<dihexylthiourea! (97!%)!and!were!purchased! from!Fisher! Scientific!UK! and!used! and! stored! as! supplied!with!no!further! purification.! Oleylamine! (technical! grade,! 70! %),! carbon! disulfide,! 1,4<diazabicyclo(2.2.2)octane! (DABCO,!≥!99!%),!N<ethylmethylamine,!N<hexyl! isothiocyanate!(95!%),!potassium! ferricyanide(III)! (99!%)!were!purchased! from!Sigma!Aldrich!Ltd! and!used! and! stored! as! supplied! with! no! further! purification.! Diisobutylamine! (99! %)! was!purchased!from!Alfa!Aesar!and!used!without!any!further!purification.!Hexylamine!(99!%)!was!purchased!from!Sigma!Aldrich!Ltd!and!distilled!before!use.!!
Physical,Measurements,
All!1H!and!13C{1H}!NMR!spectra!were!obtained!on!either!a!Bruker!Avance!III!400!or!Avance!600!spectrometer,!the!latter!being!equipped!with!a!cryoprobe.!All!spectra!were!recorded!using! CDCl3! which! was! dried! and! degassed! over! molecular! sieves! prior! to! use;! 1H! and!13C{1H}! chemical! shifts! are! reported! relative! to! SiMe4.! The!mass! spectra! were! obtained!using! either!Micromass! 70<SE! spectrometer! using! Electron! Ionisation! (EI)! or! a! Thermo!Finnigan!MAT900xp!spectrometer!using!Chemical!Ionisation!(CI).!Elemental!analysis!was!carried! using! Elemental! Analyser! (CE<440)! (Exeter! Analytical! Inc).! Thermogravimetric!analysis!(TGA)!was!performed!using!a!Netzsch!STA!449C!TGA!system.!Data!was!recorded!from!25!to!600!°C!with!a!constant!heating!rate!of!10!°C!minute<1.,,
XRD!patterns!were!measured!on!a!Bruker!AXS!D4!diffractometer!using!CuKα1! radiation.!The! diffraction! patterns! obtained! were! compared! to! database! standards.! For! TEM!
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characterisation!a!4!µl!droplet!of!nanoparticle! suspension! (chloroform)!was!placed!on!a!holey! carbon<coated! copper! TEM! grid! and! allowed! to! evaporate! in! air! under! ambient!laboratory!conditions!for!several!minutes.!TEM!images!were!obtained!using!a!JEOL<1010!microscope!at!100!kV!equipped!with!a!Gatan!digital!camera.!HRTEM!measurements!were!collected!using!a!Jeol!2100!TEM!with!a!LaB6!source!operating!at!an!acceleration!voltage!of!200!kv.!Micrographs!were!taken!on!a!Gatan!Orius!Charge<coupled!device!(CCD).!
6.4.1 Synthesis,of,Ni[S2CN(H)C6H13]2,(29),
Carbon!disulfide!(1.80!mL,!30!mmol)!was!added!dropwise!to!a!solution!of!n<hexylamine!(4!mL,! 30!mmol)! in!MeOH! (30!mL)! cooled! in! an! ice! bath! to! 3! °C.!NaOH! (1.20! g,! 30!mmol)!dissolved! into! the!minimum!amount!of!water! (5!mL)!was!added!slowly!dropwise! to! the!solution!and!the!whole!reaction!stirred!for!3!hours.!A!solution!of!NiCl2.6H2O!(3.5657!g,!15!mmol)! in!water! (20!mL)!was! then!added!dropwise!over! two!minutes!producing!a!green!precipitate.!The!mixture!was!stirred! for!30!minutes,! filtered,!washed!with!water! (3!x!30!mL)!and!evaporated!to!dryness.!The!green!powder!product!was!then!dissolved!in!100!mL!of!DCM!and!stirred!with!MgSO4!for!30!mins,!after!which!the!mixture!was!filtered!and!the!filtrate!dried!in$vacuo.!Yield!4.1957!g,!68!%!Anal.,Calc.,for,C14H28N2S4Ni:,C,!40.88;!H,!6.86;!N,!6.81.!Found:!C,!39.89;!H,!6.70;!N,!6.59.!1H,NMR,δ/ppm,(CDCl3):,0.92!(t,!J!6.78,!6H,!CH3),!1.33! (m,! 12H,! CH2CH2CH2),! 1.62! (m,! 4H,! CH2),! 3.44! (q,! J! 6.78,! 4H,! CH2),! 6.87! (s,! 2H,!NH).!
13C{1H},NMR,δ/ppm,(CDCl3):,14.11!(CH3),!22.59!(CH2),! !26.44!(CH2),!28.64!(CH2),!31.38!(CH2),! 43.84! (CH2),! 210.30! (CS2).! MS:! m/z! 410! [M+],! 346! [M+! <! S2],! 259! [M+! <!S(H){S(H)C6H13}],!245![M+!<!S(H){SN(H)C6H13}],!201![M+!<!S{S2CN(H)C6H13}].!!
6.4.2 Decompositions,




[Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2]!(0.1!mmol,!0.0467!g)!refluxed!in!dodecane!(20!mL)!for!1!hour!at!200!°C!with!stirring.!After!1!hr!at!this!temperature!the!green!precursor!solution!had!not!changed!in! appearance! at! all.! The! mixture! was! allowed! to! cool! and! crystals! of! Ni[S2CN(C4H9)2]2!precursor!formed!in!solution.!The!decomposition!liquor!was!then!analysed.!MS:!m/z!467![Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2+],! 435! [Ni{S2CN(C4H9)2}2+! <! S],! 403! [Ni{S2CN(C4H9)2}2+! <! S2],! 174![Ni{S2CN(C4H9)2}2+! <! S(C4H9){S2CN(C4H9)2}].! 13C{1H}, NMR, δ/ppm, (CDCl3):! 208.92![Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2].!
Decomposition,of,21,in,DABCO!!
[Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2]! (0.1! mmol,! 0.0467! g)! was! added! to! 1,4<diazabicyclo(2.2.2)octane!(DABCO,!17.8!mmol,!2!g)!in!dodecane!(20!mL)!and!heated!for!10!minutes!at!70!°C!until!all!the!DABCO!was!dissolved.!The!green! solution!was! then! refluxed! for!1!hr!at!165! °C!with!stirring.!After!1!hr!at!this!temperature!the!solution!had!not!changed!in!appearance!at!all.!The!mixture!was!allowed! to! cool! and! crystals!of! [Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2]!precursor! formed! in!solution.!The!decomposition! liquor!was! then!analysed.!MS:!m/z!467! [Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2+],!435! [Ni{S2CN(C4H9)2}2+! <! S],! 403! [Ni{S2CN(C4H9)2}2+! <! S2],! 174! [Ni{S2CN(C4H9)2}2+! <!S(C4H9){S2CN(C4H9)2}].!13C{1H},NMR,δ/ppm,(CDCl3):!208.50![Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2].!
Decomposition,of,21,in,Oleylamine!!
[Ni(S2CN{C4H9}2)2]!(0.1!mmol,!0.0467!g)!refluxed!in!oleylamine!(20!mL)!for!1!hr!at!150!°C!with! stirring,! producing! a! black! precipitate! dispersed! into! the! solvent.! The!mixture!was!allowed! to! cool! over! 1! hr,! then!washed! and! centrifuged!with! 3! x! 60!mL!methanol.! The!resulting!black!powder!was!dispersed!into!100!mL!chloroform,!then!filtered!and!dried!en$
vacuo.!The!decomposition!liquor!was!sampled!before!washing!and!analysed.!MS:!m/z!514![{SCN(H)C18H35}S{SCN(C4H9)2}+],! 577! [SC{N(H)C18H35}2+].! 13C{1H}, NMR, δ/ppm, (CDCl3):!181.86![SC{N(H)C18H35}2].!
Decomposition,of,21,in,n;hexylamine!
Ni[S2CN(C4H9)2]2!(0.1!mmol,!0.0467!g)!refluxed!in!n<hexylamine!(20!mL)!for!1!hr!at!120!°C!with! stirring,! producing! a! black! precipitate! dispersed! into! the! solvent.! The!mixture!was!allowed! to! cool! over! 1! hr,! then!washed! and! centrifuged!with! 3! x! 60!mL!methanol.! The!resulting!black!powder!was!dispersed!into!100!mL!chloroform,!then!filtered!and!dried!en$





[Ni(S2CNHC6H13)2]!(0.1!mmol,!0.0411!g)!refluxed!in!dodecane!(20!mL)!for!1!hr!at!150!°C!with! stirring,! producing! a! black! precipitate.! The! mixture! was! allowed! to! cool! to! room!temperature! over! 1! hr,! then! washed! and! centrifuged! with! 3! x! 60! mL! methanol.! The!resulting!black!powder!was!dispersed!into!100!mL!chloroform,!then!filtered!and!dried!en$
vacuo.!Mass! produced!0.0173! g.! The!decomposition! liquor!was! sampled!before!washing!and!analysed.!MS:!m/z! 272! [SC{N(CH2)C6H13}2+;!2!CH2!groups! from! the! fragmentation!of!dodecane].!13C{1H},NMR,δ/ppm,(CDCl3):!128.81![SCNC6H13].!
Decomposition,of,29,in,Oleylamine!!
[Ni(S2CNHC6H13)2]!(0.1!mmol,!0.0411!g)!refluxed!in!oleylamine!(20!mL)!for!1!hr!at!150!°C!with! stirring,! producing! a! black! precipitate.! The! mixture! was! allowed! to! cool! to! room!temperature! over! 1! hr,! then! washed! and! centrifuged! with! 3! x! 60! mL! methanol.! The!resulting!black!powder!was!dispersed!into!100!mL!chloroform,!then!filtered!and!dried!en$
vacuo.!Mass! produced!0.0114! g.! The!decomposition! liquor!was! sampled!before!washing!and!analysed.!MS:!m/z!488! [{SCN(H)C18H35}S{SCN(H)C6H13}+!+!H+].!13C{1H},NMR,δ/ppm,
(CDCl3):!128.29![SCNC6H13].!
Decomposition,of,29,in,n;hexylamine!









[(C4H9)2NH2][S2CN(C4H9)2]!(0.2!mmol,!0.0669!g)!was!added!to!a!solution!of!SCNC6H13!(0.2!mmol,!0.0286!g)! in!dodecane! (20!mL)!and!refluxed! for!1!hr!at!120! °C!with! stirring.!The!clear!colourless!solution!was!then!allowed!to!cool!to!room!temperature!over!1!hr!and!the!decomposition! liquor! analysed.! MS:! m/z! 144! [SCNC6H13+],! 173! [SC(H)N(C4H9)2+],! 130![(C4H9)2NH2+],! 273! [SC{N(H)C6H13}{NC4H9}+! +!H+].! 13C{1H},NMR,δ/ppm, (CDCl3):! 182.02![SC{N(H)C6H13}{NC4H9}],!193.03![S2CN(C4H9)2],!194.50![SC{N(C4H9)2}].!
[(C4H9)2NH2][S2CN(C4H9)2],Reaction,with,N;hexyl,Thiourea!
[(C4H9)2NH2][S2CN(C4H9)2]!(0.2!mmol,!0.0669!g)!was!added!to!a!solution!of!SC{N(H)C6H13}2!(0.2!mmol,!0.0488!g)! in!dodecane! (20!mL)!and!refluxed! for!1!hr!at!120! °C!with!stirring.!The!clear!colourless!solution!was!then!allowed!to!cool!to!room!temperature!over!1!hr!and!the!decomposition!liquor!analysed.!MS:!m/z!173![SC(H)N(C4H9)2+],!130![(C4H9)2NH2+],!245![SC{N(H)C6H13}2+!+!H],!273![SC{N(H)C6H13}{NC4H9}+!+!H+].!13C{1H},NMR,δ/ppm,(CDCl3):!182.02![SC{N(H)C6H13}{NC4H9}+].!
N;Hexyl,Isothiocyanate,Reaction,with,n;hexylamine,
A!solution!of!SCNC6H13!(0.1!mmol,!0.0143!g)!in!n<hexylamine!(20!mL)!was!refluxed!for!1!hr!at! 120! °C!with! stirring.! The! clear! colourless! solution!was! then! allowed! to! cool! to! room!temperature! over! 1! hr! and! the! decomposition! liquor! analysed.! MS:! m/z! 245![SC{N(H)C6H13}2+!+!H+].!13C{1H},NMR,δ/ppm,(CDCl3):!182.02![SC{N(H)C6H13}2+].!
6.4.4 UV;Vis,
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The!aim!of!the!work!contained!in!this!thesis!was!to!investigate!the!use!of!dithiocarbamate!complexes!as!single>source!precursors!to!metal!sulfide!nanoparticles,!with!a!focus!on!iron!and! nickel! sulfides! due! to! their! applications! in! catalysis.! Chapter! 2! focused! on! the!synthesis!of! iron!dithiocarbamate!molecular!precursors!and!assessed!their!suitability!for!subsequent!decomposition!to!form!iron!sulfide!nanoparticles.!Particularly!of!interest!was!the!iron!thiospinel!greigite!(Fe3S4),!and!consequently!both!iron(II)!and!iron(III)!precursors!were!studied.!
The! carbonyl! protected! forms! of! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)! complexes! were!synthesised! as! the! iron(II)! source! since! the! unprotected! complexes! were! known! to! be!extremely! air! sensitive! and! thus! difficult! to! handle.! The! iron(II)! bis(dithiocarbamate)!dicarbonyl! complexes!were! found! to! be! suitable! replacements,! being! stable! in! the! solid!state!at! room! temperature,!but!also!decomposing! to! form! the!unprotected!complex!well!before!its!subsequent!decomposition,!thereby!potentially!avoiding!any!possible!unwanted!impurities! in! the!resulting!nanoparticles.! Interestingly,! the! trend! in!Fe>CO!bond!strength!(indicated! by! TGA! thermolysis! temperature)! differed! to! previous! reports,! indicating! a!more!complex!bonding!system!than!previously!thought.!
Decomposition!studies!on!iron(II)!and!(III)!dithiocarbamate!complexes!found!that!greigite!is! not! accessible! with! a! combination! of! these! precursors! under! the! tested! reaction!conditions,!pyrrhotite!(Fe7S8)!being!the!only!product!formed.!Pyrrhotite!contains!iron(II)!and! not! iron(III),! indicating! all! the! iron(III)! dithiocarbamate! precursor! was! reduced!during! decomposition.! In! order! to! investigate! this! further,! a! series! of! studies! were!performed!on!the!iron(III)!precursors!systematically!changing!different!reaction!variables!in! order! to! probe! the! changes! to! materials! formed.! Decomposition! temperature! and!precursor!concentration!were!found!to!have!a!particularly!important!effect!on!the!phase!of!the!iron!sulfide!nanoparticles!formed.!Greigite!was!found!to!be!a!metastable!phase!in!this!system,!forming!at!lower!temperature!and!higher!precursor!concentration.!!
The!addition!of!a!redox!active!additive!to!the!decomposition!system!had!a!significant!effect!on! the! phase! of! iron! sulfide! produced.! When! sufficient! levels! were! used,! addition! of!thiuram! disulfide! ([S2CNiBu2]2)! changed! the! decomposition! system! conditions! such! that!
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greigite! survived! at! higher! temperatures! and! lower! concentrations! of! iron(III)!tris(dithiocarbamate)! complex.! This! could! be! the! result! of! thiuram! disulfide! forming! a!capping!layer!around!the!greigite!nanoparticles,!thereby!stabilising!the!iron!sulfide!phase,!or!it!could!be!due!to!a!change!in!the!overall!decomposition!mechanism.!
The! nickel! dithiocarbamate! decomposition! system! was! also! studied! in! detail,! with!differing! results! to! the! iron! sulfide! system.! Temperature! studies! (without! the! thiuram!disulfide! additive)! revealed! the! formation! of! α>NiS,! a! known! high! temperature! nickel!sulfide!(in!solid!state!synthesis),!being!formed!at!lower!temperatures!than!β>NiS,!a!known!low! temperature! phase! of! nickel! sulfide! (though! there! is! a! precedent! for! this! trend).!Precursor!concentration!had!no!effect!on!the!phase!of!nickel!sulfide!formed!in!the!absence!of! thiuram!disulfide,!α>NiS!being! formed!at!all!concentrations! investigated.!These!results!indicate!α>NiS!is!kinetically!more!favoured,!metastable!phase!in!this!system.!
However,!the!effect!of!thiuram!disulfide!on!the!system!was!found!to!be!closely!related!to!its! action! on! the! iron(III)! dithiocarbamate! system.! At! low! temperature,! the! metastable!nickel! thiospinel! polydymite! (Ni3S4)! is! formed! while! at! high! temperature! the! relatively!more!thermodynamically!stable!α>NiS! is!produced.!The!effect!of!precursor!concentration!in! the! presence! of! thiuram! disulfide! is! more! complex! than! in! the! iron! case.! At! low!concentrations!α>NiS!and!polydymite!are!produced,!but!increasing!the!concentration!leads!to! the! formation! of! a! different! nickel! sulfide! phase,! bravoite! (NiS2),! which! has! pyrite!structure.!The! iron!analogue!was!not!observed! in! the! iron!dithiocarbamate! system.!This!may!be!due!to!differing!relative!stabilities!of!the!nickel!and!iron!sulfide!phases.!
Other! metal! dithiocarbamate! complexes! of! cobalt,! copper,! zinc! and! indium! were!investigated!as!precursors!for!binary!metal!sulfide!nanoparticles,!and,!in!conjunction!with![Fe(S2CNiBu2)3]! and! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)2],! for! ternary! metal! sulfides.! Metal! sulfides! were!successfully! synthesised! in! the! cobalt,! copper! and! zinc! cases,! but! the! indium! precursor!produced!material!of!low!crystallinity.!!Ternary!iron!nickel,!iron!copper!and!nickel!cobalt!sulfides! were! successfully! synthesised! from!mixtures! of! dithiocarbamate! precursors.! In!particular!the!thiospinel!FeNi2S4!was!produced!in!nanoparticulate!form,!which!has!to!date!not! been! reported! in! the! literature.! However,! in! the! iron! zinc! and! iron! indium! systems!investigated!only!the!binary!metal!sulfides!were!observed.!!
The! effect! of! adding! thiuram! disulfide! to! the! decomposition! solutions!was! also! studied,!and! found! to! have! a! great! effect! on! the! ternary! iron! nickel! sulfide! system.! At! high!
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precursor! concentration! in! the! presence! of! thiuram! disulfide! the! nickel! pyrite! (Fe,Ni)S2!was! synthesised,! which! has! also! not! be! reported! in! the! literature! to! date.! The! additive!thiuram!disulfide!also!allowed!access! to! the!cobalt! sulfide!CoS2!at!high!concentration,!as!seen! previously! with! the! nickel! binary! sulfide! NiS2,! which! was! formed! at! high!concentration.! Though! thiuram! disulfide! appeared! to! have! little! effect! in! the! studies! on!other! metals,! high! concentration! decompositions! were! not! attempted! due! to! time!constraints.! Thiuram! disulfide! also! aided! in! the! synthesis! of! the! mixed! iron! and! nickel!thiospinel!FeNi2S4,!allowing!synthesis!of!pure!material!at!higher!temperatures,!stabilising!the!phase!in!some!way.!This!is!very!similar!to!the!effect!of!thiuram!disulfide!on!the!binary!iron!and!nickel!sulfide!systems.!!
In! order! to! better! understand! the! mechanism! of! solvothermal! decomposition! of! metal!dithiocarbamate!complexes,!the!decomposition!was!investigated!using!NMR,!XRD,!MS!and!UV>vis! analysis! techniques,! in! conjunction! with! XAS! and! computational! modelling.! The!nickel!dithiocarbamate! system!was!used!as! a!model!because! it! has!been!well! studied! in!this!thesis!and!shown!to!be!related!to!the!iron!dithiocarbamate!system,!but!did!not!have!the!added!complication!spin!crossover!effects,!as!in!the!iron!case.!
The! results! revealed! a! possible! decomposition! mechanism! where! the! primary! amine!solvent! plays! a! significant! role.! Decomposition! is! suggested! to! proceed! via! an! amide!substituted! intermediate,! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)(S2CN{H}Oleyl)],! and! so! the! role! of! the!dithiocarbamate!alkyl!groups!may!be!less!important!than!the!nature!of!the!primary!amine!solvent! present.! The! addition! of! thiuram! disulfide! to! the! decomposition! solution! may!affect! this! amide! exchange! by! slowing! down! the! rate! of! [Ni(S2CNiBu2)(S2CN{H}Oleyl)]!formation.! This! would! in! turn! lead! to! a! decrease! in! the! overall! rate! of! metal! sulfide!formation,!thereby!allowing!kinetically!favoured,!metastable!phases!survive!because!there!is!insufficient!time!for!them!to!convert!to!thermodynamically!more!favoured!phases.!
7.2 Future*Work*
In! order! to! further! elucidate! the! role! of! the! thiuram! disulfide! additive! in! the!decomposition! of! metal! dithiocarbamate! complexes,! the! decomposition! of! nickel!dithiocarbamate! in! the!presence!of! thiuram!disulfide!could!be! investigated!via!NMR,!MS,!XRD!and!UV>vis,! in!the!same!way!as!the!nickel!dithiocarbamate!system!was!studied.!The!relative!rates!of!by>product!formation!could!be!indicative!of!thiuram!disulfide!supressing!the! solvent>dithiocarbamate! amide! exchange,! when! compared! to! the! decomposition!
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without! the! additive.! In! addition,! to! support! the! hypothesis! that! the! nickel!dithiocarbamate! decomposition! is! a! good!model! for! all! metal! dithiocarbamate! systems,!other!metals!should!be!investigated,!particularly!the!iron!system,!which!may!be!easier!to!interpret!with!the!knowledge!gained!about!the!nickel!decomposition.!!
More! studies! into! the! effect! of! thiuram! disulfide! on! metal! sulfide! formation! at! high!precursor!concentrations!should!be!performed,!the!current!work!only!briefly!touching!on!iron,! nickel! and! cobalt! sulfides.! It! may! be! possible! to! access! rare! metastable! phases! of!other!metal!sulfides!using!this!method,!which!could!have!interesting!catalytic!properties.!In! addition,! the! synthesis! of! [Fe(S2CNHnHex)3]! should! be! performed! and! this! precursor!decomposed! at! low! temperature! to! attempt! to! form! metastable! phases! of! iron! sulfide,!which!are!not!accessible!at!the!higher!temperatures!required!to!form!crystalline!material!for!the!dialkyl!derivatives.!




8 Appendix)–)Crystallographic)Data)!Table!8.1.!!Crystal!data!and!structure!refinement!for![Fe(S2CNEt2)3]!(2).!!Chemical!formula!! C15H30FeN3S6!Formula!weight!! 500.63!Temperature!! 123(2)!K!Radiation,!wavelength!! MoKα,!0.71073!Å!Crystal!system,!space!group!! monoclinic,!P21/n!Unit!cell!parameters! a!=!14.001(2)!Å! α!=!90°!! b!=!10.1767(15)!Å! β!=!111.189(2)°!! c!=!16.886(2)!Å! γ!=!90°!Cell!volume! 2243.3(6)!Å3!Z! 4!Calculated!density!! 1.482!g/cm3!Absorption!coefficient!µ! 1.236!mm−1!F(000)! 1052!Crystal!colour!and!size! red,!0.45!×!0.25!×!0.20!mm3!Data!collection!method! Bruker!SMART!1K!CCD!diffractometer!! ω!rotation!with!narrow!frames!
θ!range!for!data!collection! 2.59!to!28.32°!Index!ranges! h!−17!to!18,!k!−13!to!13,!l!−22!to!22!Completeness!to!θ!=!28.32°! 94.6!%!!Reflections!collected! 18316!Independent!reflections! 5277!(Rint!=!0.0302)!Reflections!with!F2>2σ! 4616!Absorption!correction! semiaempirical!from!equivalents!Min.!and!max.!transmission! 0.6062!and!0.7901!Refinement!method! Fullamatrix!leastasquares!on!F2!Weighting!parameters!a,!b! 0.0420,!0.5629!Data!/!restraints!/!parameters! 5277!/!0!/!344!Final!R!indices![F2>2σ]! R1!=!0.0284,!wR2!=!0.0774!R!indices!(all!data)! R1!=!0.0336,!wR2!=!0.0796!Goodnessaofafit!on!F2! 1.064!Largest!and!mean!shift/su! 0.002!and!0.000!Largest!diff.!peak!and!hole! 0.388!and!−0.520!e!Å−3!
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Table!8.2.!!Crystal!data!and!structure!refinement!for![Fe(S2CNMe2)2(CO)2]!(13).!!Chemical!formula!! C7H12FeN2OS4!Formula!weight!! 324.28!Temperature!! 150(2)!K!Radiation,!wavelength!! MoKα,!0.71073!Å!Crystal!system,!space!group!! monoclinic,!P21/c!Unit!cell!parameters! a!=!6.280(2)!Å! α!=!90°!! b!=!17.371(6)!Å! β!=!97.973(6)°!! c!=!13.051(5)!Å! γ!=!90°!Cell!volume! 1410.0(8)!Å3!Z! 4!Calculated!density!! 1.528!g/cm3!Absorption!coefficient!µ! 1.639!mm−1!F(000)! 664!Crystal!colour!and!size! red,!0.10!×!0.08!×!0.06!mm3!Data!collection!method! Bruker!SMART!1K!CCD!diffractometer!! ω!rotation!with!narrow!frames!
θ!range!for!data!collection! 3.15!to!28.24°!Index!ranges! h!−8!to!8,!k!−23!to!22,!l!−16!to!16!Completeness!to!θ!=!26.00°! 88.2!%!!Reflections!collected! 9651!Independent!reflections! 2955!(Rint!=!0.1161)!Reflections!with!F2>2σ! 1136!Absorption!correction! semiaempirical!from!equivalents!Min.!and!max.!transmission! 0.8532!and!0.9081!Refinement!method! Fullamatrix!leastasquares!on!F2!Weighting!parameters!a,!b! 0.0000,!0.0000!Data!/!restraints!/!parameters! 2955!/!0!/!154!Final!R!indices![F2>2σ]! R1!=!0.0450,!wR2!=!0.0788!R!indices!(all!data)! R1!=!0.1017,!wR2!=!0.0913!Goodnessaofafit!on!F2! 0.501!Largest!and!mean!shift/su! 0.000!and!0.000!Largest!diff.!peak!and!hole! 0.516!and!−0.487!e!Å−3!! !
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Table!8.3.!!Crystal!data!and!structure!refinement!for![Fe(S2CNiBu2)2(CO)2]·C5H12!(15).!!Chemical!formula!! C25H48FeN2O2S4!Formula!weight!! 592.74!Temperature!! 150(2)!K!Radiation,!wavelength!! MoKα,!0.71073!Å!Crystal!system,!space!group!! monoclinic,!P21/c!Unit!cell!parameters! a!=!10.050(2)!Å! α!=!90°!! b!=!17.757(4)!Å! β!=!105.611(4)°!! c!=!18.502(4)!Å! γ!=!90°!Cell!volume! 3180.0(11)!Å3!Z! 4!Calculated!density!! 1.238!g/cm3!Absorption!coefficient!µ! 0.760!mm−1!F(000)! 1272!Crystal!colour!and!size! red,!0.18!×!0.16!×!0.16!mm3!! ω!rotation!with!narrow!frames!
θ!range!for!data!collection! 2.29!to!28.26°!Index!ranges! h!−13!to!13,!k!−23!to!22,!l!−23!to!23!Completeness!to!θ!=!26.00°! 99.4!%!!Reflections!collected! 26073!Independent!reflections! 7370!(Rint!=!0.0875)!Reflections!with!F2>2σ! 3726!Absorption!correction! semiaempirical!from!equivalents!Min.!and!max.!transmission! 0.8754!and!0.8881!Refinement!method! Fullamatrix!leastasquares!on!F2!Weighting!parameters!a,!b! 0.0539,!0.0000!Data!/!restraints!/!parameters! 7370!/!0!/!306!Final!R!indices![F2>2σ]! R1!=!0.0490,!wR2!=!0.1035!R!indices!(all!data)! R1!=!0.1092,!wR2!=!0.1164!Goodnessaofafit!on!F2! 0.861!Largest!and!mean!shift/su! 0.001!and!0.000!Largest!diff.!peak!and!hole! 0.525!and!−0.656!e!Å−3!! !
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Table!9.4.!!Crystal!data!and!structure!refinement!for![Ni(S2CNiBu2)2]!(21).!!Chemical!formula!! C18H36N2NiS4!Formula!weight!! 467.44!Temperature!! 150(2)!K!Radiation,!wavelength!! MoKα,!0.71073!Å!Crystal!system,!space!group!! monoclinic,!P21/c!Unit!cell!parameters! a!=!11.851(3)!Å! α!=!90°!! b!=!12.693(3)!Å! β!=!96.779(5)°!! c!=!16.623(5)!Å! γ!=!90°!Cell!volume! 2483.1(11)!Å3!Z! 4!Calculated!density!! 1.250!g/cm3!Absorption!coefficient!µ! 1.122!mm−1!F(000)! 1000!Crystal!colour!and!size! green,!0.50!×!0.32!×!0.23!mm3!! ω!rotation!with!narrow!frames!
θ!range!for!data!collection! 1.73!to!28.33°!Index!ranges! h!−15!to!15,!k!−16!to!16,!l!−21!to!21!Completeness!to!θ!=!26.00°! 99.5!%!!Reflections!collected! 18784!Independent!reflections! 5749!(Rint!=!0.0374)!Reflections!with!F2>2σ! 4892!Absorption!correction! semiaempirical!from!equivalents!Min.!and!max.!transmission! 0.6038!and!0.7824!Refinement!method! Fullamatrix!leastasquares!on!F2!Weighting!parameters!a,!b! 0.0431,!0.0000!Data!/!restraints!/!parameters! 5749!/!0!/!370!Final!R!indices![F2>2σ]! R1!=!0.0298,!wR2!=!0.0741!R!indices!(all!data)! R1!=!0.0362,!wR2!=!0.0765!Goodnessaofafit!on!F2! 1.038!Largest!and!mean!shift/su! 0.001!and!0.000!Largest!diff.!peak!and!hole! 0.799!and!−0.284!e!Å−3!!
